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Abstract

The Internet has enabled people from all around the globe to communicate with each

other in a matter of milliseconds. This possibility has a great impact in the way we work,

behave and communicate, while the full extent of possibilities are yet to be known. As we

become more dependent of Internet services, the more important is to ensure that these

systems operate correctly, with low latency and high availability for millions of clients

scattered all around the globe.

To be able to provide service to a large number of clients, and low access latency

for clients in different geographical locations, Internet services typically rely on geo-

replicated storage systems. Replication comes with costs that may affect service quality.

To propagate updates between replicas, systems either choose to lose consistency in favor

of better availability and latency (weak consistency), or maintain consistency, but the

system might become unavailable during partitioning (strong consistency).

In practice, many production systems rely on weak consistency storage systems to

enhance user experience, overlooking that applications can become incorrect due to the

weaker consistency assumptions. In this thesis, we study how to exploit application’s

semantics to build correct applications without affecting the availability and latency of

operations.

We propose a new consistency model that breaks apart from traditional knowledge

that applications consistency is dependent on coordinating the execution of operations

across replicas. We show that it is possible to execute most operations with low latency

and in an highly available way, while preserving application’s correctness. Our approach

consists in specifying the fundamental properties that define the correctness of applica-

tions, i.e. the application invariants, and identify and prevent concurrent executions that

potentially can make the state of the database inconsistent, i.e. that may violate some

invariant. We explore different, complementary, approaches to implement this model.

The Indigo approach consists in preventing conflicting operations from executing

concurrently, by restricting the operations that each replica can execute at each moment

to maintain application’s correctness.

The IPA approach does not preclude the execution of any operation, ensuring high

availability. To maintain application correctness, operations are modified to prevent

invariant violations during replica reconciliation, or, if modifying operations provides an
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unsatisfactory semantics, it is possible to correct any invariant violations before a client

can read an inconsistent state, by executing compensations.

Evaluation shows that our approaches can ensure both low latency and high availabil-

ity for most operations in common Internet application workloads, with small execution

overhead in comparison to unmodified weak consistency systems, while enforcing appli-

cation invariants, as in strong consistency systems.
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Resumo

A Internet tornou possível que pessoas em todo o mundo possam comunicar entre si

numa questão de milissegundos. Esta possibilidade tem um grande impacto na forma

como as pessoas trabalham, se comportam e comunicam, sendo que o universo de possi-

bilidade ainda não é totalmente conhecido. No entanto, à medida que nos tornamos mais

dependentes de serviços hospedados na Internet, maior é a necessidade de garantir que

estes sistemas operam corretamente, com baixa latência e elevada disponibilidade para

milhões de pessoas em todo o mundo.

Para conseguir providenciar serviço a um número elevado de clientes, e minimizar

a latência de acesso para clientes em diferentes localizações geográficas, os serviços de

Internet tipicamente recorrem a armazenamento geo-replicado. A replicação de dados

possui custos associados que afetam a qualidade dos serviços. Para propagar as atualiza-

ções entre réplicas, os sistemas têm que escolher entre providenciar baixa latência e alta

disponibilidade para executar operações, perdendo garantias de consistência (consistên-

cia fraca), ou manter a consistência, mas pagar um custo maior em termos de latência e

perder disponibilidade para executar operações (consistência forte).

Na prática, muitos dos sistemas em produção adotam consistência fraca para melho-

rar a experiencia de utilização, negligenciado potenciais anomalias que estes sistemas

podem causar nas aplicações. Nesta tese, estudamos a exploração da semântica das apli-

cações para construir aplicações corretas, sem prejudicar a disponibilidade e latência das

operações.

Nós propomos um novo modelo de consistência que se afasta da ideia de que a cor-

reção de um sistema dependente da execução coordenada das operações entre réplicas.

Nós mostramos que a maioria das operações pode executar com baixa latência, e de uma

forma altamente disponível, mantendo a correção das aplicações. A nossa aproximação

consiste em identificar as propriedades fundamentais que definem a correção de uma

aplicação, isto é, os invariantes aplicacionais, e, através disso, detetar e prevenir a exe-

cução concorrente de operações que potencialmente possam tornar o estado da base de

dados inconsistente, i.e. que possam violar algum invariante. Nós exploramos diferentes

abordagens para implementar este modelo de consistência.

A abordagem Indigo consiste em prevenir operações conflituosas de executar concor-

rentemente através da restrição de operações que podem executar em cada replica, em
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cada momento. Em comparação com soluções que combinação consistência forte e fraca,

a nossa solução permite que algumas operações potencialmente conflituantes sem que

isso afete a correção das aplicação.

A abordagem IPA não proibe a execução de nenhuma operação, garantindo alta dis-

ponibilidade. Para manter a correção das aplicações, as operações são modificadas para

prevenir violações de invariantes durante a reconciliação de replicas, ou, se modificar as

operações não produz uma semântica satisfatória, é possível corrigir o estado das aplica-

ções antes que os clientes o possam ler, através da execução de compensações.

A avaliação experimental mostra que as abordagens estudadas permitem baixa latên-

cia e alta disponibilidade para a maioria das operações em aplicações para a Internet, com

baixa penalização em comparação com sistemas de consistência fraca não modificados,

enquanto fornecem garantias de consistência comparáveis às oferecidas por sistemas com

consistência forte.
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1
Introduction

Over the last years, we have witnessed a change in the way people access the Internet.

The personal computer comes in many sizes and shapes, allowing people to be connected

to the Internet at all times. Nowadays, the Internet has no borders, people from any part

of the globe can reach others in a matter of milliseconds, which makes it a very attractive

channel for making business.

Companies have recognized the business potential of Internet services early. From

e-commerce services, to advertisement and social media platforms, companies operating

over the Internet span a wide range of industries. New services go live everyday with

great impact on people’s lives and routines.

In a very competitive market, companies need to provide services that are resilient

and that can ensure quality of service to a large number of users. This is difficult for

small companies that have limited resources to spend on infrastructure, but also for big

companies that have to manage large and complex infrastructures. For these reason,

more and more companies are offloading the management of infrastructures to the Cloud,

which allows them to control the size of the infrastructure dynamically, in a cost-effective

way [69, 70].

1.1 Context

At the core of Internet services are storage systems that manage and store data for ap-

plications. These systems need to be scalable, to ensure quality of service to a possibly

very large number of users, and resilient to failures, to keep services operating even when

nodes in the infrastructure fail or become partitioned. In this thesis we examine the

design of large scale distributed systems, particularly those that use replication [29, 35,

40, 73].
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Replication consists in maintaining multiple copies of data and applications logic, at

different machines, for redundancy. It arguably helps improving performance and fault-

tolerance of services, because it allows resources to be accessed from different endpoints.

It can also help to reduce the latency for processing client requests, by forwarding them

to a near-by replica, when available.

For companies that have users scattered across the globe, it is common to deploy

replicas of data in strategic locations (geo-replication [35, 83, 130]) to reduce the distance

between clients and services, helping to improve the overall perceived latency. Studies

have shown that a slight increase in latency affects the user experience, with potential

impact on the revenue of companies [42, 54, 91, 111].

To keep the state of replicas fresh, replicas need to exchange the updates executed

in each of them. One way to do this, is to coordinate the execution of each operation

across replicas, in order to keep their state synchronized at all times, or forward all

updates to a single server that sequences the updates. This replication model is know as

strong consistency [23, 24, 35, 83]. Despite the benefit of offering transparent replication,

coordinating the execution of operations this way raises a number of problems. First,

scaling systems that use strong consistency is difficult, because as more replicas are added

to the system, more messages have to be exchanged to execute operations [52, 81]. Second,

the execution of operations might be dependent on the availability of remote replicas,

which might prevent the system from making progress if some replicas are unavailable.

Finally, when replicas are far apart, the latency for executing operations might be too high.

For these reasons, strong consistency is not adequate to be used over the wide area, and

typical deployments are restricted to single data-centers, where infrastructure is more

reliable and the latency is lower [43, 96].

An alternative way of executing operations is to first execute them at the replicas

that receive the requests, and propagate the effects that they produce to other replicas

asynchronously. This method is know as weak consistency and does not suffer from the

limitations of strong consistency: systems can scale by adding more replicas, because op-

erations are processed independently; ensures high availability, because as long as there

is a reachable replica, the system remains live; and the latency for executing operations

depends only on the distance between the client and the replica that processes the request

(and the load on that replica). The downside of weak consistency is that the state of repli-

cas diverge when updates are processed concurrently, because they are not immediately

applied at all replicas. This makes programming systems that use weak consistency much

more difficult than systems that use strong consistency, because the programmer has to

account for concurrency anomalies.

In recent years, infrastructures that use weak consistency have emerged as the pre-

ferred choice for implementing large services, such as Amazon Marketplace, Twitter, or

Facebook, since they offer a viable solution for providing low latency for clients that are

scattered over wide areas. Many systems support weak consistency [22, 40, 78, 86], yet

the difficulty of writing applications for these systems remains an open problem [11, 13,
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Client B

Client A

Replica 1

Replica 2

stock = 10

stock = 10

get_stock() sell(3) get_stock()

stock = 7

sell(10)get_stock() get_stock()

stock = -3

stock = 10

stock = 10

stock = 7

stock = 0 stock = -3

stock = -3

Figure 1.1: Two operations to buy an item execute concurrently at replicas A and B. The
effects of the operations are propagated asynchronously to remote replicas, leading to a
negative stock. This anomlay is not allowed under strong consistency.

58, 83, 112].

1.2 Thesis problem and statement

The difficulty of writing applications on top of weak consistency comes from the fact that

concurrent operations might interfere with each other in ways that programmers cannot

anticipate. For instance, consider an online store that tracks the availability of each item

using a weakly consistent data store. Consider that the business logic of this service has a

rule that says that the stock of items cannot become negative, i.e. the store does not allow

overselling. To enforce this property, whenever an operation to sell an item is requested,

the replica that receives the operation must check that the current stock is sufficient to

process the operation, and only if it is, it processes the request. If two replicas execute

this logic and do not coordinate the execution of the operations, they will not observe the

effects produced by each other, allowing both of them to sell the last available units of

some item concurrently, breaking the business constraint, as depicted in figure 1.1. This

problem would never occur under strong consistency, as synchronizing the execution of

operations would force the second operation to fail due to insufficient stock.

In one hand, we want to avoid coordinating the execution of operations to provide

low latency and high availability and, in the other hand, we need coordination to ensure

that applications are consistent at all times. The CAP theorem [26, 27] states that in a

system prone to partitioning, it is impossible to ensure availability and consistency at all

times. The intuition is that for enforcing consistency replicas must contact their remote

counterparts, and for achieving availability replicas cannot depend on that. This result

has driven the research of distributed systems in the past few years with different designs
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exploring the two sides of the spectrum [11, 33, 40, 83, 86, 117, 130].

A prominent approach to this issue is to combine strong and weak consistency. The

idea is to leverage the benefits of both approaches by using strong consistency for ensuring

application correctness properties that cannot be maintained under weak consistency,

and use weak consistency when the execution of operations is safe, to provide low latency

and availability for those operations. To choose when to use one consistency model or

the other, programmers need to identify which operations can be problematic, which is a

difficult and error prone task. Many works have tried to automatize this process [7, 84,

110] to reduce the burden for the programmer, by leveraging the semantics of operations.

Separating operations by the consistency model that is most adequate in each case

helps to achieve a good balance between strong consistency and weak consistency, how-

ever the overall latency and availability of the application might still be compromised if

the number of operations that require strong consistency is high. In fact, using strong

consistency for executing potentially unsafe operations might be inefficient in many cases,

as all potentially conflicting operation executions have to be coordinated across replicas,

even if some executions would not make the application state invalid. In the warehouse

example, if the total number of units of an items that are sold concurrently at different

replicas does not exceed the number of items available, the state of the application would

remain valid even if these operations execute without coordination.

In this thesis, we question the premise that coordination is necessary for enforcing

the correctness of applications, and that it always has an high penalty in the latency and

availability of operations. Our hypothesis is that it is possible to leverage the semantics

of applications to ensure the correctness of applications more efficiently. We show the

validity of our hypothesis in two ways. First, we show that application’s semantics allows

us to reduce the number of cases where coordination is necessary to maintain correctness.

We show that in certain cases it is even possible to avoid it completely. Second, we

show that when coordination is necessary, in many cases operations can execute with low

latency and in an highly available way, by moving the necessary coordination outside the

critical path of execution, to avoid its costs during operations execution.

The work presented in this dissertation allows us to make the following statement.

Thesis statement: It is possible to leverage the semantics of operations to avoid coor-

dination in a safe way, maintaining application’s correctness and providing low latency

and high availability in the general case. When coordination is unavoidable to maintain

correctness, it is still possible to mitigate its cost for most operations execution.

An application invariant is a constraint defined over the state of the application that

restricts the set of valid states of the application. The constraint on the items stock

being non-negative is an example of an application invariant. While existing weakly

consistent stores ensure state-convergence, they do not guarantee that the invariants of
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the application are preserved at all times. On the other hand, strong consistency can be

used to enforce invariants, by serializing the execution of operations, but performs badly.

In this thesis we propose an alternative approach for ensuring application correctness

that departs from traditional approaches. Our approach follows the insight that the

execution order of operations should be detached from application’s correctness. We

propose a new consistency model, called explicit consistency, that characterizes correctness

as properties that the system must enforce. These properties are defined as a set of

invariants over the system state. This simple, yet powerful, model allows programmers

to specify the exact condition under which applications are correct, without implying

any assumptions over the execution order of operations across replicas. While it is very

desirable to ensure correctness under such simple model, developing applications under

explicit consistency, without any guidance, could be very difficult.

We show that by providing the appropriate tools to programmers, it can become easier

to implement applications under explicit consistency. Our tools provide a static analysis

that is used to identify potential invariant violations in applications and ways to prevent

those violations during application execution.

To make the approach easier to implement, we propose a 3-step methodology for

developing applications under the explicit consistency model:

• Programmers specify the application invariants and operations effects;

• A static analysis identifies the pairs of operations that might violate any of the invari-

ants defined in the previous step, and suggests modifications to the specifications

to solve the identified conflicts.

• Programmers must modify the application code to implement the proposed specifi-

cation.

We explore two complementary approaches for enforcing invariants in applications.

The first approach consists in restricting concurrency by making replicas agree on which

operations each replica can execute concurrently without requiring coordination, a tech-

nique know as reservations [21, 93, 104, 115]. On top of that, to reduce the impact that

enforcing an agreement between replicas has in applications, we propose moving this

step outside the critical path of operation’s execution. This way, whenever a replica has

permission to execute some operation, it can safely execute the operation locally, because

remote replicas have agreed to not produce any effects that could result in an invariant

violation. In the background, replicas proactively try to obtain permissions from remote

replicas to ensure that sufficient permissions are available when executing operations.

In the warehouse example, replicas agree on the number of items that each one might

sell and can execute those operations safely without coordination, as long as they do not

exceed their local budget.

The second approach consists in modifying the effects of conflicting operations to

ensure that they can always be executed and propagated to any replica without affecting
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correctness. The challenge with this approach is to ensure that the modifications that

are necessary to prevent invariant violations still provide a reasonable semantics for

the application. We show that we are able to provide alternative specifications with

reasonable semantics for many invariants common in applications.

Our work provides a new insight over the trade-off between availability and consis-

tency that helps to understand better the landscape of design choices for developing

geo-replicated applications. Our work is the first to propose the utilization of invariants

as a form of specifying the correctness of applications that run in geo-replicated settings.

This approach opens path for addressing the problem of ensuring application consistency

in novel ways. We propose a systematic approach for enforcing application correctness

while minimizing the costs of coordination by combining reservations techniques and by

modifying operations effects.

The reservation mechanisms that we propose are the first set of reservation mecha-

nisms that can be used to avoid conflicting executions efficiently in geo-replicated settings.

While we were inspired by classical reservation techniques, and follow the principles of

coordination avoidance that has been explored by many authors [83, 84, 110, 117], our

work improves the state of the art in a number of ways, making it possible to implement

applications that provide low latency and high availability in geo-replicated settings. In

the other hand, the techniques for modifying operations are unprecedented. We show,

for the first time, how to maintain many classes of invariants under weak consistency

without using coordination. While this solution cannot be used for all classes of invari-

ants, it provides reasonable semantics for many classes of invariants that are common in

applications. Both approach can be combined to avoid the pitfalls of each solution.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are the following:

Explicit Consistency [16–18] We propose a new consistency model, the first of its kind,

that captures the idea that the consistency of an application should be modeled after the

invariant of the application, rather than by enforcing a particular order of operations

execution. The key idea is that programmers should specify the invariants that must hold

at all times and the system must enforce these invariants while minimizing the use of

coordination. We have developed a set of tools that can help programmers to achieve

this. Explicit consistency can be implemented by following the methodology described

before and adopting the following complementary approaches to enforce application

correctness.

Violation avoidance approach (Indigo [15, 16]) We propose to avoid invariant viola-

tions by restricting concurrency through the use of reservations [21, 93, 104]. A reser-

vation is a mechanism that allows a replica to obtain rights to execute an operation
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beforehand. If a replicas does not have enough permissions for executing an operation

it must abort, or fetch rights from remote replicas at that moment, penalizing latency

and availability. Although the idea of reservations has been proposed before, we are

the first to adapt this idea to be used in a setting that combines weak consistency and

geo-replication, providing a comprehensive set of reservations that can be used to ensure

low latency and high availability. We first proposed the Bounded Counter, a data-type

that can enforce numeric invariants without coordination for most operation executions.

This approach allows us to cover a number of invariants common in applications, but has

limited support for invariants that span multiple objects. We generalized the approach

in Indigo, a system that provides explicit consistency by avoiding conflicting operations

from executing concurrently.

Invariant preservation approach (IPA [19]) We propose IPA, a novel approach for pre-

serving application invariants that completely removes coordination from operations

execution. Instead of trying to introduce sporadic coordination to avoid invariant vio-

lations, we modify the effects of operations to allow them to execute concurrently with

the guarantee that when replicas reconcile their state, the invariants of the application

will always be preserved. This novel approach, advances the state of the art by providing

a solution for maintaining certain classes of invariants under weak consistency, which

have been deemed impossible before. Although modifying operations cannot preserve

all classes of invariants, or in certain cases it is preferable to use coordination to attain a

richer semantics, we show that we are capable of preserving a wide range of invariants

that are common in applications without sacrificing latency and availability. We have

developed a tool that can propose these modifications automatically.

Platform support and data types Indigo and IPA implementations heavily rely on con-

vergent data types. In Indigo, we propose convergent reservation data types [21, 93, 104]

that allow managing permissions to execute operations across replicas without coordina-

tion. In IPA we developed new data types with specialized convergence rules to support

the transformation of operations.

We also proposed the design of a shim-layer for managing reservation data types on

top of existing key-value stores and implemented it in various systems.

Evaluation We implemented several applications and benchmarks to demonstrate the

performance and practicability of our approaches. We also make a qualitative evaluation

of the effort for using them in practice, and analyze the types of invariants that we can

cover.

1.4 Organization

The contents of the thesis is organized in 8 chapters.
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In Chapter 2 we introduce essential concepts of distributed systems, with emphasis

in replication techniques.

Chapter 3 discusses related work on the topic of replication and invariant preservation.

We analyze the range of solutions that explore the consistency spectrum, discussing the

programming models offered by the different system.

In chapter 4 we describe our first take on building invariant-preserving applications.

In that context we have proposed the Bounded Counter, a data type for enforcing numeric

constraints on the form of x ≤ K , which are common in many applications.

Chapter 5 introduces the explicit consistency model. We present an algorithm for

detecting conflicting pairs of operations, prove its correctness, and discuss the implemen-

tation of a tool to help programmers to use the methodology. The analysis presented in

this chapter is crucial for implementing the approaches presented in chapter 6 and 7.

In chapter 6 we describe Indigo, the violation avoidance approach. We describe the

different data types proposed for fixing the different classes of invariants, the middleware

that provides support for these data types on top of existing Key-Value stores, and the

evaluation of the approach.

In chapter 7 we describe IPA, the invariant preservation approach. We present the

algorithm for modifying specifications, and the new data type semantics that are required

for implementing them. We discuss the classes of invariants that are supported by the

approach, and evaluation results.

In chapter 8 we conclude with final remarks.
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2
Background on Internet Services

A distributed system is any group of processes running in one or multiple machines

connected through a network, working together to achieve some common goal. The goal

might be to provide a service, produce some computation, or any unit of work that might

be accomplished through the collaboration of processes.

Building scalable distributed systems poses significant challenges to programmers:

decoupling service components introduces overheads that might impact performance;

machines can fail arbitrarily, leaving parts of the system inaccessible, or malfunctioning;

and communication between processes over the network is prone to failures and delays.

In this chapter, we describe the client-server architecture, to give an overview of the

underlying infrastructure of Internet services, and discuss basic concepts of replication,

transactions processing and consistency models of replicated systems.

2.1 Client-Server architectures

A client-server architecture, at its essence, divides the structure of a service in client and

server components. Servers are responsible for managing data and processing requests,

while clients handle requests between end-users and servers, and present their results.

Clients typically provide functionality to a unique, or a small number of users, while

servers are responsible for answering requests from the clients. At a high-level, the

quality of a service is evaluated by the properties that it exhibits when clients interacts

with it:

• Availability: Availability can be measured as the percentage of time that a service is

able produce responses within a limit of time. A service is said to be highly available
if it respond within a small time-frame at all times.
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Client E-Commerce Service

Application Server Storage Server

browse_prods() ->
get_items();
ads_for_user();
gen_recommendations();

Ads Service

Analytics Server

gen_recommendations();ads_for_user()

Figure 2.1: Diagram of interactions for processing a client request in a client-server
architecture. The client sends a request for browsing items in a web store; the request is
processed by an application server; product information is retrieved from storage server;
data analytics is done by a dedicated server; and advertisement is handled by an external
service.

• Consistency: A service is consistent if the execution of operations maintains the

integrity constraints defined over the application state, i.e. that the state respects

the invariants of the application as intended by the programmer.

• Recency: Updates must be made visible globally after execution. However, if a

system is partitioned internally, or messages are delayed, updates might take time

until they are made available to all clients.

Servers typically expose an interface of the application that clients can use to interact

with the service. However, internally, requests might be processed by multiple servers

that execute the logic of the application and/or store data. A tight-coupling between data

processing and data storage reduces the latency for accessing data. However, this choice is

less scalable because the access to data is conditioned by the load on the server for process-

ing data, and vice-versa. For this reason, it is common to decouple the functionality of a

server in two components, the application server and the storage server. Application servers

deal with service logic and data processing, while storage servers are concerned with stor-

ing data and providing efficient access to it. This decoupling allows better scalability of

individual components, as we discuss next.

Figure 2.1 describes the interactions between different servers of a complex service

for processing a client request.

2.1.1 Providing services at global-scale

Companies want to provide their services for customers around the globe. To that end,

they need to ensure good quality of service to millions of users, independently of their
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location. This is particularly hard for services that operate on centralized infrastructures,

because access to the service is only fast for users that are physically close to the servers,

and because centralized services are prone to failures that might make the whole service

inaccessible.

Application servers normally operate independently and are stateless, which makes

it fairly easy to adapt to the load. When the system is under high load, this design allows

to offload that load to other application servers that are added dynamically to the system,

without interfering with the operation of other application servers.

Scaling the storage server is a more difficult task. A common approach for scaling

the storage server is to partition the data across servers, to distribute the load [14, 29, 61,

118]. However, data is still subject to hot-spots and failures that might make the data

inaccessible.

Scaling application servers and partitioning data efficiently allows internet services

to achieve good performance. However, to ensure high availability and fault-tolerance,

resources need to be replicated . In the next section we discuss how replication can

enhance scalability, availability and fault-tolerance, by adding redundancy to the system.

2.2 Replication

Replication consists in maintaining multiple copies of data, and applications logic, that

can be accessed and manipulated by clients, to improve the scalability and fault tolerance

of a system. Some replication configurations scatter the replicas over different geograph-

ical areas (geo-replication) in order to reduce the latency between the end-users and

resources [14, 35, 67]. Several replication schemes have been proposed that specify the

topology of the replication infrastructure, determining how replicas connect with each

other to process user requests and propagate updates [36].

In a replicated system, operations need to be executed among replicas in order to

update their state. A consistency model defines the guarantees that the system provides

regarding the execution of those operations. For instance, a consistency model might

allow operations to execute in different orders across all replicas, or force them to exe-

cute in sequence. The programmer is responsible for ensuring that the system behaves

correctly under these assumptions.

Ideally, the consistency model should be strong enough so that replication is transpar-

ent (strong consistency), i.e. the programmer cannot observe any side effects of replica-

tion. To attain such guarantees, normally, systems coordinate the execution of operations

across replicas, or rely on a primary server to execute operations. However, these methods

impacts scalability, availability and fault-tolerance, due to an higher cost for executing

operations and the higher chance of failures, which are exacerbated by the physical dis-

tance between machines, in the case of geo-replication. Many existing systems, like

Spanner [35], Farm [43], and others [3, 128], have been optimized to scale horizontally
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under strong consistency, however they still exhibit high latency in the geo-replicated

setting.

Some consistency models allow the state of replicas to diverge, in order to preserve

performance and availability (weak consistency). In these systems, typically, an operation

first executes in the replica that receives the request, and the effects of the operation are

applied at a later time in the remaining replicas. This ensures low latency, independently

of the location of replicas, because the replica that first executed the operation can reply

immediately to the client, before propagating the effects to the other replicas. However,

it is more difficult for programmers to use systems with weak consistency, because the

data observed by clients might change between requests, when accessing different repli-

cas, which make it more difficult to provide a good semantics for clients and ensure

correctness [2, 23, 38, 58].

In this section, we analyze thoroughly different design aspects of replicated systems.

We analyze different replication schemes, how to exchange the effects of operations that

execute in different replicas, and discuss the benefits and drawbacks of different consis-

tency models. For simplicity, in the remaining of this section we assume that operations

are atomic and indivisible (transactions management is discussed in section 2.3).

2.2.1 Replication schemes

In this section we analyze two classical replication schemes: master-slave and multi-
master [38].

In a master-slave replication scheme, the master replica is responsible for processing

all client requests and replicate the updates to the slave replicas [101, 119]. When the

master fails, a slave replica is promoted to replace the master. Many systems that employ

a master-slave replication scheme allow the slave replicas to process read-only operations

to improve performance [34, 101]. This allows the system to scale well in applications

that have a high rate of read-only operations, but the master remains a contention point

for processing write requests.

To overcome this limitation of the master-slave scheme, the multi-master scheme al-

lows any replica to process incoming update operations [73, 107]. However, if replicas

coordinate with each other to execute every operation, the potential benefits of execut-

ing operations in any replica might be hindered by the cost of contacting other replicas.

Choosing a weaker consistency model might prevent this issue, allowing replicas to ex-

change updates opportunistically, without affecting the performance of the system. The

downside is that divergence might increase overtime, if replicas do not exchange updates

frequently.

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of the master-slave and multi-master

replication schemes.
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Client A
Master Replica

Slave Replica

Slave ReplicaClient B

a Master-slave. Updates flow from Master to
Slave.

Replica A

Replica B

Replica C

Client A

Client B

b Multi-master. Updates propagated in every di-
rection.

Figure 2.2: Replication schemes.

2.2.2 Replication unit

When designing a replicated system it is necessary to decide what data is propagated

between replicas to update their state. This influences the number and size of messages

that are exchanged, and the cost for processing messages at the origin and remote replicas.

Two alternative approaches that are widely used in practice consist in propagating the

full state of objects, or just the effect of the operations that are executed [22, 40, 78, 130]

(we discuss the implementation of data types that provide support for the two approaches

in section 3.2.2).

In the first approach, operations modify the state of local objects, which are then

propagated to remote replicas. In this approach, while objects are not propagated, they

might accumulate multiple updates over time. When an object is propagated, the replica

that receives the object simply stores the object if it does not exist, substitutes an existing

value with the new one, loosing concurrent modification, or merges the local and the

incoming values, to combine the modifications executed in both versions. To provide the

latter semantics, the objects must have built-in support for reconciling different object

versions.

When propagating updates, one way of executing operations is to separate their exe-

cution in two phases. First, in the origin replica, operations execute over the local state,

determining the modifications (effects) that have to be produced in the object. Second,

these changes are applied in the local replica and propagated to the other replicas of the

system. This way, the replicas that receive the effects only need to apply the changes to the

local version of the object, without re-executing the operation. Re-executing operations

at remote replicas is complex, because it might be necessary to transform the operation
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to reflect the original intention of clients [120].

Propagating objects state or updates might have advantages or disadvantages depend-

ing on the size of objects and the frequency of updates. When objects are large, but

updates are small, is might be more advantageous to propagate updates individually, to

save bandwidth. For instance, when a user posts in a social network, it might be better

to propagate the new post than its entire feed. On the other hand, if updates are small,

but very frequent, it might be more efficient to propagate the state of the object instead of

individual updates. For instance, a counter object that stores the number of "likes" might

be very small (e.g. the size of an integer), however, if a high number of operations is exe-

cuted for that object, it might be more efficient to propagate the whole state of the object,

instead of individual updates, as the state of the object might reflect multiple updates

that were executed, reducing the number of messages that are exchanged, possibly with

only a small increase in message size.

2.2.3 Propagation modes

Operations might be processed in coordination with remote replicas to ensure that the

system state remains consistent at all times, or operations can be executed locally and

propagated asynchronously to remote replicas, to enhance availability and fault-tolerance.

We discuss the benefits and disadvantages of both approaches.

2.2.3.1 Coordinated execution

Coordinated execution consists in executing every operation synchronously with other

replicas, typically, to enforce a total order of execution across them.

In a master-slave replication scheme, the master acts as a sequencer. Since all requests

are forwarded to the master, operations first execute at the master, and then are applied

in all slave replicas (or at least in a subset), in the same order, before replying to clients.

In a multi-master scheme, to enforce a total order of execution, replicas first have to

agree on the order in which replicas process operations [25, 81]. In this case, the system

might allow different operations to execute concurrently, as long as it is guaranteed that

the observable state still conforms to a unique order of execution across replicas [24, 35].

Ensuring a total order of execution makes application development easier, because

operations are applied against an unique view of the database state, free of concurrency

conflicts. However, it also has a series of disadvantages. When executing an operation

over different machines, the latency tends to be higher, particularly if nodes are physi-

cally disperse, which might increase the overall time for executing operations. Also, the

coordination of replicas might require multiple steps of communication to ensure that

every replica agrees on the execution order of operations [57, 81, 82, 94]. At last, if some

nodes in the system are down, or inaccessible, the system might not be able to make

progress until these nodes recover.
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2.2.3.2 Asynchronous execution

In asynchronous execution, replicas are allowed to execute operations immediately and

respond to clients before propagating the modifications to other replicas. In a master-

slave scheme, where updates are only processed at the master, it is easy to ensure that

slave replicas are consistent with the master as all updates are executed at a single node.

However, in a multi-master setting it is more difficult to derive a total order of execution,

thus systems typically allow the state of replicas to diverge over time. In these systems

it is common to assume that the state of replicas can eventually converge to equivalent

states, in case all nodes are connected and updates cease to arrive [22, 86, 112, 122, 130].

To ensure converge in the presence of conflicting updates (i.e. updates to the same

object), normally the system has to provide some mechanism to reconcile replicas. The

reconciliation mechanism depends on the type of data that is propagated between replicas.

If replicas propagate the state of objects, the reconciliation might consist in taking all the

modified objects since the last time two replicas synchronized, and reconcile the state

of each modified object individually [22, 40]. If replicas propagates updates instead of

objects, one way of implementing the reconciliation mechanism is to execute operations in

the same order for each object, or in an order that is sufficient to ensure that the resulting

states are equivalent [22, 120, 130].

Asynchronous execution typically exhibits low latency and fault-tolerance because

operations only need to execute locally before replying to clients. The downside is that

allowing divergence might make application development more difficult. For instance,

when a replica fails and clients are handed-of to other replicas, the observed state might

not contain all updates previously seen by the clients.

Figure 2.3 depicts a situation where a client executes an operation to set the value of a

counter in one replica, but the next time it reads it, it accesses a different replica that does

not reflect the effects of the previous operation executed by the client. Some consistency

models, like causal consistency, constraint the set of replicas that a client can access to

prevent these inconsistencies [34, 79, 86].

2.3 Transactions management

A transaction is a sequence of operations that appears to execute atomically to an external

observer of the system at a single point in time. Transactions have an all or nothing

semantics, meaning that the whole transaction executes successfully, or none of its effects

are applied.

Systems that support transactions need to implement concurrency control to ensure

that multiple operations execute atomically and in isolation from other concurrent trans-

actions. Isolation from concurrent transactions is necessary to ensure that operations

from different transactions that access and modify the same objects do not interfere with

each other. Ideally, concurrency control ensures ACID properties for transactions [60]:
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Client A

Replica 1

Replica 2

x=1 OK x=1

x=1

x=1

x=2

Figure 2.3: Client reads object x and writes x = 2 to replica A; Replica A accepts the write,
replies success, and then fails, before writing the value to replica B. Client reads the value
x from B and gets x = 1.

• Atomicity: All effects of a transaction are made visible or none;

• Consistency: The state of the database always transitions between correct states

(i.e., preserving the integrity of data);

• Isolation: Two transactions that execute overlapping in time, do not observe effects

of each other;

• Durability: When a transaction commits, its effects are permanent.

Transactions with ACID properties are said to be Serializable. This means that trans-

actions appear to an external observer to execute one after the other. The runtime might

allow executing transactions concurrently, but the system must ensure that it is possible

to still derive a sequential execution order for those transactions [2].

Ensuring ACID properties for transactions requires a great deal of coordination. When

systems are deployed in a reliable environment, like inside data-centers, the latency be-

tween nodes is low and failures are easily masked. This allows the development of

specialized protocols that perform well and ensure ACID properties for executing trans-

actions, like FaRM [43], or Spanner [35]. However, when data is stored over the wide-area,

since the latency and the risk of failures is much higher, ensuring ACID properties for

transactions imposes great overheads for coordinating the execution of operations across

data centers [4, 35, 117].

Some system, like RAMP [12], SwiftCloud [130] and COPS [86], weaken the consis-

tency and isolation criteria of storage systems to provide better availability and perfor-

mance, while still preserving reasonable semantics for executing transactions (discussed

in more detail in section 3.2.4).
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2.4 Consistency models

Consistency models define the set of rules that a system must obey when executing op-

erations over replicated data. The state of replicas is said consistent, according to some

consistency model, if the execution of operations across replicas respect the rules spec-

ified by that model. While the state of replicas might be consistent according to some

model, it does not prevent applications’ state to become incorrect. The programmer is

responsible for ensuring that applications are correct given guarantees defined by the

model.

Consistency models can be broadly classified as strong and weak. We use this clas-

sification throughout this thesis to refer to consistency models that fall into the two

categories.

Under strong consistency, the system appears to behave as if it was not replicated

underneath. Strong consistency is typically achieved by coordinating the execution of

operations across replicas, which provides only limited fault-tolerance and availability.

ACID transactions fit into this model.

Under weak consistency, the system is allowed to expose different replica states to

clients. Weak consistency is usually implemented using asynchronous execution, provid-

ing high availability and fault-tolerance, but allows concurrency conflicts.

In an ideal world, we would like geo-replicated systems to attain the guarantees

offered by strong consistency models, and the performance and availability that weak

consistency models allow. However, that is practically impossible due to the time mes-

sages take to be propagated from one location to another and due to the possibility of

network partitioning. In practice, system designers have to take into account the charac-

teristics of the deployment and the service when deciding which consistency model to

use in their systems.

However, in many cases, enforcing strong consistency is just a way to make it simpler

to handle concurrency in applications. Many applications do not require such strong

consistency criteria, or, at least, they do not require it at all times. For example, when

selling indistinct items, it is not necessary to enforce an unique order of operations, as

long the items are not oversold. The system might sell items in any order across replicas,

as long as there is enough stock, and only fallback to a sequential execution of operations

when the stock is low to avoid overselling items [75]. Relaxing the order requirements

can have a huge impact on applications performance, especially when replicas are far

apart and latency for executing operations is high, as in geo-replicated scenarios. Some

services also are more tolerant to the reorder of operations than others. For instance,

in a social network it might not be important that the feed of publications appears in a

different order to different clients. On the other hand, when managing an auction, it is

important that bids are globally ordered.

Different consistency models explore the trade-offs between providing good consis-

tency properties and ensuring good availability for different classes of applications. We
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now describe the characteristics of some consistency models, from the strongest to the

weakest.

• Strict Serializability [43, 64]: Any read operation for object x must read the most

recent value of x. The most recent value of some object is the version generated by

the last update that executed in any replica, at the exact moment the operation is

issued. In this model operations execute in sequence, according to the time order

in which they are issued. This model is expensive to implement in practice, as it

requires that writes become atomically visible to all replicas at a single point in

time.

• Serializability [24]: The time constraint of strict consistency is dropped, requir-

ing only that operations execute in some sequential order. The order of operations

of the same client must respect their relative order, and operations from different

clients must also appear to executed according to an unique sequence, in all repli-

cas. Operations are allowed to be reordered as long as it does not affect the values

observed in each operations.

• Causal Consistency [79, 86]: Under causal consistency operations that potentially

depend on others appear to all replicas in an order that preserves those dependen-

cies. This means that if an operation b executed after some operation a, it will only

be visible in some replica after operation a is also visible in that replica. If two oper-

ations do not depend on each other, we say they are concurrent and can be applied

in any order. Causal consistency is very useful for programmers as it prevents many

execution anomalies that can occur due to asynchronous propagation of operations

(explained in more detail in section 3.2.4.2).

• Eventual Consistency [40, 126]: This is the weakest consistency model defined. It

only requires that the database state converges, if updates cease all replicas. In

this model operations can be propagated and executed in any order, as long as the

system is able to achieve convergence.

2.5 Final remarks

In this chapter we have covered basic concepts of Internet services. We have focused on

replication, a technique that we study in this thesis. We have discussed the architecture

of replicated systems and how to execute operations across replicas. These techniques

are fundamental to understand the design of the solutions that we describe next.

We have stressed the importance of ensuring high availability and low latency, and

the difficulty of ensuring consistency in that setting. We described the properties of

ACID transactions, which are convenient for programmers and discussed the difficulty

of providing those guarantees in the wide area. We have presented different consistency
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models that are commonly used in existing systems. In the next section, we discuss in

more details the practical implications of consistency in applications.
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3
State of the Art

The landscape of research in distributed storage systems is greatly influenced by the

trade-off between consistency and availability. In this chapter, we present different ways

in which existing works try to address this trade-off.

In section 3.1 we present the CAP theorem, the theorem that states the impossibility of

achieving consistency and availability at the same time in a distributed system. Following

that result, many works have been proposed that try to address this pivotal trade-of of

distributed system, either by providing scalable solution that try to ensure consistency

or availability, and solutions that try to find a good compromise between both choices. In

this chapter we review a selection of those works.

We start by discussing the design of weakly consistent stores in section 3.2. These

databases provide low latency and high availability for services that work on a global scale.

Despite that, these systems cannot be used to implement many applications correctly, due

to the difficulty to enforce certain kinds of invariants.

Section 3.3 presents the line of work that combines weak and strong consistency. The

objective is to use weak consistency whenever the execution of operations does not put

consistency at risk, and fall back to strong consistency when it is necessary to ensure

correctness.

It is not easy to use systems that combine different semantics for executing operations,

thus, many existing systems try to mask the downsides of strong consistency to clients.

We study those systems in section 3.4. The idea is to provide rich programming models for

developers that allows them to make applications responsive, while transactions execute

across replicas in the background.

Our work receives inspiration from works presented in this chapter. The contribution

lies in the exploration of application’s semantics to provide better consistency without

sacrificing availability and latency of systems, attenuating the gap between consistency
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and availability. Finally, We discuss how our work compares to the state of the art in

section 3.5.

3.1 CAP Theorem

In 2000, at PODC, Eric Brewer gave a historic keynote about the design trade-offs that

programmers face when building distributed systems. In this talk he proposed the CAP

theorem [27] that says that a system can only ensure, at all times, two out of three desir-

able properties: consistency, availability and fault-tolerance.

In systems that run on a single-site, if there are no internal partitions, the system

can ensure availability and consistency at the same time. In the wide-area, the common

assumption is that the network might get partitioned or fail arbitrarily. In that case,

if a client sends a request to a replica, either the system responds before receiving the

responses from replicas in other partitions, loosing consistency, or the replica waits in-

definitely for the responses, loosing availability, since the response might be delayed or

never arrive.

The take away is that, in practice, when the system is in normal operation mode, it

is able to ensure consistency and availability at the same time. But, when the system is

partitioned, either it has to choose to preserve consistency or availability.

The theorem was later formalized by Gilbert and Lynch [53], where the authors prove

the theorem in asynchronous and partially-synchronous systems.

In one hand we want services to be available, but, in the other hand, we need to main-

tain applications correctness. In large-scale systems it is common to favor availability

(which also offers better latency) over consistency, to ensure that the system meets a re-

sponse latency that is acceptable for users around the globe. This poses limitations to the

class of invariants that can be maintained correctly, limiting the applications that can be

run on top of these systems.

To find a compromise between availability and consistency, many systems opt for

bringing the decision of ensuring availability or consistency to the programming level [34,

83, 117]. This way the programmer can choose which is best in each situation. However,

this is cumbersome for programmers, because it makes more difficult to program appli-

cations and to ensure that they are correct.

In the next section we discuss the design of systems that only provide weak consis-

tency, highlighting some of their limitations, and in the following section, we discuss how

to use coordination efficiently to overcome them.

3.2 NoSQL databases

The Dynamo paper [40] proposed a new database architecture that breaks apart from

traditional system designs. Dynamo is a distributed Key-Value store that favors availabil-

ity and fault-tolerance over consistency, opening the path for NoSQL database systems.
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Since its inceptions, many systems, including academic [6, 44, 86, 87, 108, 117, 130] and

commercial [22, 34, 78] have implemented variants of this design. These databases are

characterized by employing a very simple data model, in contrast to classical database

systems [59], which allows them to be more scalable. In this section, we discuss the design

of these systems.

3.2.1 Key-Value stores basics

Elasticity is fundamental for companies operate their business successfully, as many web

workloads are prone to huge variations of load, thus these systems have to adapt dy-

namically to ensure good quality of service and minimizing costs (e.g. shopping seasons,

viral news). Key-value stores typically provide elastic storage, allowing nodes to enter

and leave the system dynamically, and adapt to the current load of the system without

disruption of the service.

Key-value typically have a simple interface with get/put operations over binary ob-

jects. In some cases, they might provide support for more complex object types, instead

of simple binary objects (e.g. Riak [22] ad SwiftCloud [130]). Underneath, the system is

composed by a set of nodes that store the keys.

Topology The key-space of the store is distributed across the nodes that compose the

system. To this end, a consistent-hashing function determines the node that is responsible

for storing each key. Consistent hashing distinguishes from normal hash functions by

allowing that only a fraction of the keys it maps need to be moved when nodes enter or

leave the system.

The idea is that the range of the hash function is treated as a fixed circular space,

where the largest value wraps around to the smallest. Each key is mapped to a particular

point in this ring, and each node is assigned to a range of points of the ring, storing the

content of keys that fall into its range. To access the value of a key, the runtime finds the

(virtual) position of that key in the ring, and transverses the hash space to find the node

that stores that key. That node is responsible for storing all keys that fit between him

and the previous node in the ring. When a node enter the system it takes a place in the

ring and the neighbor hands-off the corresponding keys. The symmetrical process occurs

when a node leaves the systems orderly.

Replication To provide fault-tolerance, a replication scheme is implemented on top

of the ring. Each value that is assigned to some partition is replicated over the next N

partitions that are stored in different physical machines, in sequential order, where N is

the replication factor.

For executing put(k,v) and get(k) operations, the programmer must set the number

of replicas that the system has to contact before replying to the client [36, 52]. Reading

and writing to a subset of the available replicas provides faster responses, but it might
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allow the creation of multiple versions of objects, if updates are executed concurrently

for the same object in different subsets of replicas. In Dynamo, if at any time, a node

holds multiple versions of the same object, they are delivered to the client upon read,

whom is responsible for solving the conflicts in some way. In the next section we describe

a systematic approach for automatically handling conflicts in applications.

3.2.2 Conflict-free Replicated Data-Types

In weakly consistent systems, concurrent updates for the same objects have to be rec-

onciled to ensure state convergence. Leaving the task of reconciling updates to the pro-

grammer makes applications development more difficult. Also, automatic strategies that

pick only one version of each object have a bad semantics because it discards updates.

An alternative solution, that provides a more useful semantics for programmers, would

be to integrate the concurrent updates in a single object version systematically without

losing any operation. For instance, in a replicated counter, if the counter is incremented

concurrently, we would like to sum all increments, instead of choosing one of the values

of the counter to prevail.

Conflict-free Replicated Data-types (CRDTs) [113] are a form of replicated data ty-

pes [20, 109, 113] that can handle concurrent updates automatically, based on some

well-defined convergence semantics. This abstraction is convenient for programmers that

already have to implement applications using abstract data types.

A large number of CRDTs have been proposed, including versions of common data-

types used in applications, like counters, registers, sets and maps [112]. Some existing

key-value stores support CRDTs directly in the interface of key-value stores [22, 130],

making easier to implement applications on top of weak consistency.

CRDTs can be implemented correctly without using coordination for executing oper-

ations, and support state and updates propagation for synchronizing the state of replicas.

In the next section we discuss how to implement CRDTs using the two approaches.

3.2.3 Implementing CRDTs

A CRDT object has an internal state, the payload, and a defined set of operations to

read and modify its state. In this section we describe how to implement CRDTs using

state-based and operation-based approaches.

3.2.3.1 State-based

A join-semilattice is a partially ordered set (S,≤l), equipped with a least upper bound

function (LUB): given two elements a and b in the join-semilattice, the LUB of those ele-

ments, is another element in the join-semilattice, c, such that a ≤l c and b ≤l c, according

to ≤l and there is no other d ≤l c such that a ≤l d or b ≤l d. In other words, the LUB

function takes two objects of the same type and computes a new version of that object
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that is the smallest value that is greater than the two. The merge operation is idempotent,

associative and commutative.

A state-based CRDT is any structure that has the properties of a join-semilattice.

Update operations always have to make the state of the object move upward in the partial

order ≤l , i.e., they are monotonic. To synchronize the state of state-based CRDTs , each

data-type has a merge(A,B) function that computes the LUB of two objects A and B of

the same type. For instance, in a counter object, merge(A,B) consists in summing the

increments and subtracting the decrements executed in each object. It is desirable that

the merge function always computes a new object state that contains the updates executed

in each object, however it is possible to derive other merge semantics that respect the

definition of the LUB.

To reduce the cost of propagating the whole state of the object each time replicas

synchronize, delta CRDTs [5, 85] just propagate the mutations executed on the object

since the last synchronization. Deltas can also be aggregated to save the overhead of

transmitting multiple messages.

State-Based Counter CRDT

The increment-only counter is a counter, whose only update operation is to increase the

value of the counter. The pseudo-code for the specification of this data type is given in

algorithm 1. The payload of the object consists of a vector, with an entry for each entity

that has modified the counter (for instance, each replica), initialized with value 0. The

increment(n) operation increases the vector entry corresponding to the entity that issued

the request by n units. To compute the current value of the counter, query() sums all

entries of the vector, which totals to the number of increments executed in the counter.

The merge(A,B) operation takes all the increments executed in each replica by taking the

maximum values of each entry of the vector. The proof that this data type is a CRDT is

shown elsewhere [112].

Figure 3.1 presents a fragment of the join-semilattice of the increment-only counter,

using a Hasse Diagram. Each element in the lattice corresponds to a possible values

of the object. Edges represent state transitions, which are obtained either by executing

increment() or merge() requests. Elements that have a single incoming arrow represent

states obtained from executing increment() operations, while elements with two incoming

edges represent states obtained by executing the merge() operation. Elements in higher

levels are greater than elements in lower levels, according to the partial order, and ele-

ments at the same level are not ordered in respect to each other.

To extend this counter design to support decrement operations, we can combine two

increment-only counters, and use them to store increment and decrement operations

separately. Algorithm 2 presents the specification of the Positive-Negative counter (PN-

Counter) in pseudo-code. The internal state of the object are two separate vectors that

store increments, P , and decrements, N . Operation increment(n) increments P , and
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[0,0,0]

[0,1,0][1,0,0] [0,0,1]

[1,1,0] [1,0,1] [0,1,1]

[1,1,1]

[2,0,0] [0,0,2][0,2,0]

… … … …

Figure 3.1: Fragment of the lattice of the increment-only counter CRDT. Edges represent
state transitions through increment or merge operations. Elements are ordered according
to ≤i−counter , in crescent order bottom-up.

Algorithm 1 State-based Increment-only Counter.
1: payload integer[n] P . N : number of replicas
2: initial [0,0,...,0]
3: update increment (integer n)
4: id = repId() . id: id of the replica that issues the request
5: P [id] = P [id] +n

6: query value () : integer v
7: v =

∑
i∈Ids

P [i]

8: update merge (S)
9: P [i] = max(P [i],S.P [i]), ∀i ∈ Ids

operation decrement(n) increments N . To get the current value of the counter, the query()

operation sums the entries of each vector and returns their difference.

3.2.3.2 Operation-Based

In operation-based CRDTs, replicas synchronize their state by propagating the effects of

the operations executed in each replica. The execution of operations is separated in two

phases: prepare, and downstream. The prepare phase, which is only executed in the local

replica that requested the operation, determines the set of effects produced by the request.

Those effects are applied in the downstream phase, which is executed in all replicas.

In this case, we assume that the channel implements reliable causal-order broadcast,

i.e. all messages are delivered exactly-once to all participants, in causal order. Since

the model allows operations to execute concurrently at different replicas, concurrent

downstream phases must be commutative with each other to ensure state-convergence.

This design has been been proven a CRDT elsewhere [112].
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Algorithm 2 State-based PN-Counter.
1: payload integer[n] P , integer[n] N . N : number of replicas.
2: initial [0,0,...,0], [0,0,...,0]
3: update increment (integer n)
4: id = repId()
5: P [id] = P [id] +n

6: update decrement (integer n)
7: id = repId()
8: N [id] = N [id] +n

9: query value () : integer v
10: v =

∑
i∈Ids

P [i]−
∑

i∈Ids
N [i]

11: update merge (S)
12: P [i] = max(P [i],S.P [i]), ∀i ∈ Ids
13: N [i] = max(N [i],S.N [i]), ∀i ∈ Ids

Algorithm 3 Operation-based Counter.
1: payload integer i
2: initial 0
3: update increment (integer n)
4: downstream()
5: i := i +n
6: update decrement (integer n)
7: downstream()
8: i := i −n
9: query value () : integer v

10: v = i

Operation-Based Counter CRDT

Algorithm 3 presents the specification of an operation-based counter CRDT in pseudo-

code. The payload of the object is a single scalar. Since the communication layer guar-

antees that messages are delivered only once to each replica and all operations are com-

mutative, the data-type simply has to apply each incoming update in causal order. In

comparison to the state-based approach, less meta-data is required to implement this

data-type, but assumes more guarantees from the underlying system.

3.2.3.3 Convergence policies

In some data type designs, some operations are not commutative. For instance, in a set

data type, the semantics of executing add(e) followed by remove(e) is different from the

execution of remove(e) followed by add(e), as depicted in figure 3.2.

To make these CRDT implementations of these data types we need to: (i) define

what should be the resulting state of operations in the presence of concurrent updates;

(ii) implement a design that achieves that goal.

To decide what should be the outcome of concurrent operations execution, we need

to take the intention of clients in consideration. Consider the execution in figure 3.3a,

where the set has an element e and ClientA adds the element again to the set, while

another ClientB removes it. Clearly both operations are not related but interfere with
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Client A

{} add(e) {e} contains(e) = Fremove(e) {}

a Execute add(e) followed by remove(e).

Client A

{} remove(e) {} add(e) {e} contains(e) = T

b Execute remove(e) followed by add(e).

Figure 3.2: Semantics of the set data type.

each other, thus we need to define a convergence semantics for that execution that defines

the resulting state of applying both operations. One possible outcome is to maintain

the element in the set, giving "priority" to the add(e) operation. The Add-wins strategy

implements this behavior, ensuring that element e is in the set even if a concurrent remove

operation removes a previously seen instance of that element.

The op-based specification of the Observed-Removed Set (or simply Add-wins Set) is

presented in algorithm 4.

The payload of the object consists of a set of pairs (element,uid). The add(e) operation

associates a tag (unique global id) to the element that is being added to the set. On

remove(e), the tags visible at the replica that executes the operation are removed from the

set, and propagated for removal in the remaining replicas. If an add(e) operation executes

concurrently for the same element, the remove(e) has no effect over that operation because

the tag generated by the add(e) is not visible to the remove operation. The contains(e)

operation returns true it there is at least a unique tag for element e. The example of an

execution is shown in figure 3.3a.

Conversely, the Rem-wins policy, ensures that if some operation removes an element

e it has precedence over any concurrent add(e). Instead of generating tags when adding

elements, tags are associated to elements on remove. When a tag exists for some element

e, the element is not visible in the set until an add(e) operation that observes that tag

executes and removes all existing tags. The op-based specification of the Rem-wins set is

given in algorithm 5 and the example execution is shown in figure 3.3b.

3.2.3.4 State convergence vs. invariant preservation

CRDTs abstract from programmers the difficulty of ensuring state convergence. However,

in many cases, ensuring that replicas eventually converge is not a sufficient condition for

ensuring application correctness.
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Client B

Client A

{e, a1}

{e, a1}

add(e)

remove(e) {}

{e, a1, a2} {e, a2} contains(e) = T

{e, a2}

a Add-wins semantics.

Client B

Client A

{e}{} add(e)

remove(e) {}{(e, a1)}

{e}{}

{e}{} {}{(e, a1)} add(e)

{}{(e, a1)}

{e}{}

contains(e) = F

b Rem-wins semantics.

Figure 3.3: Examples of concurrent semantics of the set data type.

Algorithm 4 Operation-based Add-Wins Set.
1: payload Set S
2: initial ∅ . Set of pairs Set of pairs (element,unique_id)
3: query contains (element e) : boolean b
4: b = (∃uid : (e,uid) ∈ S)
5: update add (element e)
6: prepare(e)
7: uid = unique() . returns a global unique identifier.
8: downstream(e,uid)
9: S := S ∪ {(e,uid)}

10: update remove (element e)
11: prepare(e)
12: if contains(e) then . Pre-condition.
13: R = {(e,uid)|∃uid : (e,uid) ∈ S}
14: downstream(R)
15: S := S \R . Removes pairs identified at source.

For example, consider an application that stores information about available items in a

warehouse and that it allows selling the available items at different replicas of the system

without coordination. To ensure that the stock information eventually converges, we can

store the stock of each item using a counter CRDT. The problem is that when a replica

issues an operation to decrement the stock, it will only check the local value of the object,

while other replicas might have already modified that value concurrently. This might

allow the value of the stock to become negative after applying all concurrent operations,

even if the stock was positive in each replica when the operations first executed.

Despite the ability to enforce database state convergence, application’s integrity con-

straints are not necessarily enforced by the design of the data type. In chapter 4 we
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Algorithm 5 Operation-based Remove-Wins Set.
1: payload Set E, R
2: initial ∅,∅ . E Set of element, R Set of pairs (element,unique_id)
3: query contains (element e) : boolean b
4: b = (e ∈ E)∧not(∃uid : (e,uid) ∈ R)
5: update add (element e)
6: prepare(e)
7: D = {(e,uid)|∃uid : (e,uid) ∈ R}
8: downstream(e,D)
9: E := E ∪ {e}

10: R := R \D . Removes all visible uids.
11: update remove (element e)
12: prepare(e)
13: if contains(e) then . Pre-condition.
14: uid = unique()
15: downstream(e,uid)
16: R := R∪ {(e,uid)}

introduce a new CRDT design that prevents invariant violations like the one described.

The idea is to enforce a local check that prevents the execution of the operation if the

replica cannot guarantee that the global invariant is maintained.

3.2.4 Rich semantics for weak consistency systems

As we have pointed out, key-value stores, forfeit consistency to ensure better availability

and performance. In this section we present extensions to eventually consistent systems

that provide better consistency semantics, while making reasonable trade-offs of perfor-

mance and availability.

3.2.4.1 Session Guarantees

In storage system that allow clients to read and write to multiple replicas, it might happen

that different subsets of replicas process different requests from the same client. This al-

lows that clients interacting with different replicas of the system over time observe values

of objects that do not reflect previous interactions. For instance, a customer changes his

password, by issuing a write operation in some replica. Next, the user tries to log-in, but

the request is processed by a different replica that has not seen the previous update. The

user types the new password but the log-in fails because the new value has not yet been

applied in that replica.

Session guarantees [123] define a set of guarantees that the state of a replicated system

must exhibit to a client that interacts with it over a continuous session. Various guarantees

are proposed:

Read your writes: ensures that a client can only access a version that contains the previous

writes executed by him, in that session.
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Monotonic reads: ensures that if a client reads some set of updates, then subsequent reads

must always observe states that contain at least that set of updates.

Write follow reads: ensures that if a client writes some object version a after reading some

set of object versions B, then any accessed state that contains a must also contain B.

Monotonic Writes: ensures that a writes from the same client preserve their relative order

across replicas.

In the previous example, the read your writes guarantee is sufficient to solve the iden-

tified problem as it would prevent the client from accessing any replica that has not seen

the operation to change the password.

Brzezinski et. al have shown that the combination of all session guarantees ensures

causal consistency [28].

3.2.4.2 Causal Consistency

Causal consistency strengthens eventual consistency by enforcing a partial order among

operations that is compatible with the happens-before rule [79]. In practice, this means

that if some operation opb executes in a state S that reflects the updates of an operation

opa, then opb is only visible in states that reflect the effects of opa. This is a necessary

condition to preserve the intention of the user when he executes multiple operations that

are related with each other but might be processed in different order in different replicas.

For example, consider a social network that stores photos of users and permissions to

access those photos in different objects (possibly in different machines). Some user wants

to share some photos of a party, but he is worried that his employer sees the photos

online. To prevent that, he reduces the access level of the photos to exclude the employer,

and afterwards upload the photos. The second operation, the operation to upload the

photos, should only be visible at some replica if the previous operation has also been

applied, to ensure the user’s intention that the uploaded photos should not be visible to

the employer is maintained. If, during propagation, the effect of the upload operation is

made visible before changing permissions in some replica, the employer might be able

to see the photos. Causal consistency precludes that by ensuring that the effects of the

upload operation are only made visible in some replica after the operation to change

permissions is applied in that replica.

Causal consistency has been shown to be the strongest weak consistency model that

can be implemented in an always-available fashion [88], i.e. that the system remains

available under partitioning.

The definition of causal consistency does not enforce state convergence, it only re-

quires that operations respect the happens-before rule. It is common that systems that

enforce causal consistency also require state-convergence. This model is called causal+
consistency and is widely implemented in practice [4, 6, 9, 45, 86, 87, 130].
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The downside of providing causal consistency is that additional meta-data is required

to to track updates dependencies. The dependency graph of each object version contains

all object versions that were visible to the operation that that created that object version.

This graph might be very long, and incur in non negligible processing overheads to

determine if a certain object version is visible.

Causality tracking

Since it is expensive to check the dependencies graph for each object systems optimize

the process in different ways [6, 44, 45, 86, 87, 92, 130]. We describe three systems that

track dependencies differently and highlight the trade-offs in causality tracking.

In COPS [86], a remote operation is only applied in some replica after all object

versions that the operation depends on have also been applied in that replica. Applying

operations in this order ensures that if some dependency is satisfied, then all previous

dependencies have also been satisfied. This way, the system does not have to record

dependencies that are more than 1-hop away in the dependency graph (i.e. they are

automatically satisfied).

In SwiftCloud [130], causality tracking is done by means of version vectors [99]. A

version vector is used in each replica to summarize the operations that the replica has

seen from other replicas. Each entry in the vector stores the number of the most recent

update received from every other replica (operations are applied in FIFO order to ensure

that the value of the entries is strictly monotonic). Each object version has an associated

version vector that identifies the dependencies of that object. Objects can be propagated

between replicas asynchronously, but they can only be made visible at remote replicas

after their dependencies are satisfied. To decide if an object version can be made visible,

the replica checks if its version vector is greater or equal to the version vector of the

object. In comparison to COPS, In Swiftcloud the meta-data size depends on the number

of replicas in the system, while in COPS it depends on the the number of dependencies

for each object.

GentleRain [45] reduces the size of the dependencies of each object to a single scalar.

This might slow down the visibility of updates because, under this approach, it is impos-

sible to distinguish if a remote update that has not been seen is a dependency for some

local object or not, therefore the system must wait for all potential dependencies to arrive.

The protocols described make different trade-offs between meta-data size and visi-

bility latency, highlighting a trade-off in causality tracking: as the more compressed are

dependencies, the faster it might be to transmit them, but it also increases the chance of

waiting for false dependencies.

3.2.4.3 Transactions in weak consistency systems

ACID transactions require synchronous commit protocols that might execute multiple

steps before finishing a transaction and making it durable. These protocols have high
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coordination costs and are not highly-available. In contrast, BASE (Basic Availability,

Soft state, and Eventual consistency) transactions [12, 61, 87, 105, 128] are a class of

transactions that can be implemented using asynchronous execution only. The same

atomicity and durability aspects of ACID transactions are desirable, however, isolation

properties are weakened to allow transactions to execute without coordination.

Many systems have taken the approach of combining transactions and causal consis-

tency [12, 87, 130]. The idea is to have transactions reading from a causally-consistent

snapshot, and executing the transaction on that snapshot, i.e. all effects of the transaction

are ordered after the snapshot of the transaction. The updates are applied atomically in

the local replica, and propagated asynchronously to remote replicas, where they are also

applied atomically.

Eiger [87] is a successor of COPS that has limited support for transactions. The system

supports read-only and write-only transactions, by employing a non-blocking variant of

the two-phase commit protocol. The authors extended the model of COPS to track de-

pendencies at the grain of transaction, instead of tracking dependencies per object. Eiger

requires a coordinator for committing transactions. RAMP [12] overcomes this limitation

by decoupling transactions propagation and visibility, allowing any client to detect iso-

lation violations during execution, and complete ongoing dependent transactions before

continuing.

SwiftCloud also allows the execution of transactions from a causal snapshot and

committing them without using a coordinator. Transactions in SwiftCloud are applied

immediately at the local replica and propagated to other replicas asynchronously. Any

replica that receives a transaction can apply it locally without coordinating with other

replicas, and can also forward the transaction to other replicas themselves, in case the

origin replica fails.

Limitations of BASE transactions: Weakening the isolation properties of transactions

might affect the correctness of applications. Typically BASE transactions never abort due

to concurrency conflicts to ensure high availability, thus if a transaction commits locally,

it will eventually commit at all replicas. Nonetheless, the effects of operations might be

conflicting, in which case a convergence rule must be applied. This might lead to loss

updates, or even if the system is able to integrate all concurrent updates, the semantic of

the application might be broken.

For example, consider a relational database that has two tables A(a,b) and B(b,c),

where a is primary key in table A and b is primary key in table B. The two tables are

related by a referential integrity property that enforces that any value of column b of table

A exists in table B. An operation addToA(a,b) adds an entry to table A with values (a,b),

an operation remFromB(b) removes the element with identifier b. Under weak consistency,

addToA(a,b) and remFromB(b) might execute concurrently, if the state of the database (in

each replica) allows the execution of the operations, i.e. when any element containing b

as primary key exists in B . If the two operations execute concurrently, merging the effects
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of the two operations leads to an invalid database state because it adds a tuple (a,b) to A,

assuming that b is a primary key of B, but that value has been removed concurrently.

3.3 Using sporadic coordination

Operations might have different consistency requirements depending on their semantics.

Some operations might be able to execute safely under weak consistency, while other

operations might require strong consistency to ensure that invariants are preserved. In

this section we analyze the classes of application invariants that can be maintained using

weak consistency, and what classes of invariants require stronger forms of consistency.

Then, we discuss different approaches that combine strong and weak consistency to en-

sure application correctness without sacrificing availability. We discuss three different

approaches: BloomL is a programming language that provides constructions for writing

coordination-free applications; Parallel Snapshot Isolation is a consistency model that

provides strong consistency for operations that execute within a data center and propa-

gate operations across sites in causal order; and finally, we discuss Red-Blue consistency,

a system that allows the programmer to decide what is the most appropriate consistency

model for executing different operations.

3.3.1 Invariant preservation under weak consistency

The availability of an application is conditioned by the ability of a system to enforce appli-

cation correctness without using coordination to execute operations. This is a problem for

application programmers as weak consistency guarantees are not well defined, allowing

for inconsistencies that are difficult for programmers to correct.

Bailis proposed invariant confluence (I-Confluence [11]), as a property that determines

whether an applications requires cross-replica coordination for correct execution. The

property can be used to prove analytically if any execution allowed in an application

under weak consistency is convergent and preserves the invariants, or it requires some

form of strong consistency to maintain correctness.

The idea behind the approach is that ACID guarantees are not always necessary to

ensure the correct execution of applications. The I-Confluence property can be used to

find what invariants in an application hold on top of weak consistency.

The authors of I-Confluence checked what integrity constrains in SQL database sys-

tems are I-Confluent. The summary of their results is presented in Table 3.1. Most of the

integrity constraints in SQL systems are eventually convergent, only a few operations are

not compliant, as we discuss next.

Sequential identifiers and auto-increment fields cannot be implemented without coor-

dination, as the outcome of operations depends on the order of execution. For example,

if unique sequential identifiers are generated by replicas using a replicated counter, two

concurrent operations might end assigning the same identifiers to different rows, which
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Invariant Operation I-C
Attribute Equality Any Yes

Attribute Inequality Any Yes
Uniqueness Choose specific value No

Uniqueness size Choose some value Yes
AUTO INCREMENT Insert No

Foreign Key Insert Yes
Foreign Key Delete No
Foreign Key Cascade Delete Yes

Secondary Indexing Cascade Delete Yes
Materialized Views Cascade Delete Yes

> Increment [Counter] Yes
< Increment [Counter] No
> Decrement [Counter] No
< Decrement [Counter] Yes

[Not] Any [Set,List,Map] Yes
Size = Mutation [Set,List,Map] No

Table 3.1: I-Confluence analysis results for SQL integrity constraints. Transcript from
Bailis et al. [11].

would violate uniqueness. Identifiers that do not need to be sequential can use some

local information to disambiguate the values that are generated concurrently [103], for

instance, by adding a per-host prefix. Foreign keys are I-Confluent in the general case,

except for concurrent insertions and deletions involving the same constraint, as exempli-

fied in section 3.2.4.3. Numerical invariants and other constraints that involve limiting

the number of times certain operations may execute, like constraining the number of

elements in aggregations, or collections, cannot be preserved under weak consistency, as

exemplified in section 3.2.3.

I-Confluence provides a formal framework that can be used to write the proof that

some invariant is preserved without coordination. To that end, it is necessary to specify

the invariants of the application and determine the operations effects that would lead

to invariant violations, which might be impractical for programmers. In our work, we

are focused in automating the proof process, by automatically generating test cases that

would lead to invariant violations. With our tool we still need to specify invariants and

operations effects, but the tool automatically checks conflicts.

3.3.2 Supporting multiple consistency models

BloomL: BloomL [33] is a logic programming language for programming eventually

convergent applications. BloomL programs are sets of declarative statements about collec-

tions of facts. The language supports different types of statements that allow, for instance,

storing persistent data or network communication. Bloom instances run the programs

logic, provide a private storage and a communication interface, similar to server repli-

cas. A particularity of the model is that instances only communicate using asynchronous
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message passing.

To represent the facts in the database, the language provides support for lattice data-

types that allow implementing, timestamps, sets, and maps, among others. The program-

mer may also specify his own lattices data types. These data-types, similarly to CRDTs,

need to have a merge function that computes the least upper bound of two object in-

stances, for convergence. Morphisms, monotone and non-monotone functions can also

be defined for each lattice, for implementing general applications.

If programs only use morphisms and monotone functions, the application is conver-

gent [7]. In contrast, the use of non-monotone functions in applications might lead to

inconsistencies. The problem occurs because the evaluation of non-monotone functions

results in non-determinism, allowing different instances of the application to diverge

depending on the order in which messages are applied.

For verifying if applications are in fact convergent, BloomL uses an analysis to check

for non-monotone function calls. Upon finding a call to a non-monotone function, the

algorithm signals that point in the code. These calls need to be modified to avoid using

non-monotone functions, or the programmer must instrument that call with a coordi-

nation mechanism to execute that state-transition in coordination with other replicas.

This analysis is based on the CALM theorem [7] which proves that logically monotone

programs are convergent.

Parallel Snapshot Isolation: Snapshot isolation is a consistency model used in many

production database systems [95, 102] that is weaker than serializability. In this model,

transactions execute against the most-recent database snapshot, at the time the transac-

tion starts. A transaction can commit if it has no write-write conflict with a concurrent

transaction. Snapshot isolation allows write-skew anomalies [23]. This type of anomaly

is characterized by two concurrent transactions have an intersecting read set, but write to

two different objects. This anomaly is not considered a conflict under Snapshot isolation,

however it might lead to invariant violations in applications (the referential integrity

violation example, is an instance of this problem). A solution to circumvent this issue is

to promote read operations to write operations [47] (e.g. by touching the read value), for

transactions that the programmer know that might suffer from this anomaly.

Typically, snapshot isolation implementations require coordination across replicas

for getting the database snapshot and for committing transactions, which amounts for

multiple round trip times. To avoid contacting remote replicas, parallel snapshot iso-

lation [117] is a relaxed form of snapshot isolation that allows executing transactions

completely locally in some cases. Each object has a preferred site, which is the site that

contains the most recent version of each object. When executing a transaction in some

replica, the system generates a local snapshot of the database, which might contain stale

versions of objects whose preferred sites are remote. If the transaction only modifies

objects whose primary replica is the local replica, the transaction can commit locally,
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because all possible write-write conflicts can be checked locally. In this case, commit-

ted transactions are replicated asynchronously to other replicas, respecting causal order.

When a transaction modifies objects whose primaries are in remote replicas, the transac-

tion uses a cross-replica commit protocol, similar to two-phase commit, to commit those

changes in the preferred sites.

Red-Blue Consistency: In Red-Blue Consistency [83] the programmers chooses whe-

ther to use strong consistency or weak consistency for executing different operations. The

insight for combining two consistency modes is that in many applications most opera-

tions can use weak consistency while only a few operations require strong consistency.

Supporting different consistency levels allows using strong consistency only when neces-

sary to maintain the application invariants, without affecting availability and latency in

the general case.

The system distinguishes two types of operations, red and blue operations. Blue opera-

tions execute under causal consistency, while red operations must be ordered against each

other (and after local blue operations). The implementation of blue operations is similar

to the implementation of operation-based CRDTs. In the generation phase, a local replica

executes the logic of the operation and computes its side-effects. The side effects are ap-

plied to storage in the shadow phase, which executes localy and remotely. Blue operation

are propagated to all remote replicas in causal order, executing only the shadow phase

to reproduce the effects of the original execution. Blue operations must be commutative

by definition, otherwise they are flagged as red. Red operations execute across all replicas

atomically to ensure that they are ordered across replicas.

Many operations can be implemented in a commutative fashion. However, in some

cases, that could lead to invariant violations. In those cases, despite being commuta-

tive, programmers must flag those operations as red, to prevent those violations from

occurring.

Deciding if operations are red or blue might be difficult for programmers, as it requires

them to analyze the execution of concurrent operations manually. Sieve [84] automatizes

the process of rewriting applications implemented on top of SQL databases to use red-blue
consistency, deciding automatically if an operation is red or blue.

The approach uses a static analysis tool to determine the safety of operations with

respect to the invariants of the application. To that end, Sieve analyses the blocks of

code to determine the pattern of execution of each operation, to detect possible invariant

violations. If there are any invariant that might be violated due to concurrent executions,

the system marks those operations as red. For the remaining operations, Sieve makes

them commutative.
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3.3.2.1 Limitations

BloomL and red-blue consistency provide programming models that allow extracting more

concurrency without breaking the correctness of applications. Solutions that require pro-

grammers to use a new programming model are hard to be adopted, due to the additional

effort. Not only re-implementing applications is hard and error prone, but also pro-

grammers need to implement applications in a smart way to take the advantages of the

approach. In the case of BloomL, the CALM analysis does not give any hint on how to

implement applications correctly, forcing programmers to think of alternative implemen-

tations, which may not be obvious. Sieve can identify Red operations and generate Blue

operations automatically, which is helpful for programmers.

Walter [117], a system that implements parallel snapshot isolation, is only capable of

ensuring low-latency and consistency if operations only modify data in the same partition.

On top of that, some invariants might not hold at all times, because the system only

enforces causal consistency in the wide-area.

Separating operations that require weak and strong consistency allows to extract the

benefits of both approaches, however, it still depends on coordination mechanisms to

execute some operations.

We address the limitations of previous works by providing an analysis tool that is

capable of identifying conflicting operations automatically, similarly to Sieve, and pursue

two complementary alternatives for preventing invariant violations that try to avoid the

use of coordination. In the first approach, we allow conflicting operations to execute

without coordination in the general case, by moving the necessary coordination outside

the critical execution path of operations. The idea is that replicas agree beforehand on

which operations each replica can execute concurrently. In the second approach, we

modify the logic of applications to make them I-Confluent, by using convergence rules to

ensure that operations can be applied in any replica without violating invariants. In this

case, we completely remove coordination from applications, but the classes of invariants

that support this is smaller.

3.3.3 Reservations

The problem of invariant maintenance without coordination has been studied in the past

in the context of mobile environments [72, 73]. The typical model for those type of

systems comprises a set of (partial) replicas, the client devices, that work as surrogates

of a primary replica that contains the full-state of the database. When connected to

the network, a device can execute operations immediately at the central server. When

disconnected, operations execute locally and are propagated to the server when the device

becomes online.

The connectivity of mobile devices is very volatile, therefore, to execute operations,

the server can only make few assumptions about the availability of clients. The conse-

quence of having poor connectivity is that only very limited operations are able to execute
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offline, to ensure that applications remain correct.

A common invariant in applications is to maintain quantities of resources over a

certain limit, for instance to maintain the balance of bank accounts non-negative, or

to avoid overselling items in a shop. In these applications, if a replicas does not have

connectivity with the remaining replicas of the system, it can no longer process client

requests to ensure invaraint preservation.

The escrow transactional model [93] is a model for executing transactions that allow

replicas to operate offline and guarantees invariant preservation. The model was initially

proposed for processing long-running transactions, but it was latter applied in the con-

text of mobile computing to improve the semantics of applications that work partially

offline [104, 115].

The idea is to grant permission to each replica to consume a portion of the available

resources while guaranteeing that the sum of resources that can be consumed across

replicas does not exceed the amount of resources available. To that end, a central server

generates a number of consumable tokens and distributes them between replicas. Each

token grants permission to a replica to execute some operation. For instance, each token

may grant permission to a replica to sell one unit of an item. Tokens can be consumed

offline, allowing replicas to process requests while disconnected from other replicas, as

long as they have enough tokens. The downside of the approach is that, if some client has

some tokens and disconnects forever, the tokens cannot be revoked by the server, since

the client might consume them without informing the server. Also, when the server is

unreachable, the basic implementation of the model, does not allow replicas to get tokens,

even if they are able to contact each other. Implementations of the model have addressed

this issue by using leases [104, 115], and supporting direct token transference. The idea of

escrow objects can also be applied to other generic data-types that can partitioned [127],

such as lists or stacks.

Figure 3.4 shows the typical architecture of a system that uses escrow transactions. A

central server maintains information about resources and escrow distribution. A client

has a local copy of the value and can use it locally as long as the consumed resources do

not exceed the local escrow. When online, the client propagates the updates executed and

may retrieve the remaining escrow for redistribution by the server.

Mobisnap [104] is a database system for mobile environments that generalizes the

escrow model to allow sharing the access to fields in relational database systems. The

system is composed by a central server that stores the database, and clients that run a

limited version of the central server and host a partial replica of the storage.

Mobisnap provides a rich set of reservations specific for SQL databases:

• Escrow reservations are equivalent to those described before and can be applied to

numeric data-types;

• Slot reservations grant exclusive permissions to some client to create some pre-

defined record in the database, preventing conflicts with other records that might
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Figure 3.4: Escrow transactional model.

have overlapping values for some attribute;

• Value-Change reservations grant exclusive permissions to some client to modify some,

or multiple, attributes in a record of the database;

• Value-Use reservations Gives permission to a client to use some attribute value re-

gardless its concurrent modification.

• Anti-Lock reservations prevent any client from getting a reservation over some value.

Mobisnap introduces the use of leases to allow the system to automatically release

reservations that are not used, renewed, or released by clients after some time. This is

useful for preventing reservations from getting lost when clients go offline. Message

delays can cause reservations to be released unexpectedly, even when the client is trying

to commit some transaction that uses them. To mitigate that problem, if a client tries

to commit some transaction without having all the necessary reservations, the central

server will check if the necessary resources are available (i.e. non-reserved) to commit

the transaction.

The implementation of Mobisnap relies on the central server for transmitting reser-

vations between clients. This approach prevents clients from obtaining reservations to

continue executing operations offline if the central server is unreachable.

Exo-leasing [115] is an implementation of the escrow model that allows clients to ex-

change tokens directly, without contacting a central server. In this approach, the logic for

managing reservations is executed completely at the clients. Each token is also associated

with a lease to allow releasing the tokens of clients that go offline for too long without

releasing them, guaranteeing that they are not lost if clients fail.

Alternatively to the escrow model, the demarcation protocol [21] has been proposed to

address the problem of managing resources in a distributed network. The main difference

between the demarcation protocol and escrow transactions is that in the demarcation
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protocol, the quantities are distributed across nodes, whereas in escrow, the total amount

of available resources are known by the central server and clients only get permissions

to consume them. In the demarcation protocol, the total available resources given by

the sum of resources available in each server. For exchanging resources, replicas need

to contact each other directly. This model can be used to enforce referential integrity

constraints, and manage the generation of unique identifiers, by only allowing operations

to execute operations if they have the necessary resources. We leverage the same principle

to implement some of the reservation mechanisms that we propose in this thesis.

The reservation protocols for mobile environments do not address the replication of

the server, imposing high latency for deployments in the wide area and no fault tolerance.

We address these limitation in two ways: we replicate the storage system, and allow reser-

vations to be distributed and managed by different replicas independently, providing low

latency for clients that are close to some replica, and better availability by decentralizing

reservations management and data storage.

3.4 Masking coordination costs

The solutions based on reservations prevent conflicting executions at the expense of pro-

viding worse latency when replicas do not have enough local reservations. In this section

we discuss alternative solutions for executing transactions under strong consistency that

hide the cost for committing those transactions. The idea is to extend the transactions

execution model to allow clients to resume execution immediately after executing the

code of a transaction, and commit the transaction in the background, at the expense of

possibly of having to deal with transaction aborts at a later time.

3.4.1 Transaction chopping

The size of transactions is a factor that affects the performance of systems. Some trans-

actions are small and execute very fast, with a small window of possible conflicts, other

transactions are large, causing the whole system to slow down, either because they take

locks for long periods of time [24], or because the transaction may have to re-execute

multiple times before succeeding [76].

The idea of the SAGAS transactions model [51] is to divide a transaction into smaller

transactions and commit each piece in sequence. Committing transactions in smaller

pieces reduces the chance of conflicts for large transactions. If the commit of a piece

aborts due to conflicts, or the logic of the application, the system might try to execute

that piece of the transaction again, or rollback the effects of the transaction. Since a

part of the effects of the transaction might have been exposed already, the system has

to execute a compensation to revert the effects produced by the piece of the transaction.

The downside of the approach is that the isolation of transactions is weakened because
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concurrent transactions may observe the changes of committed pieces of a transaction

before the whole transaction commits.

Helland et. al [62] and Brewer [26], independently, have acknowledged that com-

pensations are an essential mechanism for implementing Internet services at a global

scale with low-latency. They argue that it is impossible to prevent conflicts at a global

scale without coordination, thus an alternative is to acknowledge that some things can go

wrong, and provide support for repairing mistakes after the fact.

Transaction chains [131] uses transaction chopping to reduce the latency for executing

transactions in geo-replicated systems. The objective of transaction chains is to minimize

the observed latency of operations, while preserving serializability. In this system data

is partitioned across multiple partitions. An operations is a sequences of small ACID

transactions that only access data in a single partition, called a transactions chain. A static

analysis determines which parts of a chain can be executed piecewise, while ensuring

serializability. The analysis is based on the theory of transactions chopping [114], and

consists in detecting the existence of dependencies between different pieces that need

to be maintained. If two pieces of a transaction are not independent, coordination is

required to ensure serializability.

The system only requires committing the first piece of the transaction before replying

to the client, giving the "illusion" that operations execute fast. This can be achieved be-

cause subsequent pieces may abort only due to concurrency control, and can re-executed

until they commit successfully.

3.4.2 Optimistic execution

In optimistic execution, applications reply immediately to users after finishing the exe-

cution of the transaction code and commit is handled in the background.

Bayou [122] allows speculative execution of transactions without coordination. Trans-

actions commit tentatively at the local replica, and are eventually committed according

to an unique order at all replicas. Users are allowed to access and modify a scratch replica

while disconnected from the system, ensuring low latency for executing operations. Since

replicas are able to update the state while disconnected, synchronization with remote

replicas might lead to conflicts.

In Bayou, transaction conflicts are specified by the programmer at the logical level.

For instance, the programmer can specify that a conflict occurs if two clients try to book

the same room for a meeting overlapping in time. For each operation, the programmer

provides the code of the transaction, a dependency-check and a merge procedure. When

integrating the effects of an incoming operation, the dependency-check determines if the

operation can be integrated in the local state, i.e., if it is not conflicting. If it can, then the

operation is executed locally, otherwise the system executes the merge procedure to solve

the conflict, for instance, by scheduling the meeting in an empty room.

Replicas execute transactions locally and their effects are propagate asynchronously
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to other replicas in an anti-entropy process. Each replica maintains a stable log and a

tentative log of operations that it has seen. Operations in the stable log do not change,

while operations in the tentative log may have to re-execute in case operations that have

to be ordered before that one arrive. A tentative operation becomes stable in some replica

when it knows that there are no more tentative operation behind (for instance, by knowing

the current state of other replicas).

Conceptually, the system might re-execute operations until all operations stabilize,

but this is inefficient, because operations might have to execute many times if operations

fall out of order, specially when replicas are offline for long periods of time. To speed-up

the process, the system relies on a coordinator to establish the order of operations.

Bayou relies on a more complex programming model that requires programmers to

specify conflict detection and conflict resolution code. Applications on top of Bayou

appear to be responsive, because replicas execute operations locally, however the effects

of operations might change in the future.

In PLANET [98] every transaction reply within predictable response times (after a

timeout). A transaction runs through a number of phases and the programmer specifies

the code to be executed if the transaction timeouts during one of those phases. If the

transaction is not committed when the timeout is fired, it might still commit successfully

in the background. The programmer can specify any behavior if the transaction has not

yet completed. For instance, if the commit is still undergoing, the programmer can print

the progress status of the transaction and wait for commit. The programmer may also

choose to continue the execution of the application without waiting for the commit of the

transaction. In that case, the system can send a notification to the application with the

result of the transaction, and, in case the transaction aborts, the programmer can specify

a piece of code to correct any possible mistakes.

To reduce the chance of aborting transactions at a latter time, the system determines

the chance of successfully committing an ongoing transaction, based on statistical infor-

mation from the underlying storage. This information is provided to the programmer,

to help him decide decide whether the execution should continue speculatively or not,

when a timeout occurs.

PLANET gives more flexibility for programmers to implement reliable applications

in unpredictable environments, at the cost of a more complex programming model.

3.5 Discussion

In this work we build on classical techniques to enable geo-replicated systems to ensure

high availability with stronger consistency guarantees than other systems that remain

available under partitioning. Our approach consists in using static analysis to analyze

which invariants can be maintained while avoiding coordination and modify applications

accordingly. We propose two complementary approaches for modifying applications: the

invariant violation avoidance approach, Indigo, which consists in applying specialized
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reservations to prevent conflicting executions; and IPA, the invariant preserving approach,

which consists in modifying operations to prevent invariant violations during replica

reconciliation.

Figure 3.2 summarizes how our work compares to current state of the art solutions. We

see that solutions that provide high availability and low latency cannot enforce invariants.

IPA is able to do that by leveraging a static analysis, however the solution cannot be

applied to all classes of invariants. Other solutions that use static analysis can provide

a combination of high availability or low latency and invariant preservations, however

they cannot enforce those properties simultaneously for all classes of operations. Indigo

falls into this category, but further reduces the need for coordination, thus ensuring low

latency, high availability and consistency for a larger number of operations. Below, we

provide a more detailed comparison with existing solutions.

Weakly consistent data stores, such as Dynamo, Cops/Eiger and SwiftCloud provide

high availability and low latency. Unfortunately, they can only provide support for a

limited range of invariants [11] which makes them only usable in some applications. We

propose the Bounded Counter [15] a data type that can be used to enforce numerical

constraints on top of these systems.

Walter, BloomL and Red-Blue/Sieve combine the benefits of strong and weak consis-

tency. However, when operations may break invariants, these systems always have to pay

the costs of coordination for every operation execution. BloomL and Sieve use static anal-

ysis to flag operations as weak and strong automatically to make these approaches easier

to use. Indigo follows the same principle, but uses static analysis to further reduce the

number of cases where coordination is required, and reservation mechanisms to enhance

the execution latency of operations in geo-replicated settings. None of these benefits are

available in other systems that used reservations, like Mobisnap or Exo-leasing.

Bayou executes transactions speculatively in the local replica and establishes a total

order of operations in the background. If concurrent operations conflict with each other,

a conflict-resolution is applied to fix the conflict. In IPA, when possible, we modify the

effects of operations to ensure that they never conflict. This solution has the benefit of

avoiding re-executing operations multiple times.

Transaction chains and PLANET provide the illusion of executing operations with

low latency to clients, while transactions synchronously commit in the background. In

Transaction chains, the system ensures that transactions eventually commit by retrying

to execute the individual pieces until committing every piece. In PLANET, clients do

not need to wait for a transaction to commit before resuming execution. However, if the

transaction eventually aborts, the client might have to execute some compensation. In IPA,

we use compensation when modifying the effects of operations provides a bad semantics

for the applications. The difference is that instead of applying effects preventively to

avoids invariant violations, compensations correct the state of the database only when an

invariant violation is detected.

Indigo and IPA are complementary approaches and can be combined together. For
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Properties Availability Low latency
Invariant

preservation
Static Analysis

Dynamo High Yes No No
Cops/Eiger High Yes No No
SwiftCloud High Yes No No
BloomL Partial Some Yes Yes
Red-Blue/Sieve Partial Some Yes Yes
Walter No Some Yes No
Mobisnap Partial Some Yes No
Exo-Leasing Partial Some Yes No
Tran. Chains No Yes* Yes Yes
PLANET No Yes* Yes No
Bayou High Yes* Yes No
Indigo Partial Some Yes Yes
IPA High Yes Yes Yes

Table 3.2: Comparison of state-of-the-art systems against Indigo and IPA.

instance, the semantics obtained by preventing certain conflicting executions might be

more convenient in certain cases, but, in other cases, modifying operations can still

provide a good semantics without impairing availability and latency in any case.

3.6 Final remarks

In this section we have described existing approaches that explore both sides of the

availability/consistency trade-off. Solutions that privilege availability try to automatically

ensure convergence without loosing availability. While it is possible to enforce substantial

classes of invariants this way, some classes of operations are not compatible with the

model. To solve that issue, some systems propose the use of coordination sporadically

or mitigating the cost of coordination. In general these systems provide a more complex

programming models, and cannot ensure low latency for executing all operations.

Solutions that use strong consistency always end up trading availability for classes of

operations that are classified as conflicting. An important observation that we explore

in our work is that not all instances of some operation will always leads to invariant

violations. Previous works that require categorizing operations in conflicting or non-

conflicting lead to excessive use of coordination in applications. In our work we show that

is possible to execute some conflicting without coordination. The escrow transactional

model and reservations already explored this insight, by allowing a limited number of

operations to execute without coordination. We apply the model in the context of geo-

replication, allowing to execute a wider range of operations this way.

We address the consistency/availability trade-off by combining static analysis of ap-

plications with specialized runtime mechanisms to ensure invariant preservation with

low latency and high availability. We leverage static analysis to extract information from
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applications automatically (with little effort for the programmer), and the specialized

mechanisms allow the execution of operations efficiently. Our approaches are comple-

mentary and can be used together to provide rich semantics for applications while avoid-

ing coordination in the general case.

We start the body of contributions of this thesis by presenting the Bounded Counter.

The Bounded Counter is a data type that is capable of maintaining numeric invariants

out-of-the-box, and provides a simple programming model. The solution can only be

applied to single objects, which prevents it from being used to implement more complex

applications. In the following chapters we extend the model to support transactions and

discuss solutions that can be used to implement general applications.
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4
The Bounded Counter use-case

In geo-replicated systems, replicas can be distributed around the globe to reduce access

latency for clients. To avoid paying the high costs for contacting replicas that are far apart

for executing each operation, these systems typically use weaker consistency models

that allow replicas to execute operations concurrently without coordination. A common

approach for handling possible concurrency conflicts is to use last write wins registers,

that only keeps a single value (according to some deterministic rule) for an object when it

is written multiple times concurrently [78, 86, 126]. This semantics might be problematic

for service providers, as it allows the loss of client updates, which might impact the

functionality of the service. For instance, the system might lose an operation for buying

some products if the product is bought multiple times concurrently. To address this

problem, some commercial databases include reconciliation support for specific data

types, such as counters in Cassandra and DynamoDB [78, 116], or CRDTs in Riak [121]

that allow merging concurrent updates without losing them.

However, ensuring data type convergence is not a sufficient guarantee to enforce

application-level correctness. This is an aspect that is many times overlooked by pro-

grammers who develop applications for weak consistency without understanding the

limitations of the model [13]. Under weak consistency, concurrent operations might pro-

duce conflicting updates that, despite being convergent, might result in invalid states for

the application. For instance, if an e-commerce application does not allow overselling

products, i.e. the stock of some product must always be greater or equal to zero (stock ≥ 0),

simply checking that the stock is sufficient in the replica that receives an order request is

not enough, as two concurrent operations executing in different replica might buy the last

items, leading to a negative stock value. The difficulty of implementing applications that

work correctly on top of weak consistency creates barriers to the adoption of the model

by practitioners, which are forced to fallback to strong consistency models to implement
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applications correctly.

In this chapter, we study the case of implementing applications with simple numeric

constraints, like the one describe, on top of geo-replicated weak consistency systems. We

propose a new data type design, the Bounded Counter, that support invariant preser-

vation out-of-the-box. The Bounded Counter is capable of maintaining inequations in

the form x ≥ K , and can be implemented on top of existing replicated key-value stores

depending on weak consistency only.

Our approach builds on the key idea of escrow transactions (see section 3.3.3), but

is adapted to the context of geo-replication. Traditional implementations of the escrow

model use a central server to keep track of all existing resources, and distribute them

among clients. This model is not adequate for large-scale applications for two reason:

first, it is difficult to partition resources over such a large number of clients, while trying

to guarantee good distribution of the resources; second, the information about resources

distribution and consumption might be lost in case of server, or client failures, due to the

lack of replication.

In contrast to previous escrow implementations, ours includes no central authority,

its totally asynchronous and supports replication. Instead of assigning escrows to the

end-clients, in our approach, resources are assigned to each data-center, potentially in

distinct geographical regions. The required information can be replicated internally to the

data-center for durability. When a client contacts a replica for executing some operation,

it consumes part of the escrow of the data center in which the operation executed. If

the data center holds enough resources, the operation executes immediately at the local

replica with low latency, otherwise it must coordinate with a replica in a remote data

center to obtain more resources.

The management of replica’s escrows is carried by a middleware deployed on top of

the storage system. This middleware poses requirements in the underlying storage that

are available in many existing systems. Our middleware implementation also serves as a

cache that improves latency and write-throughput without reducing the fault tolerance

properties of the underlying system.

To demonstrate the practicability of our approach, we have integrated our middleware

with Riak, and evaluated the performance of the system in a geo-replicated environment.

The evaluation shows that:

• When compared to strong consistency, our approach can enforce invariants without

paying the latency price of replica coordination;

• When compared to unmodified weak consistency, we guarantee that invariants are

not broken, and, with optimizations we were able to increase throughput with a

small penalty in latency.

• Our middleware is capable of effectively managing replicas’ escrow, providing low

latency for operations in the general case.
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 makes an overview

of the approach; Section 4.2 explains how the Bounded Counter CRDT works; Section 4.3

presents the middleware that extends Riak with numeric invariant preservation; Section

4.4 evaluates our prototypes; Section 4.5 compares this work to other similar approaches;

and Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.1 System model

We target a typical geo-replicated scenario, with copies of application data and logic

replicated in multiple data centers (DCs) scattered across the globe. End-clients contact

the closest DC for executing operations. We consider that system processes are connected

by an asynchronous network and assume that processes might fail by crashing. A crashed

process either remains crashed forever, or recover with its persistent memory intact.

System API: In addition to get(key) and put(key, value) operations to access objects that

are stored in the underlying database, our middleware provides the following operations

to manipulate Bounded Counter objects:

• create(key, type, bound), creates a new Bounded Counter with the given key, constraint

type (≥,≤) and bound. E.g., create(’A’, ’≥’, 10) creates a counter with initial value 10

that enforces constraint A ≥ 10;

• value(key), returns the current value of counter key;

• increment(key, value, remote) and decrement(key, value, remote), update the counter

if it is known that the change will not break the invariant. The remote flag is used

to block the operation until the replica receives resources from a remote replica or

the information that no more resources are available. The operation return success
if update succeeds or error otherwise.

Enforcing Numeric Invariants: To enforce numeric invariants, our design borrows

ideas from the escrow transactional model [93]. The key idea is to see the difference

between the value of a counter and its bound as a set of rights for executing operations.

Consider, for example, a counter, n, with initial value n = 40 and an invariant n ≥ 10,

meaning that the value of n must be greater than 10 in any replica. In this case, there are

30 rights to execute decrement operations. Executing decrement(5) consumes 5 of these

rights. Executing increment(5) adds 5 new rights. Rights can be split among the replicas

of the counter, and exchanged between them. In our example, if there are 3 replicas,

each replica can be assigned 10 rights. If the rights needed to execute some operation

are sufficient in the local replica, the operation can safely execute without contacting

other replicas, because it is guaranteed that the global invariant will not be broken. In

the example, if the number of decrements executed in each replica is less or equal to
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10, it follows that the total number of decrements will not exceed 30, and therefore the

invariant is preserved. If a replica does not hold enough rights for executing a decrement,

then, either the operation fails, or another replica must transfer some rights to increase

the local replica’s limit. In section 4.2.1 we explain how to do this using the transfer
operation defined for the data type.

Our approach encompasses two components that work together to achieve the goal of

our system: a novel data structure, the Bounded Counter CRDT, to maintain the necessary

information for locally verifying whether it is safe to execute an operation or not; and

a middleware that that proactively tries to ensure that the local limits of each replica

always allow executing the requested operations.

Consistency Guarantees: We build our middleware on top of an eventually consis-

tent database, extending the underlying guarantees with invariant preservation for coun-

ters. Our system guarantees that, despite replicas state be potentially divergent, the

value of the counter never violates the bounds specified by the invariant, neither lo-
cally nor globally. By locally, we mean that the sum of all decrements of a replica r

never exceeds the number of allowed operations (local increments + received rights):∑
i decrementr,i ≤ local_rightsr . By globally, we mean that, at any instant, the number of

decrement and increment operations that are executed globally never exceed the limit:

init_value +
∑

i incrementr,i −
∑

i decrementr,i ≥ K . The local limits might change overtime,

when replicas exchange rights between them, but the difference between increments and

decrements can never never exceed K .

Note that the notion of causality is orthogonal to our design, in the sense that if

the underlying storage system offers causal consistency, then we also provide numeric

invariant-preserving causal consistency.

4.2 Designing the Bounded Counter CRDT

This section presents the Bounded Counter, a CRDT that maintains the necessary informa-

tion for preventing the value of the counter to exceed some user-defined limit.

Conflict-free replicated data types (CRDTs) are a class of distributed data types that

allow replicas to be modified without coordination, while guaranteeing that replicas

converge to the same value after all updates are propagated and executed in all replicas.

We explain in more detail the properties of CRDTs and different designs in section 3.2.2.

In this work, we adopted the state-based model of CRDTs, as we built our work on

top of a key/value store (KV-Store) that synchronizes replicas by propagating the state

of objects, instead of operations. In this model, an operation submitted in a given site

executes in the local replica. The updated version of the object and the associated version

information are propagated to the other replicas and merged with the state of those

replicas.
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Algorithm 6 Bounded Counter for invariant greater or equal to K .
1: payload integer[n][n] R, integer[n] U , integer min
2: initial [[0,0,...,0], ..., [0,0,...,0]], [0,0,...,0], K
3: query value () : integer v
4: v = min+

∑
i∈Ids

R[i][i]−
∑

i∈Ids
U [i]

5: query localRights () : integer v
6: id = repId() . Id of the local replica
7: v = R[id][id] +

∑
i,id

R[i][id]−
∑
i,id

R[id][i]−U [id]

8: update increment (integer n)
9: id = repId()

10: R[id][id] = R[id][id] +n

11: update decrement (integer n)
12: pre-condition localRights() ≥ n
13: id = repId()
14: U [id] = U [id] +n

15: update transfer (integer n, replicaId to): boolean b
16: pre-condition b = (localRights() ≥ n)
17: from = repId()
18: R[from][to] := R[from][to] +n

19: update merge (S)
20: R[i][j] = max(R[i][j],S.R[i][j]), ∀i, j ∈ Ids
21: U [i] = max(U [i],S.U [i]), ∀i ∈ Ids

30 10 10 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 

r1 

r2 

r3 

r1 r2 r3 U 

Limit value (min): 10 
Current Value: 20 
Local rights:   

 r1 = 5, r2 = 7, r3 = 8 

5 
4 
2 

R 

Figure 4.1: Example of the state of the Bounded Counter for maintaining the invariant
greater or equal to 10. Increment operations are highlighted in matrix R, and decrements
in U .

4.2.1 Bounded Counter CRDT specification

We now detail the design of the Bounded Counter, a CRDT for maintaining the invariant

greater or equal to K . In section 4.2.3 we discuss how to extend the data-type to simultane-

ously support the invariant less or equal to Q. A pseudocode of the data type is presented

in algorithm 6.

Bounded Counter payload: The Bounded Counter maintains the limit value K and infor-

mation about the rights each replica holds. For a system with n replicas, this information

is stored in: a matrix R, where entry R[i][j] records the rights transferred from replica i

to replica j; and in a vector U , where U [i] records the rights consumed by replica i.
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Operations: An increment executed at ri updates the number of increments executed in

ri by updating the value of R[i][i]. This operation is safe and can always execute locally.

A decrement executed at ri updates the number of decrements executed in ri by up-

dating the value of U [i]. This operation can only execute if ri holds enough rights locally

before executing the operation, otherwise the operation fails.

The rights of replica ri , returned by function localRights, are given by adding the

local increments R[i][i] to the transfers from other replicas to ri , given by
∑

j:j,i R[j][i],

subtracting the transfers from ri to other replicas,
∑

j:j,i R[i][j], and subtracting the local

decrements U [i].

The operation transfer transfers rights from ri to some other replica rj , by increasing

the value recorded in R[i][j]. This removes n rights for executing decrement from ri and

adds them to rj . This operation can only execute if enough local right exist in ri .

Figure 4.1 shows an example of a Bounded Counter for the invariant greater or equal
to 10. The initial value of the counter is the bound of the constraint, 10. Replicas r1,

r2 and r3 have incremented the counter by 30, 1 and 0 units, respectively, as shown

in the diagonal of R. The current value of the counter is given by adding to the limit,

the increments performed in every replica,
∑

i R[i][i], and subtracting the decrements,∑
iU [i], as represented in the grey cells. The example also shows that r1 has transferred

10 rights to r2 and r3, which arerecorded in entries R[1][2] and R[1][3].

The merge() operation is executed during synchronization, when a replica receives

the state of a remote replica. The local state is updated by just taking, for each entry, the

maximum of the local and the received value.

4.2.2 Proof of correctness

For proving the correctness of Bounded Counter, it is necessary to show that all replicas

of Bounded Counter eventually converge to the same state, i.e., that Bounded Counter
is a correct CRDT, and that the execution of concurrent operations will not break the

invariant.

A data type is a CRDT if it has the properties of a monotonic join-semilattice:

• The set S of possible states forms a join-semilattice ordered by ≤;

• The result of merging state s with remote state s′ is the result of computing the

least upper bound (LUB) of the two states in the join-semilattice of states, i.e.,

merge(s, s′) = st s′;

• The state is monotonically non-decreasing across updates, i.e., for any update u,

s ≤ u(s).

As the elements of R and U are monotonically increasing (since operations never

decrement the value of these variables), the join-semilattice properties are immediately

satisfied – two states, s0, s1, are related by a partial order relation, s0 ≤ s1, whenever
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all values of R and U in s1 are greater or equal to the corresponding values in s0 (i.e.,

∀i, j, s0.R[i][j] ≤ s1.R[i][j]∧s0.U [i] ≤ s1.U [i]). It is trivial that the merge function computes

the LUB of the two states, since the function takes the maximum value of all entries in R

and U , which are the smallest value possible of each entry. The maximum of each entry

is idempotent, commutative and associative.

To guarantee that the invariant is not broken, it is only necessary to guarantee that

a replica does not execute an operation (decrement or transfer) without holding enough

rights to do it. Since operations execute sequentially and verify if the local replica holds

enough rights before execution, it is necessary to prove that if a replica observes that it has

N rights, it owns at least N rights. If replicas are well-behaved, the algorithms guarantees

that line i of R and U is only updated by operations executed at replica ri . Thus, replica ri
necessarily has the most recent value for line i of both R and U . As rights of replica ri are

consumed by decrement operations, recorded in U [i], and transfer operations, recorded

in R[i][j], it follows immediately that replica ri knows of all rights it has consumed. Thus,

when computing the local rights, the value computed locally is always conservative (as

replica ri might not know about ongoing transfers to itself, from other replicas). This

guarantees every decrement operation is safe and thus the invariant holds at all times.

We wrote the specification of Bounded Counter in TLA [80] and successfully verified

that the invariant holds for all the cases that the tool generated.

4.2.3 Extensions

The exact same logic can be applied to preserve invariants of the form x ≤ K : rights

represent the possibility of executing increment operations instead of decrement operations,

and the specification is changed accordingly to check that the number of increments does

not exceed the defined limit.

Some applications may require two bounds for a counter, e.g., Q ≥ x ≤ K A Bounded
Counter can maintain an invariant of that form by combining the information of two

Bounded Counters in one object, similarly to what is done to specify a PN-Counter using

two P-Counters [112].

In general, the approach used for Bounded Counters can be adapted to other data types

that support escrow [127].

4.3 Middleware for enforcing numeric invariants

We now present a middleware, depicted in Figure 4.2, that uses Bounded Counters to

extend cloud databases with numeric invariants.

In each DC, our system is composed by a set of nodes that compose the middleware

layer and a a set of storage nodes that compose the key-value store. Operations on regular

objects execute directly in the key-value store. Operations on counters are handled by
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Figure 4.2: Middleware for deploying Bounded Counters.

middleware nodes, which in turn execute operations in the key-value store for persis-

tence.

In our prototype, we use riak_core [74] to implement the middleware, and Riak 2.0,

a key-value store inspired in Dynamo [40], as the underlying storage system. Riak_core
provides a DHT communication substrate that is capable of executing logic in each node,

while Riak 2.0 provides geo-replicated storage. Logical objects in Riak are replicated over

a number of nodes inside each DC and across DCs. The rights for executing operations in

the Bounded Counter are partitioned over the different DCs, for fault tolerance. However,

under this strategy, concurrent updates inside the DC might affect the correctness of

the Bounded Counter. For example, if during a reconfiguration of the key-value store,

concurrent requests to the same counter are sent to two different nodes, replicas might

be able to consume the escrow assigned to that DC concurrently. To avoid this problem,

we use the conditional write mode of Riak 2.0, where a write from a client fails if there

has been a concurrent write since the client’s previous operation in the same DC. This

mechanisms ensures serialization of updates, which guarantees that rights of a single DC

are consumed in sequence, regardless of the replica that processes the operation.

The steps for executing an operation are the following: an operation in a counter is

sent to the DHT node responsible for the counter; the DHT node executes the operation

by reading the counter from Riak, executing the operation and writing back the new

value, using the conditional write mechanism; The operation only succeeds if it is safe,

i.e., if the local replica holds enough rights to guarantee the invariant is preserved and if

the object was not changed since the last read.

Since Riak does not geo-replicate keys marked as strongly consistent, our middleware

is also responsible for replicating Bounded Counters across DCs. To this end, each DHT

node periodically propagates modified Bounded Counters to the remote DCs. When the

payload is delivered on the remote DC, it is merged with the local state. This strategy

batches a sequence of local operations on a single key and propagates them in a single

update, saving bandwidth and processing.
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Transferring Rights: Our middleware exchanges rights between replicas in two situ-

ations. First, when an operation cannot execute in a replica and the application has

specified that remote replicas should be used. In this case, the DHT node executing the

operation requests a transfer from a remote DC. To this end, it sends a message to a node

in a remote data center, so that it executes a transfer operation in the Bounded Counter.

Second, replicas proactively exchange rights in the background periodically to balance

the rights assigned to each replica.

We tested different strategies for exchanging rights between data centers. The basic

idea behind these strategies is to prevent the local resources of a replica to be exhausted,

which would prevent the operation from executing immediately. In our implementation,

when the permissions of a certain counter in a data center go below a certain threshold,

it will request more resources from the replica that currently has more resources for the

counter being analysed. The replica that receives the transfer request, gives a portion of

the results, depending on the current value. We do not evaluate strategies for exchanging

resources systematically. Strategies for sharing resources fairly remain as future work.

Fault tolerance: We now analyze how our middleware designs provide fault tolerance

building on the fault tolerance properties of the underlying cloud database.

The cloud database is assumed to have sufficient internal redundancy to never lose its

state in a DC. However, a failure in a node of the middleware layer may cause the DHT

to reconfigure, with the possibly that two nodes temporarily accept requests for the same

key. This does not affect correctness as we rely on conditional writes to guarantee that

operations of each counter are serialized.

During a network partition, rights can be used in both sides of the partition – the only

restriction is that it is impossible to transfer rights between any two nodes in different par-

titions. If an entire DC becomes unavailable, only the rights owned by the unreachable

DC become temporarily unavailable. This contrasts with state-of-the-art strong consis-

tency protocols [81], which can only serve requests if at least a majority of replicas (or a

primary) is reachable. In our approach, any replica can serve requests if it owns enough

rights or if it can gather the needed rights from reachable replicas.

Improving the performance of the middleware: Our prototype includes a number of

optimizations to improve its efficiency. The first optimization is to cache Bounded Counters
on the DHT nodes. This allows us to avoid reading the counter, when it is already in

cache. Second, under high contention in a Bounded Counter, the design described so far

is not very efficient, since an operation must complete before the next operation starts

being processed. In particular, since processing an update requires writing the modified

Bounded Counter back to the Riak database to ensure durability, each operation can take

a few milliseconds to complete. To improve throughput, while the write to Riak is taking

place, the requests received by the DHT node are processed using the cached counter. The

system still writes the batched updates to storage before replying to the waiting clients,
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but this strategy allows to execute a single write for multiple requests. Our evaluation

shows that this strategy improves the throughput of the system by orders of magnitude.

4.4 Evaluation

We evaluated experimentally our prototype to address the following main questions.

(i) How much overhead is introduced by our middleware? (ii) What is the throughput

and latency for different levels of contention? (iii) What is the latency when the value is

close to the invariant bounds?

4.4.1 Configurations and setup

In the experiments, we compare the following approaches:

Bounded Counter (BC): The implementation of the Bounded Counter described in the

chapter, that is capable of preserving numerical invariants and uses a middleware to

manage the escrow of each data center.

Convergent Counters (Weak): This approach uses Riak 2.0 Enterprise Edition (EE),

which supports native counters running under weak consistency and geo-replication. Na-

tive counters handle conflicts automatically inside the database layer, but do not support

constraining the range of possible values.

Strongly Consistent Counters (Strong): This approach enforces invariant preservation

by forwarding all operations from all clients to a single DC. The DC that acts as the pri-

mary uses the conditional write mechanism to serialize updates.

Our experiments comprised 3 Amazon EC2 DCs distributed across the globe. The

average latency between DCs is presented in Table 4.1. In each DC, we use three m1.large

machines with 7.5GB of memory for running the database servers and server-based mid-

dleware and run a sufficient number of m1.large machines for executing the clients, with-

out reaching any bottleneck of the environment (1 per DC).

Data is fully geo-replicated in all DCs, with clients accessing the replicas in the local

DC. Riak operations use a quorum of 3 replicas for writes and 1 replica for reads. In

Strong, geo-replication is not used, data is stored in the US-East DC, which minimizes the

latency for remote clients.

RTT (ms) US-E US-W EU
US-East - 80 96
US-West 83 - 163
EU 93 161 -

Table 4.1: Average RTT between Data Centers in Amazon EC2.
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Figure 4.4: Latency of each operation over
time for the Bounded Counter (BD).

4.4.2 Single counter

We first evaluate performance under high contention. To this end, we use a single counter

initialized to a value that is large enough to never break the invariant. Clients execute

20% of increments and 80% of decrements in a closed loop with a think time of 100 ms.

Each experiment runs for two minutes after the initialization of the counter. The load

is controlled by tuning the number of clients running in each experiment, with clients

evenly distributed among the client machines.

Throughput vs. latency: Figure 4.3 presents the variation of the throughput vs. latency

values as more operations are injected in the system. The objective of this experiment is

to evaluate the scalability of the different approaches.

The results of Strong show that throughput quickly starts degrading when load in-

creases. This occurs because when more clients try to submit operations to a single DC

they increase the interference, which prevents the conditional write from succeeding. We

also observe that Strong exhibits the higher latency values which occurs because requests

are all redirected to a single DC which is remote for 2/3 of the clients.

In comparison to Strong, the throughput of Weak is much larger and it does not de-

grade when increasing the load – after reaching the maximum throughput, increasing the

load just leads to an increase in latency. The much higher throughput of the middleware

solution is due to the batching mechanism of BC, which batches a sequence of updates

into a single write to storage. To prove this hypothesis, we ran the same experiment,

turning off the batching and writing every update in Riak, BC-nobatch. In this case, we

can observe that the throughput is much lower than Weak, as the middleware introduces

an additional communication step and executes operations in sequence. The same ap-

proach for batching multiple operations into a single Riak write could be used with other

configurations, such as Weak, to improve their scalability.
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Table 4.2: Latency of operations in each data center.

Median (Max) latency (ms) Weak Strong BC
US-East 2 (7) 172 (180) 4 (9)
US-West 2 (7) 169 (187) 8 (13)
Europe 2 (8) 5 (9) 5 (11)

Latency under low load: Table 4.2 presents the median and maximum latency experi-

enced by clients in different regions under low load. As expected, the results show that for

Strong, remote clients experience high latency, while local clients are fast. It also shows

that our middleware introduces an overhead of about about 2 ms when compared with

Weak, which is justified by the additional communication steps.

Effects of exhausting rights: In this experiment we evaluate the behavior of our mid-

dleware when the value of the counter approaches the limit and contention for the last

available rights rises. We initialize the counter with the value 6000 and 5 clients exe-

cute decrement operations until all rights are consumed. Figure 4.4 shows that most

operations have low latency, with a few peaks of high latency whenever a replica needs

to obtain additional rights. The number of peaks is small because most of the time the

proactive mechanism for exchanging rights is able to provision a replica with enough

rights before all local rights are consumed. We see these peaks more frequently near

the end of the experiment, because there are less resources available and they might be

temporarily exhausted. When all resources are consumed, replicas stop requesting rights

and operations fail locally.

Invariant Preservation: To evaluate the severity of the risk of invariant violation, we

computed how many decrements in excess were executed with success in the different

solutions. We run the same experiment as before, but vary the number of clients. Fig-

ure 4.5 shows that Weak is the only configuration that experiences invariant violation.

The operation for decrementing consists in reading the counter, checking if the value is

greater than the limit and executing a decrement. The decrement operation is not atomic

and because of this, multiple decrements can execute concurrently considering the same

read value. This effect increases with the number of clients and concurrent updates.

4.4.3 Multiple counters

To evaluate how the system behaves in the common case where clients access to multiple

counters, we ran the experiment of Section 4.4.2 with 100 counters. For each operation,

a client selects the counter to update randomly with uniform distribution. The results

presented in Figure 4.6 show that Strong now scales to a larger throughput. The reason for

this is that by increasing the number of counters, the number of concurrent writes to the

same key is lower, leading to a smaller number of failed operations. Additionally, when
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the maximum throughput is reached, the latency degrades but the throughput remains

almost constant.

The Weak configuration scales up to a much larger value (9K decrements/s compared

with 3K decrements/s for a single counter). As each Riak node includes multiple virtual

nodes, when using multiple counters the load is balanced among them – enabling multi-

core capabilities to process multiple requests in parallel (whereas with a single node, a

single virtual node is used, resulting in requests being processed sequentially).

The results show that BC has a low latency (close to that of Weak) as long as the

number of writes can be handled by Riak’s conditional write mode in a timely manner.

In contrast with the experiment with a single counter, Riak’s capacity is shared among all

the keys, each contributing with writes to Riak. Therefore, as the load increases, writing

batches to Riak will take longer to complete and contribute to accumulate latency sooner

than in the single key case. Nevertheless, batching still allows multiple client requests

to be processed per each Riak operation, leading to a better throughput. The maximum

throughput even surpasses the results for the Weak configuration.

The results for BC-nobatch, where each individual update is written using one Riak

operation, can be seen as the worst case of our middleware, in which the batching had

no effect. Still, since all BC operations are local to a given DC and access only a quorum

of Riak nodes, one can expect that increasing the local cluster’s capacity should have a

positive effect both on latency and throughput.

4.5 Related work

Many modern key-value stores offer support for rich data-types [22, 78]. Systems that are

built on weak consistency, despite ensuring object convergence, are subject to application-

level correctness anomalies, as the consistency properties that the models ensure are not

not sufficient to ensure that applications behave correctly.

Our approach, contrarily to previous escrow implementations [104, 115], does not
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require a central authority for managing resources. Replicas and middleware nodes,

inside each data-center, may fail as long as the system has sufficient redundancy to be

able to execute updates. In the case that network is partitioned and data-centers cannot

contact with each other, the system can continue to execute local operations as long as

there are enough local reservations.

Chrysanthis et. al have proposed other escrow data-types [127], including lists, and

stacks. These data types can be incorporated in our middleware by implementing its

interface.

Others have tried to reduce the need for coordination by bounding the degree of di-

vergence among replicas. Epsilon-serializability [106] and TACT [129] use deterministic

algorithms for bounding the amount of divergence observed by an application using dif-

ferent metrics: numerical error, order error and staleness. Consistency rationing [75]

uses a statistical model to predict the evolution of replica state and allows applications

to switch from weak to strong consistency upon the likelihood of invariant violation.

Holt et. al have recently proposed consistency types [66], which share the same prin-

ciples of our approach. Consistency types can ensure the consistency level of the applica-

tion in terms of application requirements. The authors implemented two policies. One

ensures that operations returns within some target latency, and the other ensures that the

error of a read operation is within some bounds. To implement the later approach, the

authors proposed the design of a counter that enforces limit to the divergence of the real

value, and a middleware similar to ours, that manages permissions to execute operations

to guarantee error is within bounds. In comparison to our solution, consistency types

cannot impose a strict limit for the value of object, but can ensure that the error does not

exceed a certain limit, while our solution enforces a strict boundary.

4.6 Final remarks

Numerical invariants are commonly found in many Internet services. We can find in-

stances of this type of invariant in e-commerce, flight reservation systems, advertisement

and many other internet services. The Bounded Counter proposes a solution to ensure

some forms of numerical invariants (inequations in the form X ≥ K) under weak consis-

tency, by forbidding the execution of operations that could lead to invariant violations.

Our prototype imposes non-negligible overheads when compared to unmodified weak

consistency systems, however, we expect that our approach performs better if imple-

mented natively in the underlying systems, as the middleaware implementation intro-

duces an additional communication step. Nonetheless, unmodified weak consistency

systems are unable to maintain this type of invariant, and our approach performs much

better than solutions that resort to strong consistency. Furthermore, optimizations in-

troduced in the middleware layers improved the throughput of the system in orders of

magnitude, by batching updates, with only a small latency penalty.
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The solution that we presented is limited to the case that invariants do not span

multiple objects. In the next chapter we will propose a general mechanisms for handling

conflicting executions, which consists in detecting possible invariant violations through

static analysis, and modifying the applications to never have conflicts during execution.

Later, we leverage the Bounded Counter and a middleware, similar to the one implemented

in this chapter, for achieving that goal.
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5
Explicit consistency

In this thesis we have made the case that it is difficult to ensure correctness of applica-

tions developed on top of weak consistency. The fundamental issue is that concurrent

operations execute initially in a state that is isolated from the effects of other concurrent

operations. Thus, when the effects of an operation are applied in other replicas, the con-

ditions observed initially may no longer hold, which might result in an invalid database

state. In this chapter, we present a principled theory to detect invariant violations that

might occur due to concurrent executions. Our approach relies on the specification of

application’s operations and invariants to do be able to detect those violations through

static analysis.

The underlying storage systems that support replicated applications are only capable

of providing low-level consistency guarantees, such as restricting operation execution

order, or ensuring system convergence, which are not sufficient to enforce application-

level correctness, as seen in previous chapters.

Many works try to combine weak and strong consistency semantics to ensure appli-

cation-level consistency, paying coordination costs when necessary for maintaining cor-

rectness [83, 117, 124], and using asynchronous operation execution otherwise. These

works require programmers to classify operations in the two categories in order to en-

sure correctness and good performance, which is not a obvious choice in many cases.

The classification separates operations that require coordination, from those that do not,

which must execute under different coordination assumptions. However, as we have seen

with the Bounded Counter, by leveraging information obtained during the execution, it

is many times possible execute operations that are invariant-sensitive, while preserving

correctness without coordination, thus, even for operations that require coordination,

sometimes they should be able to execute without coordination, avoiding to pay the cost,

when a local execution is safe.
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We propose a new consistency model that departs from the difficult, and limited,

approach of choosing weak or strong consistency for different operations. Our proposal

only requires that the effects produced by operations maintain the invariants at all times,

without making any assumptions on how the system executes those operations.

We introduce explicit consistency as an alternative consistency model, in which pro-

grammers identify the invariants of an application that the system must maintain at

all times, and the underlying system uses the most appropriate mechanisms to execute

operations to ensure those invariants.

Contrarily to traditional consistency models, that do not take into account the seman-

tics of operations, and end up restring concurrency more than necessary for executing

certain operations, in explicit consistency invariant-sensitive operations might execute

concurrently in different replicas, while preserving correctness.

Through the analysis of application specifications, we are capable of pinpointing the

operations that might lead to inconsistent states when executed concurrently. We do not

impose the use of strong consistency for preventing those executions, instead, the pro-

grammer must modify the applications in any way that ensures correctness. In chapters 6

and 7, we show two different and complementary approaches that programmers can fol-

low to achieve correctness while minimizing coordination. In the former, we generalize

the use of the bounded counter (reservations), and in the latter we modify the code of

operations to make them conflict-free in respect to concurrent operations.

We present a methodology for implementing explicit consistency in three steps: first,

the programmer must specify application’s invariants and the effects of operations; sec-

ond, a static analysis checks the presence of conflicts in the application; finally, the

programmer must modify the application in order to prevent the conflicts from occur-

ring. Our methodology is backed by a tool that runs a static analysis to detect invariant

violations automatically.

The organization of this chapter is the following: In section 5.1 we define explicit

consistency; section 5.2 does an overview of the methodology and presents the running

example; section 5.3 presents the language for expressing application correctness proper-

ties and the algorithm for detecting application conflicts; section 5.4 presents the proof

of soundness of the algorithm; and, finally, we discuss implementation details of the

algorithm in section 5.5.

5.1 Defining explicit consistency

In this section we present the system model and the definitions in which explicit consis-

tency is built.
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5.1.1 System model

We consider a database composed by a set of objects deployed in a typical cloud envi-

ronment, where data is replicated in multiple data centers and partitioned inside each

data center. We assume that each data center holds a full copy of the database. Clients

interact with the system by requesting high-level operations that are executed in appli-

cation servers running in each data center. We model the execution of an operation by

distinguishing the execution phase, which only occurs at the origin, and the propaga-

tion phase, in which operation effects are propagated and applied to all replicas. More

precisely, an operation is a piece of code that executes a sequence of reads and updates

enclosed in a transaction. When the transaction first executes, its updates are recorded,

and their effects are deferred until the transaction commits. Upon commit, the set of

updates generated by the transaction are applied atomically on the local database state

and also queued for replication. The propagation of updates between replicas is asyn-

chronous and respects causal order. When a remote replica receives the set of updates

of a transaction, it applies them atomically on the local database. Hereafter, when we

use the term operation, it refers to the set of updates produced by the execution of the

transaction code in the initial replica, and operation effects refer to the changes that are

applied to all replicas.

We denote by o(S) the state after applying the updates of operation o to some state S.

We define a database snapshot, Sn, as the state of the database after executing a sequence

of operations o1, . . . , on from the initial database state, Sinit, i.e., Sn = on(. . . (o1(Sinit))). The

set of operations reflected in a database snapshot S is denoted by Ops(S), e.g., Ops(Sn) =

{o1, . . . , on}. The state of a replica results from applying both local and remote operations,

in the order received.

We say that an operation oa happened-before operation ob executed in state S, oa ≺ ob,

iff oa ∈Ops(S), i.e. ob executed in a state where oa is visible. Two operations oa and ob are

concurrent, oa ‖ ob, iff oa ⊀ ob ∧ ob ⊀ oa [79].

For an execution of a given set of operations O, the happens-before relation defines

a partial order among them, O = (O,≺). We say O′ = (O,<) is a valid serialization of

O= (O,≺) if O′ is a linear extension of O, i.e., < is a total order compatible with ≺.

Operations can execute concurrently, with each replica executing operations accord-

ing to a different valid serialization. This raises the problem that the state of the various

replicas of the database could diverge, in case these operations do not commute. To pre-

vent this, we assume the system gives the programmer the choice of various deterministic

conflict resolution rules to achieve state convergence on a per-object basis, i.e., the result

of applying updates that were executed concurrently is deterministic independently of

the execution order. In our prototypes, we rely on conflict-free replicated data types

(CRDTs) [112, 117] to achieve this goal.

We consider that application correctness can be expressed in terms of invariants. An

invariant is a logical condition expressed over the database state. Some state S preserves
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an invariant I iff I(S) = true, where I(S) is a function that checks the validity of the

invariant in state S. A state Si is I-valid (or simply valid) iff I(Si) = true. We say a state

is I-invalid (or simply invalid) if it is not valid. We require that the initial state, Sinit, is

valid.

5.1.2 Explicit consistency definition

Explicit consistency is a novel consistency model for replicated systems, where program-

mers define the application-specific correctness rules that should be met at all times.

These rules are expressed as invariants over the database state. For instance, the Bounded
Counter invariant can be specified as a numerical inequality x ≥ K .

Our formal definition starts with the helper definition of an invariant I , as a logical

condition over the state of the database. We say that state S is an I-valid state if I holds in

S, i.e., if I(S) = true.

Definition 5.1 (I-valid serialization). Given a set of operations O and its associated happens-
before partial order ≺, Oi = (O,<) is an I-valid serialization of O = (O,≺) iff Oi is a valid
serialization of O, and I holds in every state that results from executing some prefix of Oi .

We can now formally define the conditions that a system must uphold to ensure

explicit consistency.

Definition 5.2 (Explicit consistency). A system provides explicit consistency iff all serializa-
tions of O= (O,≺) are I-valid serializations, where O is the set of operations executed in the
system and ≺ their associated partial order.

This concept is related to the I-Confluence proposed by Bailis et al. [11]. I-Confluence
defines the conditions under which operations may execute concurrently, while still en-

suring that the system converges to an I-valid state. The current work generalizes this

to cases where coordination is needed, and furthermore proposes efficient solutions to

execute operations with low latency and high availability.

5.2 Overview

In this section we describe a methodology for implementing applications under explicit

consistency. We briefly describe the two approaches that we explore in the following

chapters, and present the running example that we will use throughout the following

chapters to explain the technique.

5.2.1 Methodology

Given the application invariants, our approach for achieving explicit consistency is im-

plemented in three steps:
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i Detect the sets of operations that may lead to invariant violation when executed

concurrently, called I-offender sets.

ii Select an efficient mechanism for handling I-offender sets.

iii Modify the application code to use the selected mechanism on top of a weakly

consistent database system.

The first step consists of discovering I-offender sets. This step can be achieved through

static analysis. We provide an analysis that analyses the specification of applications to

detect I-offender sets. This information is provided by the application programmer, as

annotations specifying the changes performed by each operation. Using this information,

combined with the application invariants, the analysis infers the sets of operation invoca-

tions that, when executed concurrently, may lead to invariant violation. Conceptually, the

analysis considers all reachable database states and, for each state, all sets of operation

invocations that can execute in that state; it checks if executing these operations concur-

rently might cause an invariant violation. Obviously, it is not feasible to exhaustively

consider all database states and operation effect sets; instead, a practical approach is to

use efficient verification techniques. This is detailed in Section 5.3.

In the second step, the programmer decides which approach to use to handle the

I-offender sets. We study two possible approaches: violation avoidance and invariant
preservation.

Violation avoidance (Indigo, chapter 6): consists in restricting the execution of op-

erations that could result in invariant violations. Given the information of conflicting

operations, the programmer modifies the code of applications with mechanisms that

prevent conflicting operations from executing concurrently at different replicas. We pro-

vide new reservation data-types to that end. The new reservations mechanisms can be

used to prevent operations from executing concurrently based on the current state of the

database and the parameters of operations. These mechanisms, despite constraining con-

currency, allow more operations to execute concurrently than traditional approaches that

enforce strong consistency. For instance, in the referential integrity example presented

in section 3.2.4.3, operations addT oA(a,b) and remFromB(b) are potentially conflicting.

However if parameter b is different in each function call, these operations can execute

concurrently. Our reservation mechanisms supports this behavior, without requiring

cross-replica coordination, which would not be possible under strong consistency.

Invariant preservation (IPA, chapter 7): in this approach we do not constraint concur-

rency in any way. Instead, we modify the implementation of operations to guarantee

that clients will never observe invalid database states. The insight of the approach is that

in many cases invariant violations occur because programmers do not account for the

effects of concurrent executions. We have observed that some of those violations can be
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prevented by adding effect to operations and choosing appropriate convergence rules. To

determine how the operations have to be changed, we provide an algorithm that auto-

mates the process of testing different variants of operations specifications to search for

alternative specifications that are conflict-free. The modified operations have the same

sequential semantics, but preclude invariant violations in the concurrent setting. For

instance, in the example of referential integrity, the conflict occurs because the operation

that adds the reference between table A and B assumes that the referred element in B will

exist after the execution of the operation (because it existed in the local state, when the

operation executed locally), however that is not guaranteed under weak consistency, as

an operation in remote replicas might remove that element concurrently. To fix that vio-

lation, we can modify the addT oA(a,b) operation to recreate b in B and choose a converge

rules for elements in table B that ensures that an add(b) operation wins over a concurrent

remove(b) operation (add-wins).

In the third step, the application code is modified to use the right mechanisms to solve

conflicts during runtime. In both approaches, applying the modifications to the code is

as simple as adding few lines of code.

5.2.2 Running example

To explain how to implement explicit consistency we use the example of the Tournament

management application.

The application allows the management of player, tournaments and the participation

of players in tournaments. The application provides the usual add and remove primi-

tives for tournaments and players. Players participate in tournaments by enrolling in

them. Tournament phases transition between three possible states: initialized, running,

or finished. When initialized players can enroll and disenroll freely from the tournament.

After starting, players can compete against each other by playing matches. If a match is

player between two players, they cannot disenroll from the tournament anymore. After

finishing, no more players can enroll or disenroll in the tournament. Each tournament

has a maximum number of players that has to be maintained at all times.

The specification of the application is presented in listing 5.1. In our prototype, we

specify applications using Java annotations, to specify the effects of operations and the

global invariants of the applications. We describe the language for specifying applications

in section 5.3.1.

We chose to model our own benchmark application, instead of using reference bench-

marks, such as TPC-C and TPC-W [37], because it allows us to define a wider range of

invariants that are not available in these benchmarks.
1 @Unique("player(p)")
2 @Unique("tournament(t)")
3 @Inv("forall(Player:p, Tournament:t) :- enrolled(p,t) =>
4 player(p) and tournament(t)")
5 @Inv("forall(Player:p,q, Tournament:t) :- inMatch(p,q,t) =>
6 enrolled(p,t) and enrolled(q,t) and (active(t) or finished(t))")
7 @Inv("forall(T : t) :- nrPlayers(t) <= Capacity")
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8 @Inv("forall(T : t) :- active(t) => nrPlayers(t) >= 1")
9 @Inv("forall(Tournament:t) :- active(t) => tournament(t)")
10 @Inv("forall(Tournament:t) :- finished(t) => tournament(t)")
11 @Inv("forall(Tournament:t) :- not( active(t) and finished(t))")i
12 public interface TournamentApp {
13

14 @True("player(p)")
15 RESULT addPlayer(Player p);
16

17 @True("tournament(t)")
18 RESULT addTournament(Tournament t);
19

20 @False("tournament(t)")
21 RESULT remTournament(Tournament t);
22

23 @True("enrolled(p, t)")
24 @Increments("nrPlayers($1, 1)")
25 RESULT enroll(Player p, Tournament t);
26

27 @False("enrolled(p, t)")
28 @Decrements("nrPlayers($1, 1)")
29 RESULT disenroll(Player p, Tournament t);
30

31 @True("active(t)")
32 RESULT beginTournament(Tournament t);
33

34 @True("finished(t)")
35 @False("active(t)")
36 RESULT finishTournament(Tournament t);
37

38 @True("inMatch(p,q,t)")
39 RESULT doMatch(Player p, Player q, Tournament t);
40 }

Listing 5.1: Specification of the tournament management system written in Java.

5.3 Conflict detection algorithm

In this section we present the algorithm for detecting conflicting operations (I-offender

sets). We first introduce the language for specifying invariants and post-conditions, then

we describe the types of invariants that can be represented in the language, and, finally,

we present the pseudo-code of the algorithm and prove its correctness. We do not check

application’s code, or that the effects of applications are correctly specified. The pro-

grammer is responsible for ensuring that the application implement the specification

correctly.

5.3.1 Defining invariants and post-conditions

Invariants Application invariant are described using first-order logic formulas. More

formally, we assume the invariant is an universally quantified formula in prenex normal

form1: ∀x1, · · · ,xn,ϕ(x1, · · · ,xn).. First-order logic formulas can express a wide variety of

constraints; we give some examples in Section 5.3.2.

The invariant uses general predicates, defined by the programmer, which represent

some property of the database state. For instance, predicate player(p) might represent

the existence of a player p in the database, and enrolled(p, t) that the player is enrolled

in tournament t. Similarly, numeric restrictions can be expressed through the use of

functions. For example, we may use nrPlayers(t) (the number of players in tournament t)

to limit the size of a tournament: ∀t,nrPlayers(t) ≤ 5.

1Formula ∀x,ϕ(x) is in prenex normal form if clause ϕ is quantifier-free. Every first-order logic formula
has an equivalent prenex normal form.
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Post-conditions We use post-conditions to express the effects of operations. An opera-

tion either produces all the effects that are specified or none. There are two types of effect

clauses: predicate clauses, which state the new value of a predicate after the execution

of some operation (stating whether the predicate is true or false after the execution of

an operation); and function clauses, which define the relation between the initial and

final values of a function after an operation executes. To give some examples, opera-

tion removePlayer(p), which removes player p from the system, has a post-condition with

predicate clause ¬player(p), stating that predicate player is false for player p. Operation

enroll(p, t), which enrolls player p into tournament t, has a predicate clause, enrolled(p, t),

set to true, and a function clause nrPlayers′(t) = nrPlayers(t) + 1 that states that the new

value for nrP layers increases one unit.

The syntax for post-conditions is given by the grammar:

post ::= clause1 ∧ clause2 ∧ · · · ∧ clausek
clause ::= pclause | fclause
pclause ::= p(o1, o2, · · · , on) | ¬p(o1, o2, · · · , on)
fclause ::= f (o1, o2, · · · , on) = opr | opr⊕ opr
opr ::= n | f (o1, o2, · · · , on)
⊕ ::= + | − | ∗ | . . .

where p and f are predicates and functions respectively, over objects o1, o2, · · · , on.

Although our grammar imposes that post-conditions are a conjunction of clauses, it is

possible to deal with operations that have alternative side effects, by adding an operation

with each alternative set of effects. For example, an operation ϕ with post-condition

ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 could be replaced by operations op1 and op2 with post-conditions ϕ1 and ϕ2,

respectively. Doing this separation does not affect the correctness of the application.

5.3.2 Expressiveness of application invariants

Our specification model can express significant classes of invariants, as discussed next.

5.3.2.1 Restrictions Over The State

An application can define the set of valid application states, using invariants that con-

straint the set of valid states. By combining user-defined predicates and functions, it is

possible to address a wide range of application semantics.

Numeric constraints Numeric constraints may be used to set lower or upper bounds to

object values. We have previously shown how to limit the number of enrolled players in

a tournament by using a function that counts the number of enrolled players. Program-

mers can provide new functions that express any numeric inequality. For example, to

ensure that a player does not overspend his (virtual) budget: ∀p,player(p)⇒ budget(p) ≥ 0,

or to disallow an experienced player from participating in a beginner’s tournament:

∀t,p,enrolled(p, t)∧ beginners(t)⇒ score(p) ≤MAX_BEGINNER_EXP .
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Uniqueness, a common correctness property, may also be expressed using a counter

function. For example, the formula ∀p,⇒ nrPlayerId(p) = 1, states that p must have a

unique player identifier. Whereas, the formula ∀t, tournament(t)⇒ nrLeaders(t) = 1 states

that a collection has exactly one leader.

Integrity constraints An integrity constraint specifies the relationships between differ-

ent objects, such as the foreign key constraint in relational databases. In the tournament

application there are various constraints of this type, for instance stating that enrollments

must refer to existing players and tournaments, or that a match of some tournament re-

quires the players to be enrolled in the tournament. If the tournament application had a

score table for players, another integrity constraint might be that every table entry must

belong to an existing player: ∀p,hasScore(p)⇒ player(p).

General constraints over the state An invariant may also capture general logic con-

straints. For example, consider an application to reserve meetings, where two meetings

must not overlap in time. Using predicate time(m,s,e) to state that meeting m starts at

time S and ends at time e, we could write this invariant as follows: ∀m1,m2, s1, s2, e1, e2,

time(m1, s1, e1)∧ time(m2, s2, e2)∧m1 ,m2⇒ e2 ≤ s1 ∨ s2 ≥ e1.

5.3.2.2 Restrictions Over State Transitions

In addition to conditions over database states, our language also allows to represent

restrictions over state transitions. Our approach to represent these constraints is to to

turn them into an invariant over the state of the database, by materializing the different

phases with distinct predicates[1, 97].

For example, we do this to represent the phases of a tournament: the start and fin-

ished phases are represented by two predicates, which cannot be true at the same time.

The initialized state is represented by having both predicates set to false. A transition of

state is represented by altering the value of those predicates. The application enforces

that the state transitions are done in a particular sequence by checking the state of the

database. Another example is to enforce that players may not disenroll from tourna-

ments after playing a match against another player in the same tournament. For this,

we add a constraint that enforces that the players must be enrolled in a tournament t

if they played a matched against each other. The above rule can be specified as follows:

∀p,q, t, inMatch(p,q, t)⇒ enrolled(p, t)∧ enrolled(q, t).

5.3.2.3 Existential quantifiers

Some properties require existential quantifiers, for instance to state that tournaments

must have at least one player enrolled: ∀t, tournament(t)⇒∃p,enrolled(p, t). This can be

easily handled, since the existential quantifier can be replaced by a function, using a
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technique called skolemization. For this example, we may use function nrPlayers(t) as

such: ∀t, tournament(t)⇒ nrPlayers(t) ≥ 1.

5.3.2.4 Uninterpreted predicates and functions

The fact that predicates and functions are uninterpreted imposes limitations to the in-

variants that can be expressed. It implies, for example, that it is not possible to express

reachability properties or other properties over recursive data structures. To encode

invariants that require such properties, the programmer has to express predicates that

encode coarser statements over the database, which lead to conservative concurrency. For

example, instead of specifying some property over a branch of a tree, the programmer

must define the property over the whole tree.

5.3.2.5 Specification example

Listing 5.1 shows how to express the invariants for the tournament application in our

Java prototype. The invariants in the listing are a subset of the examples just discussed.

Application invariants are entered as Java annotations to the application interface (or

class), and operation side-effects as annotations to the corresponding methods. Our

notation was defined to be simple to convert to the language of the Z3 theorem prover,

used in our prototype.

5.3.3 Algorithm

To identify the sets of concurrent operations that may lead to invariant violations, we

perform static analysis of operation’s post-conditions against invariants. This analysis

focuses on the case where operations execute concurrently from the same initial state.

Although we assume that in a sequential execution the invariants hold2, concurrent oper-

ation executions at different replicas may cause invariant violations

First, we check whether concurrent operations may result in opposite post-conditions

(e.g., predicate(x) and¬predicate(x)), breaking the generic (implicit) invariant that a pred-

icate cannot have two different values. For instance, consider operations addTournament(t)
with effect tournament(t), vs. remTournament(p) with effect ¬tournament(t). These opera-

tions conflict, since executing them concurrently with the same parameter t leaves unclear

whether player t exists or not in the database. The programmer may address this conver-

gence violation by using a conflict resolution policy such as add-wins or remove-wins.

The remainder of the analysis consists in checking the effect of executing pairs of

operations concurrently on the invariant. Our approach is based on Hoare logic [65],

where the triple {I ∧ pre} op {I} expresses that the execution of operation op, in a state

where precondition pre holds, preserves invariant I . To determine if a set of operations

2 This can be achieved by having a precondition such that an operation produces no side effects, if its
sequential execution against a state that does not meet that precondition would violate invariants.
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are safe, we substitute their effects on the invariant, obtaining I ′, and check that the

formula I ′ is valid given that the preconditions to execute the operations hold.

For correctness, it is sufficient to detect invariant violations only for pairs of operations.

The intuition why this is correct is that the static analysis considers all possible initial

states before executing each concurrent pair, and therefore adding a third concurrent

operation is equivalent to modifying the initial state of the two other operations.

To illustrate this process, we consider our tournament application, with the following

invariant I :

I = ∀p, t,nrPlayers(t) ≤ 5∧ enrolled(p, t)⇒ player(p)∧ tournament(t)

For simplicity of presentation, let us examine each of the conjuncts defined in invariant

I separately. First, we consider the numeric restriction: ∀T ,nrPlayers(t) ≤ 5, to illustrate

how to check if multiple instances of the same operation are self-conflicting. In this case,

one of the operations we need to take into account is enroll(p, t) whose outcome affects

nrPlayers(t). This operation has precondition nrPlayers(t) ≤ 4, the weakest precondition

that ensures the sequential execution does not break the invariant (see Footnote 2). To

determine if this may break the invariant, we substitute the effects of running the enroll
operation twice into invariant I . Then we check whether this results in a valid formula,

when considering also the weakest precondition. In this example, this corresponds to the

following derivation (where notation I〈f 〉 describes the application of effect f in invariant

I):

I 〈nrPlayers(t)← nrPlayers(t) + 1〉
〈nrPlayers(t)← nrPlayers(t) + 1〉

nrPlayers(t) ≤ 5 〈nrPlayers(t)← nrPlayers(t) + 1〉
〈nrPlayers(t)← nrPlayers(t) + 1〉

nrPlayers(t) + 1 ≤ 5 〈nrPlayers(t)← nrPlayers(t) + 1〉

nrPlayers(t) + 1 + 1 ≤ 5

The resulting assertion I ′ = nrPlayers(t)+1+1 ≤ 5 is not ensured when both the initial

invariant and the weakest precondition nrPlayers(t) ≤ 4 hold. This shows that enroll(p, t)
is a self-conflicting operation, and it belongs to an I-offender set: {enroll}

The second clause of I is ∀p, t,enrolled(p, t)⇒ player(p)∧tournament(t). This case illus-

trates a conflict between different operations. In this case, we check whether concurrent

enroll(p, t) and remTournament(t) may violate the invariant. Again, we substitute the ef-

fects of these operations into the invariant and check whether the resulting formula is

valid, assuming that initially the invariant and the preconditions of the two operations
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hold.
I 〈enrolled(p, t)← true〉 〈tournament(t)← f alse〉

enrolled(p,t)⇒player(p)∧tournament(t) 〈enrolled(p,t)← true〉
〈tournament(t)←f alse〉

true⇒ player(p)∧tournament(t) 〈tournament(t)←f alse〉
true⇒ false

false

As the resulting formula is not valid, another I-offender set is identified:

{enroll,renTournament}.
We now present the complete logic to detect I-offender sets in Algorithm 7. This

algorithm statically determines the pairs of operations that are conflicting, which can be

detected as follows:

Definition 5.3 (Conflicting detection). Operations op1, op2, · · · , opn conflict with respect
to invariant I if, assuming that I is initially true and the preconditions for op1 and op2 are
initially true, the result of substituting the post-conditions of both operations into the invariant
is not a valid formula.

Algorithm 7 Algorithm for detecting unsafe operations.

Require: I : invariant; O : operations.
1: C←∅ . subsets of unsafe operations
2: for op ∈O do
3: if self-conflicting(I, {op}) then
4: C← C ∪ {{op}}
5: for op,op′ ∈O do
6: if opposing(I, {op,op′}) then
7: C← C ∪ {{op,op′}}
8: for op,op′ ∈O : {op,op′} < C do
9: if conflict(I, {op,op′}) then

10: C← C ∪ {op,op′}
return C

The core of the algorithm is made of auxiliary functions, which use the satisfiability

modulo theory (SMT) solver Z3 [39] to verify the validity of the logical formulas used in

Definition 5.3. Function self-conflicting(I, {op}) determines whether op is self-conflicting,

i.e., if concurrent executions of op with the same or different arguments may break the

invariant. Function opposing(I, {op,op′}) determines whether op and op′ have opposing

post-conditions. Function conflict(I, {op,op′}) determines whether the pair of operations

break invariant I , by making it false under concurrent execution. These operations rely

on the solver to check the validity of a set of formulas, namely the invariant, the precon-

ditions, and the updated invariant after substituting the effects of both operations.

Algorithm 7 uses these functions for computing I-offender sets in three steps. The

initial step (line 2) determines self-conflicting operations. The second step (line 5) de-

termines opposing operations by detecting contradictory predicate assignments for any
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pair of operations. The last step (line 8) determines other I-offender sets by checking if

combining the effects of any two distinct operations raises an invariant violation. If it

leads to a conflict, it adds the pair to the set of I-offender sets.

The number of test cases generated is polynomial in the number of operations, O(|O|2).

However, the satisfiability problem to be solved in each auxiliary function is, in the

general case, NP-complete [68]. Z3 relies on heuristics to analyze formulas efficiently,

in most cases. The results presented in Section 5.5 suggest that it is fast enough to be

practical.

5.4 Proof of correctness

As explained before, our approach starts by identifying sets of operations that cannot

be executed concurrently without coordination to ensure invariant maintenance. We

assume that the concurrent execution of other operations will not violate invariants. We

now prove that this is true. To this end, we are going to demonstrate that the concurrent

execution of non-conflicting operations, i.e. the execution of operations that do not belong

to any I-offender set, never lead the database to an invalid state. In other words, we check

that the execution of any non-conflicting operation, concurrently with some I-offender
operation is safe and maintains the invariant.

In the defined system model we assume that the local execution of an operation con-

sists in applying its side effects, and that the resulting state is always I-Valid. For simplicity

we consider that operations always produce side effects. This assumption can be imple-

mented by precluding applications from executing an operation if its execution would

result in an invalid state.

To set the basis for our proof, first we formally define what are non-conflicting opera-

tions under our model. As explained before, our tool verifies for each pair of operations

if they are conflicting.

Definition 5.4. A pair of operations is non-conflicting iff applying the effects of the operations,
in any order, over an initial state, where the pre-conditions of each operation are valid, generates
an I-Valid database state, i.e., for the set of operations of an application, OP, and the set of
I-Valid database states S:

∀opa, opb ∈OP,∀s ∈ S : I(opa(s)) = true∧ I(opb(s)) = true

⇒ I(opa(opb(s))) = true∧ I(opb(opa(s)) = true

By definition 5.4, any serialization of the effects generated by two concurrent non-

conflicting operations produces a database state that is I-Valid.

We denote by OPnc the set of operations that are non-conflicting, i.e, ∀opi , opj ∈ OP :

non_conflicting(opi,opj) = true. We denote by Sj the the set of states where operations opj
can execute without violating invariants. ∀opj ∈ OPnc : Sj = {s ∈ S : I(opj(s)) = true} and,

finally, Sij = Si ∩ Sj .
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The algorithm presented in section 5.3.3 detects pairs of conflicting operations. The

idea is to check if the serialization of those operations over an I-Valid state is still an I-Valid
state. A graphical representation of the execution that is tested by the algorithm is given

in figure 5.1.

s

opa

opb

�s� Sab,
opa, opb� OPnc

si
opa opb

si
opb opa

I(opa(opb(si))) = true

Figure 5.1: By definition 5.4, the execution of two non-conflicting operations on an I-Valid
state can always be serialized into an I-Valid state.

Now, we are going to show, case-by-case, that it is always possible to generate a I-Valid
serialization of any concurrent execution of any non-conflicting operations.

Figure 5.2 shows the case where one sequence of two non-conflicting operations exe-

cutes concurrently with another operation. We will show that any serialization of these

operations, in an order that respects the happens-before relationship, always leads to an

I-Valid state.

s

opa

opb
opc

�s� Sx,
opa, opb, opc� OPnc

Figure 5.2: An operation opa executes concurrently against operations opb followed by
operation opc on an I-Valid state s.

Lemma 5.1. For any non-conflicting operations opa, opb, opc ∈OPnc, and any valid state s ∈ Sx,
with Sx being the set of states where I(opa(s)) = true and I(opc(opb(s))) = true, any serial-
ization of the operations opa, opb, opc that respects the happens-before relation is an I-Valid

serialization for initial state s, i.e.,

∀opa, opb, opc ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx : I(opa(s)) = true∧ I(opc(opb(s))) = true

⇒ I(opa(opc(opb(s)))) = true

Proof. We know, from definition 5.4, that ∀opa, opc ∈ OPnc,∀sj ∈ Sac : I(opa(opc(sj))) =

true. If we show that ∀s ∈ Sx : opb(s) ∈ Sac, it follows that ∀opa, opb, opc ∈ OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx :

I(opa(opc(opb(s))) = true, which would prove lemma 5.1. To prove that ∀s ∈ Sx : opb(s) ∈
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Sac we must show that:

(i) : ∀s ∈ Sx : opb(s) ∈ Sc
(ii) : ∀s ∈ Sx : opb(s) ∈ Sa

If these conditions are true, it follows that ∀s ∈ Sx : opb(s) ∈ Sac, since Sac = Sa ∩ Sc.
From the execution, we know that (i) is true because opc executed in state opb(s) for

any s ∈ Sx.

As opa and opb are non-conflicting, ∀s ∈ Sab : I(opa(opb(s))) = true. This implies that

opa can execute after opb(s), ∀s ∈ Sab. Thus opb(s) ∈ Sa, ∀s ∈ Sab. We know that Sx ⊆ Sab
because, as shown in figure 5.2, opa and opb can execute on any state s ∈ Sx. Since opc
executed after opb, the set of states Sx must be contained in the set of states Sab. This

proves (ii). Clauses (i) and (ii) are true which proves lemma 5.1.

Intuitively, what this proof shows is that if pairs (opa, opb), (opa, opc) are non-con-

flicting, and opc executes after opb for some execution, then opa can execute after opc
to reach an I-Valid state. Given that concurrent operations are commutative, they can

execute in any order that respects the happens-before relation, thus opa can be serialized

before or after opb or opc.

The next case that we are going to analyze consists in allowing the sequence of opera-

tions of lemma 5.1 to have an arbitrary length. This case is depicted in figure 5.3.

s

opa

op1
op2

opb

�s� Sx,
opa, opb, op1, op2 � OPnc

Figure 5.3: An operation opa executes concurrently against a sequence of operations on
an I-Valid state s.

For any non-conflicting operations opa, opb, opc ∈OPnc, and any valid state s ∈ Sx, with

Sx being the set of states where I(opa(s)) = true and I(opc(opb(s))) = true, any serializa-

tion of the operations opa, opb, opc that respects the happens-before relation is an I-Valid
serialization for initial state s, i.e.,

Lemma 5.2. Given an initial state s in Sx, with Sx being the set of states where I(opa(s)) = true

and I(opz(...(opb(s)))) = true, any possible serialization of those operations that respects the
happens-before relation is an I-Valid serialization for initial state s, i.e.

∀opa, opb, ...opz ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx : I(opa(s)) = true∧ I(opz(...(opb(s)))) = true

⇒ I(opa(opz(...(opb(s)))) = true
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Proof. Following the same intuition behind the proof of lemma 5.1, we know that ∀opa,
opz ∈OPnc,∀sj ∈ Saz : I(opa(opz(sj ))) = true. If we show that ∀s ∈ Sx : opz−1(...(opb(s))) ∈ Saz,
it follows that ∀opa, ..., opz ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx : I(opa(opz(...(opb(s))) = true, which would prove

lemma 5.2. To prove that ∀s ∈ Sx : opz−1(...(opb(s))) ∈ Saz we must show that:

(i) : ∀s ∈ Sx : opz−1(...(opb(s))) ∈ Sz
(ii) : ∀s ∈ Sx : opz−1(...(opb(s))) ∈ Sa

As in lemma 5.1, clause (i) is true because opz executed in state opz−1(...(opb(s))). We

will demonstrate that clause (ii) is true by induction. The base case for induction is

trivially true: ∀s ∈ Sx, s ∈ Sa because opa executed in state s. For the induction step, we

need to show that the execution of a non-conflicting operations opi in a state s ∈ Sa∩Si , Sai ,
leads to a state belonging to Sa ∩ S(i+1), Sa(i+1), meaning that opa and op(i+1) can execute

after the execution of opi , i.e.: ∀opi ∈OPnc, s ∈ Sai : opi(s) ∈ Sa(i+1). Given that opa and opi
are non-conflicting, we have that ∀s ∈ Sa : opi(s) ∈ Sai , and, from the execution we have

that opi(s) ∈ S(i+1), therefore ∀s ∈ Sai : opi(s) ∈ Sa(i+1). By induction (ii) is true.

Intuitively, lemma 5.2 states that a concurrent operation can be serialized after any

sequence of operations, given that those operations are non-conflicting.

Now, we analyze the case where each concurrent execution is composed by two opera-

tions in sequence. The execution is depicted in figure 5.4.

s

op1

opa
opz…

�s� Sx,
opa … opz, op1 � OPnc

Figure 5.4: Two pairs of operations execute concurrently on an I-Valid state s.

Lemma 5.3. Given an initial state s in Sx, with Sx being the set of states where I(opb(opa(s))) =

true and I(op2(op1(s))) = true, any any possible serialization of those operations that respects
the happens-before relation is an I-Valid serialization for initial state s, i.e.

∀opa, opb, op1, op2 ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx : I(opb(opa(s))) = true∧ I(op2(op1(s))) = true

⇒ I(opb(opa(op2(op1(s)))) = true

Proof. We substitute the sequence of operations opa followed by opb by an operation opab
that composes the effects of the two operations. This substitution is valid because these

operations executed in sequence, and because we have shown in lemma 5.1 that a se-

quence of two non-conflicting operations can execute concurrently with a third operation

without violating the invariant. From this lemma, it follows that the composed operation
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and any other operation in a set of non-conflicting operations are non-conflicting. After

applying the substitution to the formula, we have:

∀opab, op1, op2 ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx : I(opab(s))) = true∧ I(op2(op1(s))) = true

⇒ I(opab(op2(op1(s)))) = true

which has been proved in lemma 5.1.

The case of figure 5.5 depicts the situation where each concurrent execution is com-

posed of a sequence of operations. This is the general case where each sequence of opera-

tions has an arbitrary size.

s

op1

opa
opz…

opn…

�s� Sx,
opa … opz, op1 … opn� OPnc

Figure 5.5: Two sequences of operations execute concurrently on an I-Valid state s.

Lemma 5.4. Given an initial state s in Sx, with Sx being the set of states where
I(opa(...(opz(s)))) = true and I(op1(...(opn(s)))) = true, any possible serialization of those op-
erations that respects the happens-before relation is an I-Valid serialization for initial state s,
i.e.

∀opa, ..., opz, op1, ..., opn ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx :

I(opz(...(opa(s)))) = true∧ I(opn(...(op1(s)))) = true

⇒ I(opz(...(opa(opn(...(op1(s)))))) = true

Proof. The same intuition used for proving lemma 5.3 can be used to prove lemma 5.4.

In this case, we rely on lemma 5.2 for substituting the sequence of operations by a single

operation. .

So far we have proved that any two concurrent executions of non-conflicting oper-

ations can always be serialized, leading to an I-Valid state. Showing that any number

of concurrent executions of non-conflicting operations can be serialized to an I-Valid
state ensures that our approach is correct, because it would guarantee that it is sufficient

to prevent conflicting operations from executing concurrently to maintain application’s

invariants. The general case of execution is depicted in figure 5.6.

Theorem 5.1. Given an initial state s in Sx, where Sx is the set of states where
where I(opan(...(opa1(s)))) = true ∧ ...∧ I(opzn(opz1(s)))) = true any possible serialization of
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s

opa1

opz1
.	.	.		

Opzn
…

…
Opan

…

…

�s� Sx,
opa1 … opz1, opan … opzn� OPnc

Figure 5.6: Any number of sequences of operations execute concurrently on an I-Valid
state s.

those operations is an I-Valid serialization for initial state s, i.e.

∀op1a, ..., opnz ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx :

I(op1z(...(op1a(s))) = true∧ ...∧ I(opna(...(opnz(s))) = true⇒

I(opnz(...(opna(op1z(...(op1a(s))))))) = true

Proof. Substituting any sequence of operations for a single operation, we just need to

prove that:

∀op1a, ..., opnz ∈OPnc,∀s ∈ Sx :

I(op1az(s)) = true∧ ...∧ I(opnaz(s)) = true⇒ I(opnaz(op1az(s))) = true

From lemma 5.4 we know that a sequence of non-conflicting operations can be ex-

ecuted after another sequence of concurrent operations. And this can be done for all

sequences of operations, which recursively will lead to a I-Valid serialiazation of opera-

tions for the initial I-Valid state s .

We have proven that non-conflicting operations can execute concurrently without gen-

erating invalid states, however some operations might be conflicting. Reservations allow to

execute conflicting operations alongside non-conflicting operations without breaking in-

variants. The idea of reservations mechanisms is to control the execution of operations to

ensure that only certain operations can execute concurrently, before those operations are

visible to all participants. We can use reservations to control the execution of I-offenders.
If we consider the set of operations that includes non-conflicting operations with a single

operation from an I-offender set, the resulting set of operations is still non-conflicting

(otherwise, the operation that would lead to a conflict would be in the I-offender set), thus

it follows that the proposed approach maintains invariants when using reservations for

restricting the execution of conflicting operations.
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5.5 Tool and performance

We implemented the algorithm for detecting I-offender sets in Java, relying on the satisfi-

ability modulo theory (SMT) solver Z3 [39] for verifying invariants. Our algorithm relies

on the efficiency of Z3 to be able to analyze programs in reasonable time.

We implemented a prototype of the tool that provides an interface for programmers.

The tool allows programmer to provide specifications, as the one showed in listing 5.1,

and outputs conflicting pairs of operations, distinguishing the different types of conflicts.

This information is helpful for guiding programmers.

Our prototype successfully found the I-offender sets in the tournament application.

The average running time of this process in a recent MacBook Pro laptop was 730 ms for

the more complex tournament application.

We have also modeled a few other applications that are used through this thesis. For

instance, we have also modeled the TPC-W benchmark. This application has less invari-

ants to check than our custom application, but has more operations. The running time

for detecting I-offender sets was in this case 320 ms. These results show that although

the average running time increases with the number of invariants and operations, our

algorithm can process realistic applications in reasonable times.

5.6 Related Work

Weak consistency tends to be the preferred solution for building interactive global-scale

services, as these provide lower latency and higher availability than strong consistency

systems. However ensuring correctness under weak consistency is a challenging, as it

requires programmers to reason about the possible outcomes of concurrent executions,

which is a difficult and error prone task.

The static analysis of code is a standard technique used extensively for various pur-

poses, including in a context similar to ours [30, 41, 71]. CALM analysis [7, 33], Sieve [84],

and the homeostasis protocol [110] focus on analyzing applications to determine when

coordination is required. Our approach is related to these, but does not enforce the use

of coordination.

The CALM analysis [7, 33] pinpoints where exactly the system must use coordination

to ensure convergence, by analyzing if operations are monotonic. This approach can only

ensure that the state of a system is able to converge, but is not able to infer if the resulting

state preserves the application invariants.

Sieve [84] uses analysis techniques to detect potential invariant violations, without

requiring the programmer to specify application invariants. The analysis only addresses

invariant violations arising from non-commutativity, which again does not preclude in-

variant violations. This work is complementary to ours, as the proposed techniques could

be used to automatically infer application side effects.
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The Homeostasis pursues a similar path, but its objective is to determine the max-

imum allowed divergence between replicas that does not affect the correctness of the

system. The benefit of the approach is that is does not require the programmers to pro-

vide information about the invariants of the application, but the types of invariants that

it can provide are more limited.

Similarly, I-Confluence [11] proposes a rule to determine what types of invariants can

be preserved on top of weak consistency. This is the work that is most similar to ours,

but they only provide an analytical model to prove what invariants can be maintained

under weak consistency, which remains difficult for the general programmer to use. In

contrast, our approach intends to automatize the process of detecting conflicts in applica-

tions, based on the specification of applications. While our work remains far from being

an approach that programmers can use in production, it is an important step towards

the verification of concurrent programs for distributed systems, and opens a number of

interesting research questions.

5.7 Final remarks

In this chapter we proposed a consistency model, explicit consistency, that can help pro-

grammers to reason about concurrency conflicts with a principled approach. To support

developing applications using this model, we proposed a methodology that can be used

during the design phase of applications, and an auxiliary tool. Programmers specify the

invariants of the application and the effects of each operation, and an algorithm statically

infers what executions might possibly break the invariants of the application. With this

information, programmers can take action to prevent those conflicts without necessarily

resorting to a stronger consistency model.

In the following chapters we use explicit consistency to pursue two alternatives to

ensure invariant preservation based on the information of conflicting operations. In the

first approach, we prevent the execution of conflicting operations without requiring to

explicitly check for conflicts across replicas, during execution. In the second approach, we

propose modifying the effects operations to prevent them from generating conflicts when

propagated to remote replicas. To that end, we rely on the conflict detection algorithm to

check that the modified operations are conflict-free.
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Indigo

When operations execute under serializability the code of transactions is protected from

external interferences that might affect the correctness of applications. Under this setting,

the invariants of applications are maintained at all times given the code of the application

is correct. This precludes many operations from executing concurrently, even though

their effects would not break the correctness of the applications. However, it is difficult to

decide which executions may lead to valid or invalid database states, forcing programmers

to adopt conservative mechanisms that do not allow executing concurrent operations at

different replicas.

The static analysis described in the previous chapter can help to exploit more con-

currency from applications, while guaranteeing that applications are correct at all times.

The analysis tells us what operations can effectively lead to invariant violations when ex-

ecuted concurrently, giving an opportunity to the programmer to avoid those executions

when conflicts might arise, but allowing non-conflicting instances of those operations to

proceed concurrently.

To provide efficient concurrency control, we augment the programming model of ap-

plications with mechanisms for preventing conflicting executions. Bringing concurrency

control to an upper-layer allows to leverage the semantics of operations to control their

execution. The disadvantage is that it also requires extra effort from programmers.

In this chapter we present Indigo, a system that uses reservations and CRDTs for

implementing explicit consistency. Indigo handles I-offender sets in two ways: for simple

opposing post-conditions we use CRDTs; for the remaining conflicting operations, we use

reservation data types.

We provide new reservation mechanisms that are specially tailored for preventing

invariant violations in geo-replicated settings. Similarly to lock mechanisms, reservations

allow accessing protected data when a replica holds the necessary reservations. However
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reservations can be shared among multiple replicas, allowing replicas to to access the

same protected data concurrently when it is safe. When executing an operation, if a

replica has all the necessary reservations, the operation executes immediately in the local

replica ensuring low latency for that operation. If a replica does not hold enough reserva-

tions, it must contact remote replicas to acquire the necessary reservations. Furthermore,

the transference of reservations can be done outside the critical path of execution, using

asynchronous communication, to avoid contacting replicas during execution.

The modification of applications consists in using reservation mechanisms to handle

I-offender sets. Reservations can be deployed at different granularity levels. For example,

we can deploy reservations at the level of operation calls, or taking into accounts the

parameters of operations to allow more concurrency. We present different designs of

reservations that are suitable for maintaining different types of invariants, and explain

the recipes for using them efficiently.

We have built Indigo, a middleware system that integrates the proposed reservation

mechanism. Indigo can be implemented on top of existing key-value stores that pro-

vide transactions and ensure causality, allowing those systems to benefit from better

consistency properties. The evaluation of our prototype shows that the mechanism can

drastically reduce the latency of common operations, when compared to strong consis-

tency. The catch is that the latency of some instances of uncommon operations might be

penalized.

In section 6.1 we give more detail about the techniques used to avoid coordination; in

section 6.2, we discuss the implementation of the reservation mechanisms; we proceed

with the evaluation of the approach in section 6.3; and make our final remarks and discuss

related work in section 6.5.

6.1 Handling I-offender sets

In the previous chapter we have seen how to identify I-offender sets — sets of operations

that, when executed concurrently, might violate application invariants. These sets are

reported to the programmer, who decides how each situation should be addressed. We

now discuss the techniques that are available to programmers in Indigo.

6.1.1 Automatic conflict-resolution

One approach to fix I-offender sets is to allow the conflicting operations to execute con-

currently, and automatically solve conflicts that might occur. Indigo has only limited

support for this approach, since it can only address opposing postconditions conflicts. To

this end, Indigo provides a library of objects that repair invariants automatically using

crdt techniques proposed in the literature, e.g., sets, maps, graphs, trees with different

conflict resolution policies [90, 112].
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Application programmers may extend this library, in order to support additional in-

variants. For instance, the programmer might want to extend the unbounded set provided

by the library, to implement a set with bounded capacity n. He could modify queries such

that they ignore excess elements from the underlying unbounded set; however, he must

take care to use a deterministic and monotonic algorithm to select the elements to ignore

[89].

In the original Indigo, the programmer must ensure that the policies of the CRDTs

do not generate any new inconsistencies in the database. In the next chapter, we discuss

an extension to the conflict-detection algorithm that verifies if the CRDT policies used

ensure that the database remains correct.

6.1.2 Invariant-Violation Avoidance

The other approach supported by Indigo is to avoid the effect of concurrent operations

to violate invariants when they are applied together. Indigo provides a set of basic tech-

niques for preventing this, which extend previous ideas from the literature [56, 93, 104,

115, 127]. In comparison to the previous work, we not only combine these ideas in

the same system, but we also propose new implementations, which are optimized for a

geo-replicated setting by requiring only peer-to-peer asynchronous communication, and

relying on CRDTs to manage information [112].

6.1.2.1 Reservations

We now discuss the high-level semantics of the reservation techniques used to restrict the

concurrent execution of operations. The next section discusses their implementation in

weakly consistent stores.

UID generator: A very common invariant is uniqueness of identifiers [11, 83]. This

problem can be easily solved, without coordination, by statically splitting the space of

identifiers per replica. Indigo provides this service by appending a replica-specific suffix

to a locally-unique identifier.

Multi-level lock reservation: The multi-level lock reservation (or simply multi-level

lock) is our base mechanism to restrict the concurrent execution of operations that can

break invariants. A multi-level lock is similar to a lock in the sense that it controls

weather some operation, or piece of code, can be executed or not. However, it allows

more concurrency than traditional locks [56]. Multi-level lock reservation have different

types of rights, which give different guarantees about the actions that might occur in the

system:

• Shared forbid: shared right to forbid some action to occur;

• Shared allow: shared right to allow some action to occur;

• Exclusive allow: exclusive right to execute some action.
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If a replica wishes to execute an operation that is protected by a multi-level lock,

first, it must acquire the type of right that is necessary to execute that operation. At any

moment, different replicas might share the rights being used with other replicas, to allow

other replicas to access the protected area. If a replica requires a different type of rights,

for instance, to acquire an exclusive allow, first all replicas have to release their rights. The

data-type ensures that at any time, the multi-level lock only has a single value globally.

We now show how to use this knowledge to control the execution of I-offender sets.

In the tournament example, {enrollTournament(P ,T ),remPlayer(P )} is an I-offender set.

To avoid the violation of invariants, we can associate a multi-level lock to each of the oper-

ations, for specific values of the parameters. For example, we can have a multi-level lock

associated with remPlayer(P ), for each value of p. For executing remPlayer(P ), it is neces-

sary to obtain the right shared allow on the reservation for remPlayer(P ). For executing

enrollTournament(P ,T ), it is necessary to obtain the shared forbid right on the reservation

for remPlayer(P ). This guarantees that enrolling some player will not execute concur-

rently with deleting the same player. However, concurrent enrolls or concurrent removes

are allowed. In particular, if all replicas hold the shared forbid right on removing players,

the most frequent enroll operation can execute in any replica, without coordination with

other replicas.

The exclusive allow right, in turn, is necessary when an operation conflicts with other

operations and itself, i.e., when executing concurrently the same operation may lead to

an invariant violation.

It would be possible to enforce any application invariants using only multi-level locks.

However, in some cases it is possible to provide additional concurrency while enforcing

invariants, by using the following types of reservations.

Multi-level mask reservation: For invariants of the form P1∨ P2∨ . . .∨ Pn, the concur-

rent execution of any pair of operations that makes two different predicates false may

lead to an invariant violation (if all other predicates were originally false). In our analysis,

each of these pairs is an I-offender set.

Using simple multi-level locks for every pair of operations is too restrictive, as getting

a shared allow on one operation would prevent the execution of all operations that could

make any of the other predicates false. The reason why this is overly pessimistic is that,

in this case, for executing an operation that makes some predicate false it suffices to

guarantee that some other predicate remains true, which can be done by only forbidding

the execution of operations that make it false.

To support this, Indigo includes a multi-level mask reservation that can be seen as a

vector of multi-level locks. For the invariant P1 ∨ P2 ∨ . . .∨ Pn, a multi-level mask with n

entries is created, with entry i used to control operations that may make Pi false.

When a replica obtains a shared allow right in one entry, it must obtain a shared forbid
right in some other entry. For example, an operation that may make Pi false needs to

obtain the shared allow right on the ith entry and a shared forbid right on an entry j

for which the predicate is true. During execution, to find an entry to forbid, it is only
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necessary to evaluate the current value of the predicate associated with each entry that

can be locked.

Escrow reservation: We provide support for numeric invariants of the form x ≥ k,

with the Bounded Counter, with the same semantic that was described in chapter 4. This

reservation can also be used for invariants of the form x + y + . . .+ z ≥ k, where a single

escrow reservation is sufficient to represent the expression. If one of the variables of

the expression is involved in more than one invariant, the replica must also request

reservations for those variables.

The variant called escrow reservation for conditions checks a count of elements against

some condition; for instance, the number of participants in a tournament in the invariant

nrP layers(T ) < k. In this case, if the same user is enrolled twice concurrently, two rights

are consumed, although the number of participants increases by only one. This is con-

servative, but “leaks” rights. However, if the same user is disenrolled twice concurrently,

then the number of users increases by only one; creating two rights might later let the

invariant be violated.

Our escrow reservation for conditions addresses this problem using the following

approach (considering invariant c ≥ k). A decrement operation requires rights, just as

a normal escrow reservation. However, an increment operation does not create rights

immediately, but instead tags the reservation to be reevaluated. One of the replicas,

marked as the primary for the reservation, is entrusted with recreating rights. To do so,

it evaluates the distance between the current state and the threshold, taking into account

the aggregate number of outstanding rights. More precisely, given the current value for

c = c1 and the number k1 of outstanding rights (i.e., rights assigned to a replica and still

not used, as known by the primary replica), c1 − k − k1 rights are created and assigned

initially to the primary replica. This can be done either when the reservation is marked

for reevaluation, or when new rights are needed.

Partition lock reservation: For some invariants, it is desirable to have the ability to

reserve part of a partitionable resource. For example, consider the invariant that forbids

two tournaments to overlap in time. Two operations that schedule different tournaments

will break the invariant if the time periods overlap. Using a multi-level lock, it would

be necessary to obtain an exclusive allow for executing any operation to schedule a new

tournament.

However, no invariant violation arises if the time periods of concurrent operations

do not overlap. To address this case, we provide a partition lock that allows a replica

to obtain an exclusive lock on an interval of real values.1 Replicas can obtain locks on

multiple intervals, given that no two intervals reserved by different replicas overlap.

In our example, time would be mapped to a real number. To execute the operation

that schedules a tournament, a replica would have to obtain a lock on an interval that

includes the time from the start to the end of the tournament.

1 Partition locks are a simplified version of partitionable objects [127] and slot reservations [104].
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Invariant type Formula (example) Reservation
Numeric x < K Escrow(x)

Referential p(x)⇒ q(x) Multi-level lock
Disjunction p1 ∨ . . .∨ pn Multi-level mask
Overlapping t(s1, e1)∧ t(s2, e2)⇒ Partition lock

s1 ≥ e2 ∨ e1 ≤ s2
Default — Multi-level lock

Table 6.1: Default mapping from invariants to reservations.

6.1.2.2 Using Reservations

A programmer, electing to use the coordination avoidance approach, must select the

type of reservation to be used to avoid invariant violations. Figure 6.1 presents a default

mapping between types of invariants and the corresponding reservations. Conservatively,

it is always possible to resort to multi-level locks to enforce any invariant, at the expense

of admissible concurrency, as discussed earlier.

When using multi-level locks to prevent the concurrent execution of I-offender sets, it

is possible to use different sets of reservations. We call this a reservation system. For exam-

ple, consider our tournament application with the following two I-offender sets, which fol-

low from the integrity constraint associated with enrollment: {enrollTournament(P ,T ),remPlayer(P )}
and {enrollTournament(P ,T ),remTournament(P )}.

Given these I-offender sets, two alternative reservation systems can be used. The first

system includes a single multi-level lock associated with enroll(P ,T ), where this opera-

tion would have to obtain a shared allow right to execute, while both remPlayer(P ) and

remTournament(T ) would have to obtain the shared forbid right to execute. The second sys-

tem includes two multi-level locks associated with remPlayer(P) and remTournament(T),

where enroll would have to obtain the shared forbid right in both locks to execute.

A simple optimization process is used to decide which reservations to use. As generat-

ing all possible combinations of reservation types may take too long, this process starts by

generating a small number of systems using the following heuristic algorithm: (i) select

a random I-offender set; (ii) decide the reservation to control the concurrent execution

of operations in the set, and associate the reservation with the operation: if a reservation

already exists for some of the operations, use the same reservation; otherwise, generate a

new reservation from the type previously selected by the user; (iii) select the remaining

I-offender set, if any, that has the most operations controlled by existing reservations, and

repeat the previous step.

For each generated combination of reservations, Indigo computes the expected fre-

quency of reservation operations needed, using as input the expected frequency of opera-

tions. The optimization process tries to minimize the expected frequency of reservation

operations.

After deciding which reservation system will be used, each operation is extended to

acquire the appropriate rights before executing its code, and to release appropriate rights
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afterwards. For escrow locks, an operation that consumes rights will acquire rights before

its execution (and these rights will not be released when the operation ends). Conversely,

an operation that creates rights will create these rights after its execution. For multi-level

masks, the programmer must provide the code that verifies the values of the predicate

associated with each element of the disjunction.

6.2 Implementation

In this section, we discuss the implementation of Indigo as a middleware running on top

of a causally-consistent store. We explain the implementation of the reservations mech-

anisms. First, we detail the protocol that the data-types implement and how it ensures

correctness guarantees and how can they be used to enforce explicit consistency. Then,

we discuss the implementation of the middleware, explaining how Indigo is designed to

use an existing store.

6.2.1 Reservations

Indigo maintains information about reservations as objects stored in the underlying stor-

age system. For each type of reservation, a specific object class exists. Each reservation

instance maintains information about the rights assigned to each of the replicas; in Indigo,

each datacenter is considered a single replica, as explained later.

The escrow lock object maintains the rights currently assigned to each replica, and

the following operations modify its state: escrow_consume depletes rights assigned to

the local replica; escrow_generate generates new rights assigned to the local replica; and

escrow_transfer transfers rights from the local replica to some given replica. For example,

for an invariant x ≥ K , escrow_consume must be used by an operation that decrements x

and escrow_generate by operations that increment x. For the escrow lock for conditions

variant, a replica is tagged as the primary. The escrow_generate only creates rights in the

primary.

When escrow_consume and escrow_transfer operations execute in a replica, if that

replica has insufficient rights, the operation fails and it has no side effects. Otherwise,

the state of the replica is updated accordingly and the side effects are asynchronously

propagated to the other replicas, using the replication mechanisms of the underlying

storage system. As operations only deplete rights of the replica where they are submitted,

it is guaranteed that every replica has a conservative view of the rights assigned to it: all

operations that have consumed rights are known, but operations that transferred new

rights from some other replica may not be known immediately. Given that the execu-

tion of operations is serialized by the replica, this approach guarantees the correctness

of the system in the presence of any number of concurrent updates in different replicas

and asynchronous replication, as no replica will ever consume more rights than those

assigned to it.
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The multi-level lock object maintains which right (exclusive allow, shared allow, sha-

red forbid) is assigned to each replica, if any. Rights are obtained for executing operations

with some given parameters. For instance, in the tournament example, for removing

player p the replica needs a shared allow right for player p. Thus, a multi-level lock object

manages the rights for the different parameters independently. Each replica can hold a

given right for a specific value of the parameters or a subset of the parameters values. For

simplicity, in our description, we assume that a single parameter exists.

The following operations can be submitted to modify the state of the multi-level lock

object: mll_giveRight gives a right to some other replica; a replica with a shared right can

give the same right to some other replica; a replica that is the only one with some right can

change the right type and give it to itself or to some other replica; mll_freeRight revokes a

right assigned to the local replica. As a replica can receive rights by multiple concurrent

mll_giveRight operations executed in different replicas, mll_freeRight internally encodes

which mll_giveRight operations are being revoked. This is necessary to guarantee that all

replicas converge to the same state.

As with escrow lock objects, each replica has a conservative view of the rights assigned

to it, since all operations that revoke local rights are always executed initially in the replica

that holds them. Additionally, due to causality, if ta replica is the only replica with some

right, that information is true system-wide. This condition holds despite concurrent

operations and the asynchronous propagation of updates, as any mll_giveRight executed

in some replica is always propagated before a mll_freeRight in that replica.

The multi-level mask object is implemented using a vector of multi-level lock objects,

with each operation specifying which multi-level lock must be modified.

The partition lock object maintains which replica owns each interval. When a lock is

created, a single replica holds the complete interval of values. A single operation modifies

the state of the object: pol_giveRight, which transfers part of the interval owned by the

local replica to some other replica. Using the same reasoning as in the previous cases, it

is clear that the local replica always has a conservative view of the intervals it owns.

6.2.2 Indigo Middleware

We have built a prototype of Indigo on top of a geo-replicated data store with the following

properties:

• Causal consistency;

• Support for transactions that access a database snapshot and merge concurrent

updates using CRDTs [112];

• Linearizable execution of operations for each object in each datacenter.

There are at least two systems that support all these functionalities: SwiftCloud [130]

and Walter [117]. Given that SwiftCloud has a more extensive support for CRDTs, which
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are fundamental for automatically repairing conflicts, we decided to build the Indigo

prototype on top of SwiftCloud.

Storing reservations Reservation objects are stored in the underlying storage system

and they are replicated in all datacenters. Reservation rights are assigned to datacenters

individually, which keeps meta-data information small. As discussed in the previous

section, the execution of operations in reservation objects at a given datacenter must be

linearizable (to guarantee that two concurrent transactions do not consume the same

rights).

The execution of an operation in the replica where it is submitted has three phases:

• The reservation rights needed for executing the operation are obtained; if not all

rights can be obtained, the operation fails;

• The operation executes, reading and writing the objects of the database;

• Used rights are released, except when consumed (escrow); new rights may also be

created in this step.

After the local execution, the side effects of the operation in the data and reservation

objects are propagated and executed in other replicas asynchronously and atomically.

Note that reservations guarantee that operations that can lead to invariant violation

do not execute concurrently, but they do not guarantee that the preconditions for the

operation to generate side effects hold. For example, in the tournament, before removing

a tournament it is necessary to disenroll all players, to ensure that no player in enrolled.

These properties have to be checked by the application.

Reservations manager The reservations manager is a service that runs in each datacen-

ter and is responsible for exchanging reservations between datacenters, tracking reser-

vations in use by local clients, and providing clients the database snapshot information

to access the underlying storage. For correctness, it is necessary to enforce that updates

of an operation are atomic and that reads are causally consistent with the current rights

at each replica. In Indigo, these properties are guaranteed directly by the underlying

storage system.

An example shows why these properties are necessary. In our tournament application,

to enroll a player it is necessary to obtain the right that allows the enroll operation to

execute (by forbidding the removal of both the player and the tournament). After the

enroll completes, the right is released and can be obtained by an operation that wants

to remove the tournament. The problem is that if the state observed by the remove

tournament operation did not include the previous enrollment, the application could

end up deleting the tournament even though a players has enrolled in it, leading to an

invariant violation.
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Obtaining reservation rights The first and last phases of operation’s execution is to

obtain and free the rights needed for executing that operation. Indigo provides API

functions for obtaining and releasing a list of rights. Indigo tries to obtain the necessary

rights locally using ordered locking to avoid deadlocks. If other datacenters need to be

contacted for obtaining some reservation rights, this process is executed before starting to

obtain rights locally. Unlike the process for obtaining rights in the local datacenter, Indigo

tries to obtain the needed rights from remote datacenters in parallel for minimizing

latency. This approach is prone to deadlocks; therefore, if some remote right cannot be

obtained, we use an exponential backoff approach that frees all rights and tries to obtain

them again after an increasing amount of time.

When it is necessary to contact other datacenters to obtain some right, the latency of

operation execution can be severely affected. Therefore, reservation rights are obtained

proactively using the following strategy. Multi-level lock and multi-level mask rights

are pre-allocated to allow executing the most common operations (based on the expected

frequency of operations), with shared allow and forbid rights being shared among all

datacenters. Escrow lock rights are divided among datacenters, with a datacenter asking

for additional rights to the datacenter it believes has more rights (based on local infor-

mation). The primary of an escrow lock for conditions creates new rights by computing

the number of missing rights whenever either it runs out of rights or the object is marked

for reevaluation. In the tournament example, shared forbid for removing tournaments

and players can be owned in all datacenters, allowing the more frequent enroll opera-

tion to execute locally. Partition lock rights are initially assigned to a single replica, and

transferred when needed.

The reservations manager maintains a cache of reservation objects and allows con-

current operations to use the same shared (allow or forbid) right. While some ongoing

operation is using a shared or exclusive right, the right cannot be revoked. The infor-

mation about ongoing operations is maintained in soft-state. If the machine where the

reservations manager runs fails, the ongoing operation will fail when trying to release the

obtained rights.

6.2.3 Fault tolerance

Indigo builds on the fault tolerance of the underlying storage system. In a typical geo-

replicated store, data is replicated inside a datacenter using quorums or a state-machine

replication algorithm. Thus, the failure of a machine inside a datacenter does not lead

to any data loss. This also applies to the machine running the reservations manager: as

explained before, ongoing transactions will fail in this case; committed changes to the

reservation objects are stored in the underlying storage system.

If a datacenter (fails or) gets partitioned from other datacenters, it is impossible to

transfer rights from and to the partitioned datacenter. In each partition, operations that

only require rights available in the partition can execute normally. Operations requiring
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rights not available in the partition will fail. When the partition is repaired (or the

datacenter recovers with its state intact), normal operation is resumed.

In the event that a datacenter fails losing its internal state, the rights held by that

datacenter are lost. As reservation objects maintain the rights held by all replicas, the

procedure to recover the rights lost by the datacenter failure is greatly simplified: it is

only necessary to guarantee that recovery is executed only once with a state that reflects

all updates received from the failed datacenter.

6.3 Evaluation

This section presents an evaluation of Indigo. The main question our evaluation tries

to answer is how does explicit consistency compares against causal consistency and strong
consistency in terms of latency and throughput with different workloads. Additionally,

we try to answer the following questions:

• Can the algorithm for detecting I-offender sets be used with realistic applications?

• What is the impact of increasing the amount of contention in objects and reserva-

tions?

• What is the impact of using an increasing number of reservations in each operation?

• What is the behavior when coordination is necessary for obtaining reservations?

6.3.1 Applications

For evaluating Indigo we implemented two applications that are representative of real-

world services. These applications allowed us to evaluate the global performance of the

approach, and to micro-benchmark the

Ad counter The ad counter application models the information maintained by a system

that manages ad impressions in online applications. This information needs to be geo-

replicated for allowing the fast delivery of ads. For maximizing revenue, an ad should be

impressed exactly the number of times the advertiser is willing to pay for. This invariant

can be easily expressed as nrImpressions(Ai) ≤ Ki , where Ki is the maximum number of

times ad Ai should be impressed and the function nrImpressions(Ai) returns the number

of times it has been impressed.

Advertisers will typically require ads to be impressed a minimum number of times

in some countries. For instance, ad A should be impressed exactly 10,000 times, with at

least 4,000 impressions in the US and another 4,000 impressions in the EU. This example

is modeled through the following invariants for specifying the limits on the number of

impressions (where nrImpressionsOther counts the sum of the number of impressions in
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datacenters other than those two with the impressions in excess of 4,000 in the EU or the

US):
nrImpressionsEU(A) ≤ 4,000
nrImpressionsUS(A) ≤ 4,000

nrImpressionsOther(A) ≤ 2,000

We modeled this application by having one counter for each ad and region pair. In-

variants were defined with the target limits stored in the database: nrImpressions(R,A) ≤
targetImpressions(R,A) A single update operation that increments the ad tally was defined,

which increments the function nrImpressions. Our analysis shows that two increment

operations for the same counter can lead to an invariant violation, but increments on

different counters are independent. Invariants can be enforced by relying on escrow lock

reservations for each ad.

Our experiments used workloads with a mix of: a read-only operation that returns

the value of a set of counters selected randomly; an operation that reads and increments

a randomly selected counter. Our default workload included only increment operations.

Tournament management This is a version of the application for managing tourna-

ments described in Section 5 (and used throughout this chapter as running example),

extended with read operations for browsing tournaments. The operations defined in this

application are similar to operations that one would find in other management applica-

tions such as courseware management.

As detailed throughout this and the previous chapter, this application has a rich set of

invariants, including uniqueness rules for assigning ids; generic referential integrity rules

for enrollments; and numeric invariants for specifying the capacity of each tournament.

This leads to a reservation system that uses both escrow lock for conditions and multi-

level lock reservation objects. There are three operations that do not require any right

to execute: add player, add tournament and disenroll tournament, although the latter

accesses the escrow lock object associated with the capacity of the tournament. The other

update operations involve acquiring rights before they can execute.

In our experiments we have run a workload with 82% of read operations (a value

similar to the TPC-W shopping workload), 4% of update operations requiring no rights

for executing, and 14% of update operations requiring rights (8% of the operations are

enrollment and disenrolments).

6.3.2 Experimental Setup

We compare Indigo against three alternative approaches:

Causal Consistency (Causal) As our system was built on top of the causally-consistent

SwiftCloud system [130], we have used unmodified SwiftCloud as representative of

a system providing causal consistency. We note that this system cannot enforce in-

variants. This comparison allows us to measure the overhead introduced by Indigo.
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Strong Consistency (Strong) We have emulated a strongly consistent system by running

Indigo in a single DC and forwarding all operations to that DC. We note that this

approach allows more concurrency than a typical strong consistency system as it

allows updates on the same objects to proceed concurrently and be merged if they

do not violate invariants.

RedBlue consistency (RedBlue) We have emulated a system with RedBlue consistency

[83] by running Indigo in all DCs and having red operations (those that may violate

invariants and require reservations) execute in a master DC, while blue operations

execute in the closest DC, while respecting causal dependencies.

Our experiments comprised 3 Amazon EC2 datacenters, US-East, US-West and EU,

with inter-datacenter latency presented in Table 6.2. In each DC, Indigo servers run in a

single m3.xlarge virtual machine with 4 vCPUs and 8 ECUs of computational power, and

15GB of memory available. Clients that issue transactions run in up to three m3.xlarge

machines. Where appropriate, we placed the master DC in the US-East datacenter to

minimize the overall communication latency and this way optimize the performance of

the configurations that require cross-replica coordination.

RTT (ms) US-E US-W
US-West 81 –
EU 93 161

Table 6.2: RTT Latency among datacenters in Amazon EC2.

6.3.3 Latency and Throughput

We start by comparing the latency and throughput of Indigo with alternative deployments

for both applications.

We ran the ad counter application with 1000 ads and a single invariant for each ad.

The maximum number of impressions was set sufficiently high to guarantee that the

limit is not reached. The workload included only update operations for incrementing the

counter. This allowed us to measure the peak throughput when operations were able to

obtain reservations in advance. The results are presented in Figure 6.1, and show that

Indigo achieves throughput and latency similar to a causally consistent system. Strong

and RedBlue results are similar to each other, as all update operations are red and execute

in the master DC in both configurations.

Figure 6.2 presents the results when running the tournament application with the

default workload. As before, results show that Indigo achieves throughput and latency

similar to a causally consistent system. In this case, as most operations are either read-

only, or can be classified as blue, the throughput of RedBlue is only slightly worse than

Indigo.
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Figure 6.1: Peak throughput (ad counter
application).
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Figure 6.2: Peak throughput (tournament ap-
plication).

Figure 6.4 details these results, presenting the latency per operation type (for selected

operations) in a run with throughput close to the peak value. The results show that Indigo

exhibits lower latency than RedBlue for red operations. These operations can execute in

the local DC in Indigo, as they require either no reservation or reservations that can be

shared and are typically locally available.

Two other observations that deserve some discussion: Remove tournament requires can-

celing shared forbid rights acquired by other DCs before being able to acquire the shared

allow right for removing the tournament, which explain the high latency. Sometimes

latency is very high (as shown by the line with the maximum value). This is a result of

the permissions exchange algorithm being asynchronous, and because requesting remote

DCs to cancel their rights incurs in delays when rights are being used.

Add player has a surprisingly high latency in all configurations. Analyzing the situa-

tion, we found out that the reason for this lies in the fact that this operation manipulates

very large objects used to maintain indexes, causing all configurations to have a fixed

overhead.

6.3.4 Micro-benchmarks

Next, we examine the impact of key parameters in the performance of the system.

Increasing contention Figure 6.3 shows the throughput of the system with increasing

contention in the ad counter application, by varying the number of counters in the ex-

periment. As expected, the throughput of Indigo decreases when contention increases

as several steps require executing operations sequentially. Furthermore, the results re-

flect the fact that our middleware introduces an additional level of contention, because

operations have to contact the reservation manager.

Increasing number of invariants Figure 6.6 presents the results of the ad counter appli-

cation with an increasing number of invariants involved in each operation: the operation
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Figure 6.3: Peak throughput with increasing contention (ad counter application).

reads 5 counters (R5) and updates one to three counters (W1 to W3). In this case, the

results show that the peak throughput for Indigo decreases while latency keeps constant.

The reason for this is that for escrow locks, each invariant has an associated reservation

object. Thus, when increasing the number of invariants, the number of updated objects

also increases, with an impact on the operations that each datacenter needs to execute. To

verify our explanation, we ran a workload with operations that access the same number

of counters in the weak consistency configuration. The presented results show the same

pattern of decreased throughput.

Impact when transferring reservations Figure 6.5 shows the latency of individual op-

erations executed in the US-W datacenter in the ad counter application, for a workload

where increments reach the invariant limit for multiple counters and where the rights

were initially assigned to a single datacenter. When rights do not exist locally, Indigo

cannot mask the latency imposed by coordination, in this case, for obtaining additional

rights from the remote datacenters. This explains the high latency operations close to the

start of the experiment. As a bulk of rights is obtained, the following operations execute

with low latency until it is necessary to obtain additional rights. When a replica believes

that no other replica has available rights in an escrow lock object, it does not contact

replicas. Instead, the operation fail locally, leading to low latency.

In Figure 6.4, we showed the impact of obtaining a multi-level lock shared right that

requires revoking rights present in all other replicas. We already discussed this problem.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that such impact in latency is only experienced when

it is necessary to revoke shared forbid rights in all replicas before acquiring the needed

shared allow right. The positive consequence of this approach is that enroll operations

requiring the shared forbid right that was shared by all replicas can execute with latency

close to zero. The maximum latency line in enroll operation shows the maximum latency

experienced when a replica acquires a shared forbid right from a replica that holds such

right.
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6.4 Related work

Many cloud storage systems supporting geo-replication emerged in recent years. They

provide different sets of features that try to satisfy the requirements of different applica-

tions, without compromising performance, latency, or availability.

Some approaches allow reading a causally consistent view of the database (causal

consistency) [6, 9, 44, 86]; others support limited transactions where a set of updates

are made visible atomically [12, 87]; or support application-specific or type-specific rec-

onciliation with no lost updates [22, 40, 86, 117], etc. Other approaches leverage the

semantics of applications to go a step further [50, 63, 77, 83, 112, 117]. Semantic types

[50] have been used for building non serializable schedules that preserve consistency in

distributed databases. Conflict-free replicated data types [112] explore commutativity

for enabling the automatic merge of concurrent updates, which Walter [117], Gemini [83]

and SwiftCloud [130] use as the basis for providing eventual consistency. However, none

of those approaches enable general invariant preservation under weak consistency.

Concurrently to our work, the homeostasis protocol [110] has been proposed. The

objective of this work is to ensure strong consistency while minimizing coordination

between nodes. The techniques that the authors employ are similar to ours: they use

a static analysis to extract information from the transactions in the workload and use

a mechanism similar to the demarcation protocol to execute those parts of the code

without coordination when it is safe. Contrarily to our approach, the authors use a

special language for specifying the transactions that can be optimized. As a positive

aspect is that this analysis can be automatized, removing the programmer from the loop.

The downside, is that the code analysis is very difficult, thus the types of operations that

can be optimized are limited. During execution, the homeostasis may use coordination

in order to adapt the limits of each replica. In contrast, our solution relies exclusively on

peer-to-peer communication to enhance availability and partition-tolerance.

Indigo shares the same principle of distinguishing categories of operations as red-

blue consistency [83]. The main difference between the two approaches is that Indigo is

able to execute some operations that are classified as conflicting concurrently with other

operations that do not conflict with some instances of those operations, improving the

latency for those operations in the general case.

6.5 Final remarks

In this chapter we have explored the idea of using reservations to enforce application in-

variants without compromising the latency and availability of applications. Reservations

allow to control the concurrent execution of operations at a fine grain, without requiring

replicas to communicate with each other to execute each operation.

We propose new reservations data types that are suitable to prevent invariant viola-

tions that are common in applications. The new designs are suitable for geo-replicated
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environments and allow replicas to share reservations for executing operations that are

non-conflicting when executed with certain parameters. Moreover, the multi-level lock

design that we have presented is a general mechanism that can be used to solve any

I-offender set (the proof is given in [55]). We provide new data-type designs that, sim-

ilarly to the Bounded Counter, depend only on features that are available in existing

storage systems to work correctly (in this case the system additionally needs to provide a

transactional interface).

We have developed Indigo, a prototype of a system that provides reservations on top of

existing key-value stores. Indigo automatically manages reservations in a geo-replicated

deployment, exchanging reservations on demand, when reservations are missing, and

proactively for provisioning. We demonstrated the usability of our approach by imple-

menting applications representative of real-life services.

The evaluation of the system shows that, overall, Indigo exhibits low latency for

executing most operations, however, some operations might have higher latency, when it

is necessary to revoke reservations over multiple replicas. This effect could be mitigated

by implementing efficient algorithms for provisioning reservations or using sporadic

coordination to ensure that reservations are exchanged fast. The investigation of these

techniques is an open subject.

A downside of this approach is that distributing reservations over multiple replicas

might make the system unavailable for executing certain operations, if the replica goes

down without freeing the reservations. To circumvent this issue, either replicas expose

uncertainty to the client, to make him aware that the operation might still abort, or use

compensations to resolve any mistake that is detected later.

In the next chapter we pursue an alternative route for achieving explicit consistency

that removes coordination completely from applications. In some cases we are able to

modify operations to make them conflict-free, without altering their semantics, in other

cases we need to resort to compensations to fix any mistakes.
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Minimizing the use of coordination for executing operations improves the general perfor-

mance and availability of applications. However, for achieving true high availability and

fault tolerance, ideally we would like to forego coordination completely.

In this chapter, we explore an alternative route for achieving explicit consistency that

does not use cross-replica coordination. The idea is to modify the logic of operations, at

development time, to prevent invariant violations due to concurrent executions. Since

writing such logic is a complex and application-dependent task, we propose IPA, an algo-

rithm for modifying operations in a way that meets this property. For each conflicting pair

of operations, the IPA algorithm transforms those operations and check if the generated

operations are conflict-free. We use CRDT convergence policies to transform operations,

and rely on the conflict detection mechanism that was introduced in chapter 5 to check if

the modified operations are non-conflicting.

We extended the conflict detection algorithm to make use of convergent data types.

In the previous version of the algorithm, if two operations set two different values for

the same predicate, the algorithm would signal those operations as conflicting. The

extended version of the algorithm allows to specify convergence policies for each data

type. During the analysis, or beforehand, the programmer inputs the convergence policy

for each predicate that has opposing values, and the algorithm evaluates if the operation

is still conflicting after applying the converge rule. We observed that picking the right

converge rules allows to solve many conflicting operations without further modifying

operations.

Second, when we need to modify operations, we try to modify them in a way that

prevents operations from making the resulting database state incompatible with other

concurrent operations. To give an example, imagine that we are adding a player to a

tournament. The local operation checks if the tournament exists, adds the player to
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the tournament and propagates the effects to the remaining replicas. If a concurrent

operation at a remote replica removes that tournament, and the system does not check

if the pre-conditions of the enroll operation are true when applying its effects (i.e. that

the tournament exists), the resulting state will be invalid. To prevent this, it is necessary

to modify the enroll or the remove operations in a way that both operations can always

be applied without breaking the invariant. One solution is to re-create the tournament

during the enroll operation, to ensure that it appears again, even if it is removed by a

concurrent operation. Alternatively, we can modify the remove operation to automatically

cancel any concurrent enrollments for that tournament.

The modifications to the operations can be made preventively, by modifying the

specification of operations, or they can be applied when conflicts actually occur during

execution, using compensations [51].

It is up to the programmer to apply transformations preventively or not. In some

situations, despite being able to maintain the invariant, applying the effects preventively

might result in bad user experience. Using compensations can provide better semantics

in some cases. For instance, to apologize for undoable actions, or to allow the user to pick

the result that fits better in a certain situation. On top of that, the IPA algorithm can be

used alongside Indigo, providing a full-range of solutions for maintaining invariants that

can be used to achieve good user experience and performance.

We designed a tool that integrates the algorithm for modifying operations with the

algorithm for detecting conflicts, allowing programmer to solve conflicting pairs of op-

erations by choosing alternative specifications generated by IPA. We studied a list of

invariants expressed in real web applications [13] and found that, in many cases, it is

possible to transform operations to become invariant-preserving, while maintaining a

semantics that is acceptable from the standpoint of the application logic. To support

these transformations, we had to design new CRDTs, new convergence policies and add

support for compensations in some CRDT designs.

Our evaluation shows that the proposed approach leads to latency and scalability

similar to the baseline of weak consistency, while preserving global application invariants.

When compared to Indigo, IPA provides more predictable guarantees, as no operations

experience high latency due to the need of coordinating with other replicas.

This chapter is organized as follows: in section 7.1 we explain how to transform appli-

cations to make them conflict-free; in section 7.2 we present the algorithm for generating

new operation specifications; in section 7.3 we discuss the implementation of the tool and

the new data type designs; in section 7.4 we evaluate the practicability of the approach,

the types of invariants that it covers, and evaluate the performance of transformed appli-

cations; and, finally, we conclude in section 7.6.
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7.1 Invariant preserving applications

The typical logic of operations consists in checking certain logical conditions and produce

a set of effects based on the validity of those conditions. For example, when enrolling a

player in a tournament, the application first checks that the player and the tournament

exist. If, and only if, both conditions are true, the operation executes producing effects.

Under strong consistency, the effects of operations are applied in equivalent database

states for all replicas. However, under weak consistency, the state of remote replicas

might be modified concurrently between the execution of the operation at the origin

and the application of the effects, therefore, the value of the pre-conditions might be

different when the operation is applied remotely. In some cases this does not pose any

problem to the application. For instance, if some other players enroll in the tournament

concurrently, this does not affect the correctness of the application (assuming there is

no limit on the number of players for the tournament). But, in other cases, applying the

effects of operation might make the state of the database inconsistent, for instance if the

player or the tournament were removed.

7.1.1 Adding effects to operations

Our observation is that in many cases applications can be implemented correctly on

top of weak consistency by augmenting operations with additional effects that prevent

that the effects of the application break the invariant of the database when applied in

remote replicas. Doing this might result in canceling the effects of some of the conflicting

operations, however, programmers can decide which semantics they prefer, if a conflict

of this nature occurs.

Going back to the example, the effects of the enroll(p, t) operations violate the pre-

condition of the rem_tournament(t) if both operations execute concurrently, because the

latter operations requires that no player is enrolled in tournament t, while the former adds

a new player to that tournament. Similarly, the effects of rem_tournament(t) violates the

pre-condition of enroll(p, t), which requires that the tournament exists after enrolling the

player in the tournament. To solve the conflict between the two operations, the enroll(p, t)
can be augmented with an effect to recreate the tournament, or the rem_tournament(t) can

be augmented to ensure that all players that are enrolled concurrently in tournament t

are removed. Applying the additional effects before the effects of the original operation

guarantee that the local state will satisfy the pre-conditions of the modified operation.

7.1.2 Applying convergence policies

Besides adding additional effects to enforce the sufficient pre-conditions of operations,

it is necessary to choose convergence policies carefully for each object to ensure that

concurrent updates do not modify the intended value for the object. For instance, when

modifying the enroll(p, t) operation it is necessary to use an Add-wins policy to ensure that
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the tournament t is not eliminated by the effects of rem_tournament(t) (which removes

the tournament). Note that adding these extra effects to the operations does not affect the

perceived semantics of the operation when executed in stand-alone, but that they provide

a precise semantics when executed concurrently with other conflicting operations.

We have verified that following this method for modifying operations helps to ensure

many common invariants without requiring coordination. However it is a difficult task

to be carried by programmers, because it requires that programmers are knowledgeable

of convergence policies to ensure correctness.

IPA is a tool to automate the process of generating alternative operation specifications

that are non-conflicting. The algorithm does that by testing modifications to each pair of

conflicting operations, taking into account the convergence semantics of the data types

in place. The generated operations are modified and testes for conflicts, iteratively, until

they do not conflict with any other operation in the workload. To search for possible

alternative specifications of operations, the algorithm only uses predicates from invariant

expressions that were violated in the conflict. This strategy allows to reduce the search

space and preserve the original semantics of the operation, in the general case.

For operations that do not have possible valid modifications, the operation is signaled

and an alternative mechanism for preventing conflicts must be used.

7.2 IPA methodology

For building an invariant-preserving version of a given application, the programmer must

accomplish the following steps:

Step 1: specify application: The first step consists in building a specification of the

application by identifying application invariants and operation effects. Inferring this

information automatically is outside the scope of this work [84, 110].

Step 2: generate invariant-preserving specification: IPA iteratively proposes modifi-

cations to the application, until all operations are non-conflicting. First, the algorithm

picks a pair of conflicting operations, if any. Next, a list of possible modifications to make

the pair safe under concurrency is presented to the programmer. In general, each reso-

lution strategy will have the effects of one operation prevail over the effects of the other.

The programmer is required to choose which resolution provides the semantics that bet-

ter suits the application. If no suitable modifications exist for some conflicting pair, the

unresolved conflict is flagged. The algorithm repeats until all conflicts are resolved or

flagged.

Step 3: Modify application: The output of the previous step is an updated specifica-

tion of the application, stating the conflict-resolution associated with each predicate and

the effects of each operation. The programmer can then patch the original application

according to the new specification, adding the necessary effects, which typically requires

only a few additional lines of code, as detailed in Section 7.4.1.3. For conflicts flagged as
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unsolvable by IPA, the programmer can resort to some coordination mechanism to avoid

concurrent execution of the offending operations [16, 83].

Fully patched applications can execute in any replicated system that provides causal

consistency, highly available transactions and the necessary type-specific conflict resolu-

tion policies. A number of systems support these features [4, 117, 130].

We implemented the IPA tool as a proof-of-the-concept of the proposed methodology.

Programmers interact with the tool during the analysis process to choose the preferred

resolution rules for each data-type and the preferred resolutions for conflicting operations.

The tool is capable of transforming an extensive collection of non I-Confluent operations,

such as general boolean expressions, referential integrity and some numerical invariants.

7.2.1 Making operations invariant-preserving

In this section we present the algorithm in more detail. In listing 7.1 we present the

specification of the application that was presented in section 5.2.2 for convenience.

1 @Unique("player(p)")
2 @Unique("tournament(t)")
3 @Inv("forall(Player:p, Tournament:t) :- enrolled(p,t) =>
4 player(p) and tournament(t)")
5 @Inv("forall(Player:p,q, Tournament:t) :- inMatch(p,q,t) =>
6 enrolled(p,t) and enrolled(q,t) and (active(t) or finished(t))")
7 @Inv("forall(T : t) :- nrPlayers(t) <= Capacity")
8 @Inv("forall(T : t) :- active(t) => nrPlayers(t) >= 1")
9 @Inv("forall(Tournament:t) :- active(t) => tournament(t)")
10 @Inv("forall(Tournament:t) :- finished(t) => tournament(t)")
11 @Inv("forall(Tournament:t) :- not( active(t) and finished(t))")i
12 public interface TournamentApp {
13

14 @True("player(p)")
15 RESULT addPlayer(Player p);
16

17 @True("tournament(t)")
18 RESULT addTournament(Tournament t);
19

20 @False("tournament(t)")
21 RESULT remTournament(Tournament t);
22

23 @True("enrolled(p, t)")
24 @Increments("nrPlayers($1, 1)")
25 RESULT enroll(Player p, Tournament t);
26

27 @False("enrolled(p, t)")
28 @Decrements("nrPlayers($1, 1)")
29 RESULT disenroll(Player p, Tournament t);
30

31 @True("active(t)")
32 RESULT beginTournament(Tournament t);
33

34 @True("finished(t)")
35 @False("active(t)")
36 RESULT finishTournament(Tournament t);
37

38 @True("inMatch(p,q,t)")
39 RESULT doMatch(Player p, Player q, Tournament t);
40 }

Listing 7.1: Specification of the tournament management system written in Java.

Algorithm 8 presents the logic for creating an invariant-preserving version of an

application. We define this algorithm as a function that receives as input the invariant, I ,

the set of operations, Ops, and a set of convergence rules, CR, defined for each predicate

by the programmer. The algorithm only handles boolean predicates (lines 1 to 5); in

Section 7.2.5 we explain how to extend the algorithm to support numeric invariants.

The main loop iterates over all pairs of conflicting operations until no more conflicts

exist. For each conflicting pair (line 3), the algorithm replaces the initial operation’s
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Algorithm 8 IPA algorithm and main functions.
. IPA main loop.

1: function IPA(I, Ops, CR)
2: while existsConflictingPair(I, Ops, CR) do
3: opPair← findConflictingPair(I, Ops, CR)
4: newPair← repairConflicts(I, opPair, CR)
5: Ops.replace(opPair, newPair)

return Ops
. Extended conflict detection algorithm.

6: function isConflicting(I, OpPair, CR)
7: if opposingEffects(OpPair) then
8: newOpPair← apply(OpPair, CR) return checkConflicting(I, newOpPair, CR)
9: else return checkConflicting(I, OpPair, CR)

. IPA algorithm for repairing conflicts.
10: function repairConflicts(I, OpPair, CR)
11: sols←∅
12: invPreds← {getPreds(i) | i ∈ invClauses(I, opPair)}
13: newOpPairs← generate(invPreds, I, OpPair)
14: for opPair ∈ newOpPairs do
15: if not isPairSubset(opPair, sols) then
16: if not isConflicting(I, opPair, CR)) then
17: sols← sols ∪ { opPair }

return pickResolution(sols)
. New operation generation.

18: function generate(invPreds, I, (op1, op2))
19: seed← {p(true)∪ p(false) | p ∈ invPreds}
20: effectSets← powerSet(seed)
21: pairs←∅
22: for p1 ∈ effectSets do
23: pairs← pairs ∪{(newOp(op1,p1),op2)}
24: pairs← pairs ∪{(op1,newOp(op2,p1))}

return order(pairs) . by increasing no. of predicates.

specification (line 5) with the new specification that solves the identified conflict (line 4).

If there are no alternative safe operations for the conflicting pair with a given set of

convergence rules, the pair is flagged as unsolvable and the algorithm continues, ignoring

that pair in subsequent iterations.

7.2.2 Conflict detection

Figure 7.1 shows schematically the conflict analysis for operations rem_tournament(t) and

enroll(p, t). The algorithm determines the weakest preconditions for executing both oper-

ations: the predicates tournament t and player p must be true. This condition is inferred

automatically from the application invariant. In practice, the application code might

never produce a state that violates this pre-condition, however, checking the weakest

precondition is sufficient to maintain correctness [55].

From Sinit, the execution of each operation individually leads to S1 and S2 respectively.

Merging both states (or applying the effect generated in one replica in the state of the other

replica), leads to Sfinal, which is an invalid database state because the player is enrolled

in a tournament that does not exist anymore. The state obtained from the execution of
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Sinit

players {p}
tournaments {t}

enrolls {}

players {p}
tournaments {}

enrolls {}
players {p}
tournaments {t}

enrolls {(p,t)}

S1 S2

players {p}
tournaments {}

enrolls {(p,t)}

Sfinal

merge(S1,S2)

Op: rem_tourn(t)
Effects:
tournament(t) = F

Op: enroll(p,t)

enrolled(p, t) = T
Effects:

Figure 7.1: Example of an execution breaking referential integrity.

Sinit

players {p}
tournaments {t}

enrolls {}

players {p}
tournaments {}

enrolls {}
players {p}
tournaments {t}

enrolls {(p,t)}

S1 S2

players {p}
tournaments {t}

enrolls {(p,t)}

Sfinal

merge(S1,S2)

Op: enroll_t(p,t)

enrolled(p, t) = T
tournaments(t) = T

Effects:Op: rem_tourn(p)
Effects:
tournaments(t) = F

CR:
tournament(t) = T

(add-wins)

Figure 7.2: Execution with modified enroll(p, t) operation. Invariant is preserved.

each operations is incompatible with the pre-conditions of the other operation, but this

is no longer checked by the local replica before applying the effects of the operation. The

algorithm marks the pair of operations as conflicting.

The conflict in this operations occurs due to the modification of the predicate tourna-

ment. The enroll(p, t) operation assumes that this predicate is true, while the rem_tournament(t)
operation sets its value to false. To fix this conflict, one option is to force the value of that

predicate to be true when applying the operation enroll(p, t).

We extended the conflict detection algorithm presented in chapter 5 to support the use

of convergence policies during conflict evaluation. Contrarily to the previous version of

the algorithm, when assigning two different values for the same predicate, a convergence

policy, r ∈ CR, can be applied to force a specific value for a predicate that was modified

by the two operations with different values. A convergence rule r can specify that the

final value for a predicate that is modified concurrently is true for an Add-wins policy and
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Sinit

players {p}
tournaments {t}

enrolls {}

players {p}
tournaments {}

enrolls {}
players {p}
tournaments {t}

enrolls {(p,t)}

players {p}
tournaments {}

enrolls {}

Sfinal

merge(S1,S2)

Op: rem_tourn(t)
Effects:
tournament(t) = F
enrolled(*,t) = F

Op: enroll(p,t)

enrolled(p, t) = T
Effects:

CR:
enrolled(p,t) = F

(rem-wins)

Figure 7.3: Execution with modified rem_tournament(t) operation. Invariant is preserved.

false for a Rem-wins policy. Supporting convergence policies in the analysis is crucial to

ensure the pre-conditions when applying operations concurrently. We use this technique

to solve the conflict presented before, as explained in the next section.

Function isConflicting (line 6) presents the conflict detection algorithm. In line 7,

the function checks if the operations have opposing effects on at least one predicate. If

so, the algorithm replaces the predicate value in each operation with the values from

the convergence policies in CR. Then, it checks whether the combined effects of the

operations may break the invariant (line 8).

7.2.3 Proposing modified operations

Our algorithm heuristically identifies the set of effects that need to be added to each op-

eration to guarantee that replicas always converge to a correct state. In the example, the

violation can be repaired either by giving preference to the effects of rem_tournament(t) or

enroll(p, t). In the former case, it is necessary to guarantee that no player enrolls in t con-

currently with a rem_tournament(t); in the latter case, that tournament t is not removed

concurrently with a enroll(p, t).

Function repairConflicts (line 10) starts by selecting, for a conflicting pair, the invariant

clauses that might be involved in the conflict (namely the invariant clauses that have

predicates affected by the effects of the operations), and creates a pool of predicates for

generating new operations (line 12). The next step of the algorithm is to heuristically

generate new operations with combinations of those predicates (line 13). Line 15 checks

if the new operations are not included in any previous solution, ensuring that the number

of predicates added to the generated operations is minimal. Next, the algorithm tests if

the new operations solve the conflict that was identified (line 16). All operations that

solve a conflict are stored and one of them is chosen as the resolution for the conflict,

which can be done either manually or according to some policy (line 17).
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The modified operations solve the conflict between the pair of operations, but they

might still conflict with other operations. Successive iterations of the algorithm will then

fix all remaining conflicts (as said before, any unsolvable conflict is detected and flagged).

The generate function (line 18) computes all possible combinations of effects that

can be added to each operation. The algorithm computes the powerset of predicates

in invPreds, with different predicate values true and false, and adds each element of the

set to each operation, ignoring any predicates that are already present in the operation.

The function only modifies one operation in each pair (lines 23 and 24). The generated

operations are ordered by the number of predicates (line 24) to ensure that the algorithm

suggests modified operations with fewer predicates first (in line 16).

7.2.4 Example

In this section, we analyze the modified operations proposed by the IPA algorithm, using

the example of the rem_tournament(t) and enroll(p, t) conflict. The invariant violated by

the concurrent execution of both operations is the following: I = enrolled(p, t)⇒ player(p)

∧ tournament(t). The algorithm uses these predicates to generate new sets of effects for

the operations. We show how to modify each operation to preserve its effects over the

effects of its counterpart.

Figure 7.2 shows operation enroll(p, t) with an added effect to set the predicate tournament(t)
to true, which makes the operation non conflicting with rem_tournament(t). When this op-

erations executes against operation rem_tournament(t) and an Add-wins policy is used for

predicate tournament, tournament t is recreated, as shown in the final state of the figure.

We note that the additional effect has no impact if there is no concurrent rem_tournament(t),
as the tournament has to exist for enroll to be executed. This modification gives pref-

erence to the enroll(p, t) over rem_tournament(t), with the effects of the first operation

prevailing while the effects of the latter are undone.

An alternative resolution, depicted in Figure 7.3, consists in giving preference to

rem_tournament(t) by guaranteeing that the final database state has no player enrolled in

tournament t. This can be achieved by setting the predicate enrolled(∗, t) to false and using

a Rem-wins policy. The wildcard (∗) specifies that the predicate applies to any player –

this is necessary since it is impossible to know beforehand which players might enroll in

tournament t. With the additional effect, an enroll(p, t) will have no effect when executed

concurrently with a rem_tournament(t). In section 7.3.1 we describe how to implement

the effect with a wildcard efficiently.

After selecting a resolution for the conflict, the algorithm proceeds by checking if the

new operations conflict with any other operations. For instance, similar conflicts appear

when considering the pair enroll(p, t) and rem_player(p). Our algorithm composes the

resolution of multiple operations together, until solving all conflicts.

If the programmer is not satisfied with a set of solutions proposed by the algorithm,

he might provide a different conflict resolution set to search for alternative operation
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specifications. In our prototype, the programmer is not forced to specify the convergence

rule for all predicates. Instead, whenever the algorithm finds a modification that conflicts

with some predicate that does not have an assigned convergence policy, the tool asks the

programmer to choose one at that moment.

7.2.5 Compensations

Some invariant violations cannot be prevented beforehand with a reasonable semantics.

Consider as an example the constraint in listing 7.1, line 5, that enforces a maximum

number of players enrolled in a tournament. To prevent this violation it would be nec-

essary to remove a player from the tournament whenever a player is added, to ensure

that the size is always within bounds, however, doing this would make the application

unusable. In this case, we only want to disenroll a player if the size of the tournament is

exceeded.

Instead of applying extra effects on every operation execution, the system can delay

applying the extra effects to a later point in time, and only do that, if a violation actually

occurs. This mechanism is known as compensation [26, 51, 62, 98, 122]. IPA can also

generate compensations for restoring pre-conditions.

The analysis can automatically generate compensations for certain constraints, like

aggregation and numeric constraints, that only execute if an invariant violations is de-

tected during execution. During the analysis, instead of adding the new effects to one

of the conflicting operations, the algorithm creates a new operation with the effects, and

simulates the execution of that operation alongside the conflicting pair, to check if that

operation corrects any invariant violation. In this case, conflicts might still occur during

execution because the conflicting operations are not modified. Therefore, to guarantee

that applications are correct at all times, any operation that accesses a predicate involved

in one of these constraints (which can be inferred from the analysis) must check if the

constraint is valid. If a violation occurred, the compensation is executed before exposing

the value to the client, to ensure that the database state is repaired.

We provide data types that encapsulate the constraint checking and compensations

execution out-of-the-box, which are automatically triggered when the object is accessed.

We explain the implementation of those data types in Section 7.3.1.

Our approach has the benefit of being totally decentralized, allowing replicas to de-

tect and apply compensations without coordination. The downside is that if conflicts

are detected simultaneously by different replicas, and each replica has observed diver-

gent database states, they might apply different compensations. This does not affect

convergence, because compensations in IPA are designed to be commutative, idempotent

and monotonic, however the semantic for programmers and clients might be worse (for

instance, cancel two flight reservations, while only one ticket was oversold).
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7.3 Implementation

This section describes the implementation details of this work. We mainly focus on the

design of the new data types, the algorithm, and tools. The reference platform is based

on the work presented in chapter 6.

7.3.1 CRDTs for supporting IPA

We now discuss the CRDTs used for implementing the conflict-resolutions used in IPA.

7.3.1.1 Specialized convergence policies

As discussed in previous sections, we rely on CRDT convergence policies to enforce

invariant maintenance. The SwiftCloud system includes an extensive library of CRDTs

that can be used to support many IPA transformations. Nonetheless, we had to extend

the existing set data type with a variation of the Rem-wins convergence policy to support

predicates with wildcards, such as enrolled(∗, t) = false. The effect of this predicate is to

clear the elements of the set, which can be used to ensure that the tournament is empty.

However, the Rem-wins set can only ensure that elements that are removed from the set

will not be added, thus it does not prevent adding an element to the set that has not been

seen before.

We provide a new data type design, the Resetable Remove-wins Set, that has a reset()
operation that removes all existing elements from the set and prevents any concurrent

addition. To support this semantics, we extend the existing Rem-wins set with a vector

clock that tracks the last time the set was pruned with a reset() call. Every add() operation

sends the associated vector clock (i.e. the current version of the object at the moment the

operation was issued), and if it is concurrent or smaller than the current pruning vector

clock, the element is not added to the set. A specification for this data type can be seen in

algorithm 9.

7.3.1.2 Compensation CRDTs

For some invariants, it is possible to encapsulate the logic for detecting conflicts and

repairing the state of the object automatically in the data types. For example, consider a

restriction that enforces that there is a maximum number of players in a tournament. Con-

current operations might break this invariants. However, it can be restored by removing

any exceeding players from the tournament when any players accesses the tournament.

To ensure that the application is always consistent, whenever an operations reads the

set storing the players of the tournament, it is necessary to check that the size of the set

is within limits, and, in case it is not, it is necessary to remove the exceeding elements.

We provide a Set CRDT that limits the number of elements in the set. When the size

limit of the set exceeds, the exceeding elements are removed automatically from the set,
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Algorithm 9 Operation-based Resetable Remove-Wins Set.
1: payload Set E, R, V
2: initial ∅,∅,∅ . E Set of element, R Set of pairs (element,unique_id), V Vector Clock
3: query contains (element e) : boolean b
4: b = (e ∈ E)∧not(∃uid : (e,uid) ∈ R)
5: update add (element e)
6: prepare(e)
7: D = {(e,uid)|∃uid : (e,uid) ∈ R}
8: v = current_clock()
9: downstream(e,v,D)

10: R := R \D . Removes all visible uids.
11: if v ≥ V then . Ensures concurrent elements are not revived.
12: E := E ∪ {e}
13: update remove (element e)
14: prepare(e)
15: uid = unique()
16: downstream(e,uid)
17: R := R∪ {(e,uid)}
18: update reset ()
19: prepare(e)
20: v = inc_get_current_clock() . Increment and get the current clock value.
21: downstream(v)
22: V := merge(v,V)
23: E :=∅

and a compensation function is applied for each of those elements to ensure that the state

of the database remains consistent after the compensation.

Contrarily to the escrow transactional method, CRDTs with compensations do not

preclude operations from executing. In exchange, the data type must ensure that the

invariant that they enforce holds every time the object is read. To that end, every operation

of the data type is guarded by a method that checks if the invariant is valid at that moment,

and in case it is not, it applies the compensation immediately to restore that condition.

Compensation are executed locally at the replica that detects the invariant violation and

applied in all replicas, as any other operation of the data type. The downside of this

approach, is that different replicas might observe different replica’s state when applying

compensations, which might result in applying compensations more times than necessary.

However, since operations execute at all replicas, the resulting state of the object will be

correct in respect to the invariant.

The specification in algorithm 10 shows the specification of the Limited-Size Add-Wins
Set. In this data type, each element is associated with a vector clock, which indicates

the time at which it was created. Every operation of the data type is guarded by the

function enforceContraint(), which restores the invariant in case it has been broken by any

concurrent operations. To restore the invariant, the enforceContraint() removes elements

from the set using a compensation operation. To select the element for removal, it deter-

mines the set of elements that have an higher vectors clock and were added concurrently,

and select one of them randomly for removal. Alternatively, we could order elements

according to some rule to ensure that if two replicas see the same subset of operations,
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Algorithm 10 Limited size add-wins set.
1: payload Set S, Integer L, Function C
2: initial ∅, L, C . Set of pairs (element,unique_id), size limit of the set, and compensation function
3: update contains (element e)boolean b
4: prepare(e)
5: enforceContraint()
6: b = (∃uid : (e,uid) ∈ S)
7: update add (element e)
8: prepare(e)
9: enforceContraint()

10: if #{(e|(e,uid) ∈ S} ≤ L then
11: v = inc_get_current_clock() . Increment and get the current clock value.
12: downstream(e,v)
13: S := S ∪ {(e,v)}
14: update remove (element e)
15: prepare(e)
16: enforceContraint()
17: if contains(e) then
18: R = {(e,v)|∃v : (e,v) ∈ S}
19: downstream(R)
20: S := S \R . Removes pairs identified at source.
21: function enforceConstraint()
22: while #{(e|(e,v) ∈ S} > L do
23: (e,ve) = random_concurrent() . Select an element for removal.
24: remove(e)
25: C(e)

they will remove the same element. For each removed element, the data type executes

a user-provided function C to apply any side effects that are necessary (e.g. notify the

player that he has been disenrolled from the tournament).

It is possible to design other CRDTs with built-in repairable invariants using the same

approach.

7.4 Evaluation

In this section, we present an evaluation of IPA, meant to answer the following questions:

(i) Which invariants are covered by our approach?

(ii) What is the effort of using IPA?

(iii) How does the performance of applications modified by IPA compare to other

solutions that use coordination to maintain invariants in detriment of performance, or do

not maintain invariants?

7.4.1 Invariant preservation with IPA

This section surveys the invariants covered by our approach by analyzing the use of IPA
in several applications. The objective of this study is to understand what types of invari-

ants are covered by our method. For classes invariants that cannot be maintained under

weak consistency by modifying application specifications, some form of coordination is
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Inv. Type I-Conf. IPA TPC Tour Ticket Twitter
Sequential id. No No Yes — — —

Unique id. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Numeric inv. No Comp. Yes — — —

Aggreg. const. No Comp. — — — —
Aggreg. incl. Yes Yes — Yes — —
Ref. integrity No Yes Yes Yes — Yes
Disjunctions No Yes — Yes — —

Table 7.1: Types of Invariants present in applications.

required. Indigo can be used in that situation at the trade of higher latency for certain

operations and loss of availability in certain cases.

7.4.1.1 Classes of invariants

Prior work has analyzed the invariants that are used in real applications [11, 13, 83]. In

that study, the authors characterized which classes of invariants can be implemented

correctly under weak consistency (i.e. that are I-Confluent). We build Table 7.1 based on

that study, summarizing which classes of invariants can be preserved by implementing

operation without any further modifications to the code (column I-Confluent) and which

invariants can be maintained by transforming applications to work correctly under weak

consistency.

Sequential identifiers: Sequential identifiers are useful for establishing an unique

total order of elements. In general, generating these identifiers requires coordination

to avoid collisions. No solution, based on weak consistency can maintain this invariant.

However, it has been shown that, in most cases, applications could easily replace the use

of sequential identifiers by unique identifiers [10, 125].

Unique identifiers: Unique identifiers can be preserved without coordination at run-

time. It suffices to pre-partition the space of identifiers among the nodes that will generate

them to avoid collisions.

Numeric invariants: Numeric invariants assert conditions involving numeric predi-

cates (e.g., p < k). In general, preserving these invariants requires coordination. However,

support is possible on top of weak consistency by relying on escrow techniques [15, 66,

93]. In IPA, we can use compensations to preserve this type of invariants, whenever the

semantics is reasonable for the application [26]. For example, to replenish the stock of a

product, like in TPC-C/W.

Aggregation constraint: Imposing a bound on the size of a collection, e.g., limiting

the players enrolled in a tournament, can be addressed using a numeric invariant over a

predicate that represents the size of the collection, thus sharing its properties.

Aggregation inclusion: Ensuring an element is eventually added or removed from a

collection is I-Confluent, provided no dependencies to other objects exist. If that is not

the case, then preserving referential integrity is usually required.

Referential integrity: Preserving relations and dependencies among objects, such as
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foreign keys in relational databases and references to keys in key-value stores, is not

I-Confluent. IPA fully supports this invariant, as exemplified throughout this chapter.

Disjunctions: Applications often specify that one of several conditions must be met

by using a disjunction. IPA addresses this type of invariant by extending an operation

to ensure that the disjunction is always true. This is an extension of the mechanism

for supporting referential integrity, as in this case there might be several alternative

conditions that restore the validity of the invariant.

7.4.1.2 Invariants in applications

We now analyze how IPA can address the invariants that are present in several represen-

tative applications.

IPATournament This application showcases some of the invariants that our solution

can address. For this application, IPA is capable of proposing multiple alternative resolu-

tions that either reconstruct broken dependencies, or clear them, to avoid inconsistencies

due to concurrent executions, as discussed throughout this chapter. We do not impose a

limit to the number of enrolled players in the implementation. That type of constraint is

evaluated in a separate application.

IPATwitter We implemented a clone of Twitter that relies heavily on referential in-

tegrity to implement user timelines and maintain subscribers information. When some

user tweets, we opted for writing immediately to all followers timelines. This empha-

sizes consistency issues that arise when tweets or users are removed concurrently. Our

version explores several alternatives for solving these conflicts. If a tweet is retweeted

and removed concurrently, the options are to recover the deleted tweet or hide all of its

retweets from the followers timelines. As for handling user removals, IPA can leverage

the Rem-wins semantics to purge all the user’s history from the timelines of the other

users concurrently with any other operations that might be happening.

IPATicket: this application is based on FusionTicket [49, 66, 128]. The main invariant

of this application is that tickets for events cannot be oversold. It is necessary to use

compensations in this case, as it is impossible to prevent the violation beforehand, as

discussed in 7.2.5. When the tickets available are oversold, the application cancels the

ticket and reimburses the user with temporary balance within the applications. The

transference of money to the client’s account crosses the boundaries of the system thus it

needs to use a different mechanism to ensure that the operation is not lost and completes

correctly.

TPC-W and TPC-C: These standard database benchmarks overlook some aspects of

real-world applications, such as having operations to manage product listings. In our spec-

ification, we extended these applications to include such operations, which introduced

referential integrity constraints. For addressing the lack of inventory after purchase, we

used IPA compensations to increase the stock (as in the specification of the benchmark).

An alternative would be to cancel the oversold purchases, as in the previous example.
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7.4.1.3 Using the IPA tool

The IPA algorithm generates new operation specifications by testing conflicts and aug-

menting operations, in an iterative process, supervised by the programmer. The number

of tests that our tool generates is bounded by the number of operations in the application

specification. Again, we rely on the Z3 SMT solver [39] to test all valid combinations of

parameters efficiently. Despite the satisfiability problem having exponential complex-

ity, the solver is capable of handling most cases in polynomial time. In our tests, using

a modern laptop, this automatic step of the algorithm was fast enough to not hinder

interactivity and frustrate the programmer.

1 void ensureEnroll(String p, String t) {
2 AddWinsSet tournamentIndex = getCRDT(TOUR_IDX, TYPE_OF_AW_SET);
3 AddWinsSet playerIndex = getCRDT(PLR_IDX, TYPE_OF_AW_SET);
4 tournamentIndex.add(t);
5 playerIndex.add(p);
6 }
7

8 void ensureDoMatch(String p1, String p2, String t) {
9 ensureEnroll(p1, t);
10 ensureEnroll(p2, t);
11 }
12

13 void ensureBegin(String t) {
14 AddWinsSet tournamentIndex = getCRDT(TOUR_IDX, TYPE_OF_AW_SET);
15 tournamentIndex.add(t);
16 }
17

18 void ensureEnd(String t) {
19 AddWinsSet tournamentIndex = getCRDT(TOUR_IDX, TYPE_OF_AW_SET);
20 RemWinsSet tStarted = getCRDT(T_STARTED_IDX, TYPE_OF_RW_SET);
21 tournamentIndex.add(t);
22 tStarted.remove(t);
23 }

Listing 7.2: Additional code to make operations conflict-free in the IPATournament appli-
cation.

In terms of the work required to write the modified version of the application, this

effort is small. For example, listing 7.2 presents the code of the auxiliary functions

that are necessary to restore the consistency of the IPATournament application. These

functions are executed alongside with the corresponding operations to ensure that the

invariants of the application are restored remotely, in case some conflicting operation

executes concurrently. The other applications that we have implemented follow a similar

scheme. Only a few lines of code are necessary to add to each conflicting operation.

Listing 7.3 shows the compensation for the oversold flight tickets in the IPATicket ap-

plication. This compensation is registered in the object that stores the ticket reservations

and it is triggered for every element that is automatically removed from the set.

1 int sizeLimit = CAPACITY;
2 LimitedSet flightReservations = getCRDT(FLIGHT_INDEX, TYPE_OF_LS_SET);
3 flightReservations.setHandler(new CompensationHandler(sizeLimit) {
4 public void execute(String removedCostumer) {
5 SetCRDT costumerReservations;
6 costumerReservations = getCostumerReservations(removedCostumer);
7 costumerReservations.remove(flightId);
8 }
9 });

Listing 7.3: Compensations for oversold flight tickets in IPATicket application.
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7.4.1.4 Discussion

The invariants that the IPA tool can support are limited to the extent of invariants that

can be expressed using the language that we have defined. The classes of invariants that

we support (table 7.1) are common in many Internet application, as remarked by Bailis

et al. [13]. The examples discussed in the previous section show that the language is

expressive enough to address rather complex applications, including applications based

on relational databases.

If a database is shared by multiple applications, the programmer must create a single

specification of all applications for the analysis to identify all possible conflicts. The alter-

native would be to provide the resolution mechanisms at the storage level and to repair

invariants independently of the applications developed on top. We chose to apply trans-

formations at application level to show the possibility of implementing the applications

without changing the underlying storage.

The effort of writing specifications is arguably comparable to the effort of writing

the code itself [100]. A lot of research has dealt with this problem, proposing automatic

feature extraction, and code synthesis, to aid the programmer in writing correct appli-

cations [8, 46, 48, 84, 110]. Our approach stands to benefit from these complementary

research avenues.

7.4.2 Performance evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of modified applications against other so-

lutions. We expect the modifications to have a minimal overhead in comparison to the

original code running on weak consistency. We also expect the latency of the operations

to be clearly lower in comparison to systems that use coordination to enforce invariant

preservation. We also try to measure the tipping point at which solutions based on coor-

dination are faster than executing extra updates. For this, we use synthetic benchmarks.

7.4.2.1 System configurations

The benchmarks execute in a geo-replicated setting on Amazon EC2. The database de-

ployment consists of three servers running in three geographical regions, with average

latency around 80 milliseconds between US-EAST and US-WEST and US-EAST and EU-

WEST, and 160 between EU-WEST and US-WEST.

The application server is co-located with the storage system deployed in each region.

We use SwiftCloud to implement all different approaches that we evaluate. Clients are

installed in other machines in the same availability zones as the corresponding closest

servers.

We compare the performance of applications with the following configurations:

Causal Consistency (Causal) Unmodified applications, does not maintain invariants for

conflicting operations.
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Inv. Preserving Applications (IPA) Applications modified using IPA, maintains invari-

ants on top of Causal.

Strong Consistency (Strong) all update operations are forwarded to a single server to

enforce serialization. We use the US-EAST replica to execute updates and to minimize

the average latency.

Invariant violation avoidance (Indigo) Applications modified with coordination mech-

anisms to prevent conflicting operations from executing concurrently. We use Indigo

for implementing this configuration. For this experiments we improved the reservations

manager of Indigo, to give priority to reservations that are less popular, to reduce the

high latency that was observed for certain operations in our previous experiments.

7.4.2.2 Throughput and latency

We evaluate the scalability of each configuration of the system by measuring the latency

of operations with different loads on the system, using the IPATournament application.

35% of the operations in the workload execute writes, and each operation might execute

multiple reads and writes in the context of an interactive transaction, thus the time for

executing each operation might vary. All write operations are conflicting in the original

specification and in the modified version, all operations are I-Confluent and use a mix of

conflict resolution policies. In the version used for Indigo, all write operations need to

acquire some reservation. Operation status reads information about tournaments. The

operations is read only and thus non-conflicting. It is the dominant operation in the

workload.

To test the scalability of the system, we increase the number of clients contacting each

server by running extra client threads until peak throughput is achieved. Figure 7.4a

shows the latency of operations for each number of requests per second.

The results show that Strong presents the highest average latency, which is a conse-

quence of having 2
3 of operations being forwarded to a remote server and being executed

in sequence. Despite that there are existing strong consistency solutions that scale better

than our approach [35], the base latency of those approaches is comparable to ours. The

variations in the time for executing operations are explained by the different number of

reads and writes each operation performs.

Causal shows the best scalability with the lowest latency. Our approach, IPA, performs

slightly worse than Causal, as additional updates need to be executed, but enforces ap-

plication invariants. When compared to Indigo, our approach performs slightly better.

The advantage is small because, while each operation requires acquiring a reservation,

reservations are exchanged among replicas very infrequently after that.

Figure 7.4b presents the latency for the write operation and highlights more clearly

the differences between the configurations. We omit the strong consistency column. The

average latency of operations in Indigo is higher than the latency for IPA or Causal. This

is explained by the occasional need for Indigo replicas to trade reservations. Compared
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to Causal, the latency of the write operations is only slightly higher in the IPA approach,

which is due to the extra code they execute. The overhead of executing extra effects is

discussed in Section 7.4.2.5.
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Figure 7.4: Performance of IPATournament using different approached.

7.4.2.3 Comparing different strategies

We implemented IPATwitter using Add-wins and Rem-wins strategies to compare the over-

heads of each approach. Figure 7.5 shows the latency of each operation for the different

strategies. The Add-wins version must ensure that when a user tweets, or retweets, he

cannot be removed concurrently. This incurs in the cost of restoring the user for those

operations and explains their higher latency compared to Causal. Whereas, Rem-wins
strategy must ensure that a tweet does not appear in any user’s timeline if that tweet

is removed concurrently. Pessimistically, this would have to remove the tweet from the

timelines of every user in the system, as the tweet could be added to anyone’s timeline (via

a re-tweet). Instead, we enact this strategy with a compensation, applied when accessing

user timelines. This hides tweets that were removed, thus restoring the invariant, trading

a slightly higher latency in reads to prevent unnecessary writes.
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Figure 7.5: Latency of individual operations in IPATwitter.
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7.4.2.4 Compensations scalability

We evaluate the scalability of the compensations CRDT in the IPATicket application, by

increasing contention. Figure 7.6 presents the latency of operations for a certain load of

the server. The small dots in the figure indicate the average number of invariant violations

that were observed at that throughput, when using Causal. They confirm the intuition

that as contention rises, the divergence window grows larger, increasing the chance for

invariant violation. In Causal, this exposes the application consistency anomalies, while

in IPA executing the compensations preserves the invariants at all times. As expected,

compensations incur on some overhead, but still provide latency comparable to Causal.

7.4.2.5 Microbenchmarks

IPA avoids invariant violations by adding extra updates to one or multiple objects in an

operation. In this section, we evaluate the overhead of adding additional effects to oper-

ations. We analyze the impact of executing increasingly more updates in a transaction

in comparison to the costs of executing the original operation in strong consistency or

Indigo.

Operations on a single object: We measure the speedup of an application running on

top of causal consistency that executes extra updates for a single object versus the original

operation running on Strong. Figure 7.7a shows that the original operation is about 28×
faster in IPA than in Strong. Adding more updates to this operation makes the speedup

decrease, because the transaction takes more time to execute. When we execute 2048

updates to a single object, the average latency is still about 40ms. Executing updates on

a single object imposes low extra overhead on the system, because the object is read and

written to storage only once and subsequent updates only impose processing costs.

Operations over multiple objects: Now we evaluate the overhead when an operations

executes multiple updates over different keys. In this case we expect the penalty of

modifying operations to increase faster because it is necessary to fetch more objects from

storage for a single operation.

The original application reads a varying number of objects to check some condition
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and then executes a single write operation to an object. The modified application checks

the same condition, but executes a write for each object. The idea is to simulate the

number of extra updates that an operation might need to execute. Figure 7.7b shows per-

formance dropping faster than when executing updates over single objects, as expected.

At 64 objects, it starts to pay off to use Strong.

In practice, in the applications that we evaluated, we require only a few extra updates

per object for a small number of objects, which support that is reasonable to modify oper-

ations this way. In the case of IPATwitter, which needs to execute more writes due to the

way the timeline is implemented, we were able to execute them lazily via compensations,

thus avoiding the high latency penalty.
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Figure 7.7: Speed-up of executing multiple writes in IPA versus unmodified Strong.
Speed-up of executing multiple writes in IPA versus unmodified Strong.

Comparison with Indigo: In Indigo, operations are allowed to execute locally if the

replica holds some specific reservations. Multiple operations might be able to execute

concurrently at different replicas if all of them can share the same reservations. If a

replica requires changing the value of some reservation that is being used, it must request

remote replicas to release it, before acquiring it. This approach only avoids coordination

when a replica holds the necessary reservations to execute some operation. Thus, the

latency of an application depends on the contention for obtaining the reservations.

In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of varying the percentage of operations

that compete to acquire some reservations. We compare the performance of this solution

against executing the same operation in IPA. Figure 7.8 shows that IPA performance is

equivalent to Indigo with no contention for reservations, and that the latency of Indigo
rises steadily as contention increases.

Despite the overhead for executing the additional effects, IPA provides a predictable

latency for operations, which is not the case for Indigo, whose operations latency depend

on the current distribution of reservations. Furthermore, our approach is fault-tolerant as

a client can execute operations as long as it can access a single server. In Indigo, if a server

that holds the necessary reservation to execute some operation becomes unavailable, the

operation cannot be executed.
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7.5 Related work

Systems that use weak consistency are widely deployed in the real-world [22, 31, 32, 78,

116], but can be difficult to use correctly [13].

To mitigate the problem, RedBlue [83] and Walter [117] provide support for executing

operations under weak or strong consistency to allow fast operations when invariants are

not at risk, and resort to strong consistency when the execution of operations is unsafe

[83, 117]. Despite improving the latency of operations in the general case, systems that

depend on coordination may still become unavailable and exhibit high latency.

Convergent data types [112] provide automatic conflict resolution rules, which lessens

the programming effort to ensure replica convergence. However application entities

might have inter-object dependencies that constraint the convergence policies that are

can be used for each entity. The IPA tool can be used to help programmers to choose

convergence policies appropriately when building complex applications using weak con-

sistency, to ensure invariant preservation without requiring coordination.

Bayou [122] ensures invariant preservation without requiring coordination by forcing

programmers to specify conflict detection and resolution mechanisms, and re-executing

some operations. Conversely, IPA does not need to run conflict detection or re-execute

operations for most types of invariants, as the modifications done to operations can be

executed preventively.

However, for some types of invariants, modifying the effects of operations make their

semantics poor. We provide support for compensations [51, 62, 98] to fix invariant viola-

tions when they cannot be prevented beforehand. In our work, we generate the effects of

compensations automatically and design new data types that are capable of automatically

check for violations, to reduce the effort for the programmer to apply this technique.

The execution of compensations usually requires some support from the underlying

system to ensure state convergence [51, 122]. In our approach, we leverage convergent

data types to execute them as any other operation of the system. This strategy allows that

different replicas solve the same invariant violation in different ways (depending on the

replica’s state), which ultimately might lead to applying unnecessary (but correct) effects.

However, it allows compensations to be used without any extra support from the system.
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7.6 Final remarks

In this chapter we explored a different route for achieving explicit consistency that does

not require coordination in any way. Instead of coordinating the execution of conflicting

operations, we have experimented the possibility of redefining operations effects to pre-

serve invariants at all times. We showed that our technique is able to correct a variety

of invariant violations common in applications without changing the semantics of oper-

ations when executed in standalone. We proposed an automated process for generating

new specifications and proving that operations are I-Confluent, relieving programmer

from that effort.

To extend the range of invariants that we could cover, we also added support for com-

pensations, which allow to defer the application of effects to repair invariant violations

after the fact. This is necessary in some cases, as adding the effects to the operations would

result in a unsatisfactory semantics for applications, which could render the applications

unusable.

Experimental results back the viability of the approach, showing that the modified

applications present a performance similar to the original applications. The features

required from the underlying storage system are available in several existing weakly

consistent databases, which facilitates the implementation of this technique of top of

several systems.
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8
Conclusion

In this chapter we conclude with final remarks about the work that was carried and briefly

discuss future research directions that arise from our findings.

In this thesis we have studied the design of applications on top of geo-replicated

storage. The engineering challenge in this topic is to provide good service properties,

such as availability and low latency at a global scale, while maintaining applications

consistent.

Our approach consists in exploring application’s semantics to enforce stronger consis-

tency in applications, while keeping systems available under partitioning. We propose a

novel consistency model, explicit consistency, that defines consistency using the applica-

tion invariants, instead of constraining the execution order of operations, as traditionally

done. This different characterization of consistency allows us to achieve a better bal-

ance between guaranteeing application correctness and ensuring low latency and high

availability.

We provide a methodology for implementing explicit consistency that allows to iden-

tify potential invariant violations that may result from concurrent executions. Based

on that information we explored two complementary approaches for preventing those

violations.

Violation avoidance: The first approach consists in leveraging the information about

conflicts to introduce points of synchronization that prevent possible conflicting execu-

tions. The same idea has been explored in previous work [33, 83, 84], but only with

strict delimitation between operations that are safe and unsafe. Our contribution is the

possibility of deciding dynamically if it is necessary to coordinate a particular operation

execution to maintain correctness, or if the operations can execute asynchronously, based

on the current state of the system. This allows to reduce the use of synchronization when
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compared to other systems, ensuring general good availability and low latency while

maintaining invariants.

We implemented this approach, first by extending an existing key-value store to sup-

port maintaining numerical invariants, and later, we generalized it for systems that sup-

port transactions, making the approach usable in a wider range of applications.

The downside of this approach is that, even if synchronization is only used sporadi-

cally, the application will unavoidably lose availability for executions that require con-

tacting remote replicas. The invariant preservation approach does not suffer from this

limitation.

Invariant preservation: The second approach takes a more exploratory vision. We

have observed that many invariant violations can be prevented by defining a precise

result for the execution of conflicting operations. In many cases, invariant violations can

be prevented by adding some extra effects to operations to ensure that the state of the

application remains consistent under concurrency. The advantage of this approach is that

is not necessary to use synchronization for preventing conflicts, which results in lower

latency and higher availability for applications.

For operations that cannot be modified without affecting the perceived semantics of

operations, we propose the use of compensations. Compensations allow to detect and fix

invariant violations after the fact. Compensations can be executed before clients are able

to query the application’s state, ensuring that it is repaired before being exposed to the

clients.

We proposed an algorithm that is capable of transforming operations specifications

and deriving compensations for specific operations, allowing programmers to achieve

highly-available applications.

The approach shows that in some cases it is possible to make a small trade in the

semantics of operations for higher availability, while only affecting the semantics of op-

erations when conflicts occur. If the semantics of operations is not viable for a certain

application, the programmer has always the option of coordinating the execution of those

operations, which we have showed that can be done very efficiently.

The tools: Both approaches come with companion tools that aid programmers to trans-

form applications. The tools serve as proof-of-concept of the proposed methodology. The

tools pinpoint problematic operations, while the programmer is responsible for modify-

ing operations in a way that prevents conflicts. While we recognize that these tools are

far from being usable in practice, they are an important milestone in the way of making

a full-fledged methodology for developing correct-by-design distributed application.

To conclude, the final contribution of this thesis is a deeper insight on the types of

invariant violations that occur in weakly consistent systems. While the trade-off remains

a difficult problem for programmers, our work provides well-founded solution that can

be applied based on reasonable assumptions that can be made on nowadays systems.
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More precisely, our approach only requires that the underlying system provides causal

consistency and supports transactions.

8.1 Research directions

In this section we discuss potential directions for the outcomes of this work

Complex applications: In this work we have narrowed the scope of an application to

stand-alone applications on top of a single database. However the more general case,

is that applications are built with multiple services that are composed with each other

and may depend on data that is scattered and duplicated across multiple databases. This

makes the case of ensuring application-wide invariants much more challenging, because

the consistency properties across services of these systems are much weaker.

One possible solution for that problem is to develop a methodology that allows pro-

grammers to model the interactions between multiple cooperating services, and do an

analysis to identify the potential conflicts that might occur for operations that execute

across services.

Usability: Requiring programmers to provide a specification of applications is a bar-

rier for the adoption of our methodology. It is difficult to specify applications using a

formal logic, even if it is simple as first-order logic, and even more difficult to ensure that

applications meet the specification.

A possible direction for this problem is to incorporate the mechanisms used in each

approach in a language that is already familiar for programmers, such as SQL. We are

already studying the hypothesis of modifying an SQL engine to support reservations and

automatic conflict-resolution. A second alternative, is to extract the specification directly

from the code, with minimum input from the programmer, to automatically analyze and

transform applications. This would allow a more systematic and less error-prone usage

of the methodology.
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